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abstract

Robust environment perception of a mobile robot strongly relies on fusion of multiple
heterogeneous sensors. Sensor fusion algorithms aim to harness all the valuable information
fromdi�erent sensormodalities, while circumventing their weaknesses. However, to achieve
that goal, proper sensor calibration is essential. It can be achieved with o�ine (target-
based) methods or online by relying on information from the environment. Regardless
of the approach, it should provide internal sensor parameters, i.e. intrinsic calibration,
accompanied with spatial and temporal relations between the sensors, i.e. extrinsic and
temporal calibration. ¿is thesis aims to solve extrinsic and temporal calibration of radar –
camera – lidar systems in both o�ine and online manner.

Extrinsic calibration tries to �nd transform between coordinate frames of two or more
sensors. ¿is problem is more complicated with heterogeneous sensors, due to di�erent
operating principles of the sensors and subsequently di�erent types of data they produce. It is
essential to �nd correct correspondences which are then used in the next step, estimation of
extrinsic parameters. One of the strategies that enables robust correspondence registration
is calibration based on a special target.¿is thesis proposes a novel calibration target suitable
for accurate 6 degrees of freedom calibration of radar – camera – lidar systems. Furthermore,
measurements of the target enable two-step optimization which leads to accurate extrinsic
calibration. While the �rst step is rather standard reprojection error optimization, a novel
second step based on radar cross section (RCS) is proposed. It exploits newly discovered
e�ect of radar’s RCS estimation error related to the elevation angle.

Temporal calibration tries to align timestamps of multiple sensors based on comparison
of their measurements. It requires motion, either of the sensor systems or an object that the
sensor system perceives. ¿is thesis proposes a method for temporal calibration based on
moving target tracking thus enabling temporal calibration of radars with other sensors such
as cameras and lidars. ¿e backbone of the proposed approach are Gaussian Processes used
for continuous-time trajectory representation. It is shown that continuous-time representa-
tion is essential for accurate temporal calibration since it enables theoretically grounded
temporal correspondence registration between asynchronous sensors with di�erent frame
rates. Furthermore, a novel joint spatiotemporal calibration is proposed that owes its e�-
ciency to the Exactly Sparse Gaussian Process Regression and on-manifold optimization.
Developed method enables e�cient and accurate multisensor calibration that is applicable
to a wide range of sensors.

Online calibration uses information from the environment to generate correspondences
between the sensors, thus avoiding specialized targets. ¿is thesis proposes a novel method
for online calibration based on moving object tracking applied to radar – camera – lidar
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systems. ¿e method builds upon the standard detection and tracking pipeline of any au-
tonomous stack that is performed for each sensor separately. It adds a calibration-agnostic
track-to-track association scheme that works well under miscalibration. Furthermore,
lightweight online decalibration detection scheme is proposed based on analytical pairwise
calibration solution. Lastly, complete recalibration of the system is achieved through graph-
based multisensor calibration. Combination of the proposed target-based and targetless
methods enables a complete solution to calibration of radar – camera – lidar sensor systems.

keywords: sensor calibration, extrinsic calibration, temporal calibration, moving object
tracking, calibration target, radar, lidar, camera, identi�ability, Fisher Information Matrix,
Gaussian Processes, Lie groups, on-manifold optimization



sažetak

ekstrinzino i vremensko umjeravanje heterogenih eksterocepcijskih
senzorskih sustava mobilnih robota

Robusna percepcija okoline jedan je od preduvjeta koje autonomni mobilni robot ili
vozilo mora ispuniti. Kako bi se postigao taj cilj, koriste se razni senzori poput kamera,
radara, lidara i inercijalnih mjernih jedinica, a njihove se informacije često integriraju.
Temeljni zadaci kao što su istodobna lokalizacija i kartiranje (SLAM), otkrivanje i praćenje
gibajućih objekata te odometrija često se unaprjeđuju fuzijom više senzora. Temeljni korak u
procesu fuzije jest umjeravanje senzora, intrinzično, ekstrinzično i vremensko. Intrinzičnim
umjeravanjem pronalaze se unutarnji parametri pojedinog senzora (npr. žarišna udaljenost
kamere ili pomak u lidarovim mjerenjima udaljenosti), dok ekstrinzično umjeravanje
daje relativnu transformaciju iz koordinatnog sustava jednog senzora u drugi. Vremensko
umjeravanje senzora podrazumijeva usklađivanje satova senzora pri čemu se određuje
pomak između satova kao i njihova različita frekvencija.

Metode umjeravanja zahtijevaju povezivanje podudarajućih značajki u mjerenjima
senzora, što je jedan od glavnih izazova u ekstrinzičnom i vremenskom umjeravanju hetero-
genih senzora jer različiti senzori koriste različita �zikalna načela pri mjerenju. Povezane
značajke u mjerenjima mogu potjecati iz dvaju izvora: (i) predodređene mete za umjer-
avanje ili (ii) značajki iz okoline. Nakon pronalaska podudarajućih značajki provode se
optimizacijski koraci za estimaciju parametara umjeravanja. Dok neke metode zahtijevaju
intrinzično umjerene senzore za pronalaženje ekstrinzičnog i vremenskog umjeravanja,
drugemetode obavljaju optimizaciju nad objema skupinama parametara istodobno.Metode
za umjeravanje obično pokušavaju zadovoljiti neka geometrijska ograničenja minimiziran-
jem reprojekcijske pogreške speci�čne za problem. Uspjeh optimizacije uvelike ovisi o
prikupljenim podacima. Važan korak prije prikupljanja podataka jest određivanje minimal-
nih zahtjeva na skup podataka koji osiguravaju identi�kabilnost problema (ili osmotrivost u
slučaju dinamičkih sustava). Nekemetode pristupaju problemu identi�kabilnosti s geometri-
jskog stajališta, dok druge to čine iz okvira nelinearne osmotrivosti ili pomoću statističkih
alata kao što je Fisherova informacijska matrica. Kroz disertaciju je razvijeno nekoliko
metoda za ekstrinzično i vremensko umjeravanje eksterocepcijskih senzora koji se uobiča-
jeno koriste na mobilnim robotima: radari, lidari i kamere. Razvijena je nova univerzalna
meta za umjeravanje koja omogućuje umjeravanje spomenutih senzora u svih 6 stupnjeva
slobode. Pored toga, ostvareno je i vremensko umjeravanje zasnovano na gibanju spomenute
mete. Na kraju, razvijeni matematički okvir primijenjen je u online okruženju gdje je sustav
umjeren koristeći informacije o gibajućim objektima u radnom prostoru robota.
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Svojstva dobro osmišljenemete su (i) lakoća otkrivanja i (ii) visoka točnost lokalizacije za
sve senzore koji se umjeravaju. Prvo svojstvo osigurava uspjeh pronalaženja podudarajućih
značajki, dok drugo svojstvo ima veliki utjecaj na kvalitetu rezultata dobivenih optimizaci-
jskim postupkom. Nadalje, ako je dostupno apriorno znanje o meti, metoda umjeravanja
ga može iskoristiti kako bi poboljšala preciznost. Eksteroceptivni senzori koji se koriste
u robotici koriste raznolike �zikalne pojave kako bi dobili informacije o okolini. Zbog
raznih tipova podataka dobivenih heterogenim senzora, postoji mnogo različitih meta za
umjeravanje koje moraju zadovoljiti sve potrebe sustava koji se umjerava.

Vremensko umjeravanje podrazumijeva usklađivanje satova različitih senzora kako bi se
njihova mjerenja mogla ispravno upariti. Senzori mogu koristiti vlastite satove ili zajednički
sat na centralnom računalu. Kada senzori koriste razdvojene satove, potrebno je odrediti
vremenski pomak između njih, kao i razliku između njihovih frekvencija. Problem različitih
frekvencija moguće je riješiti korištenjem centralnog sata, ali taj pristup dovodi do nepre-
ciznosti u vremenskim oznakama uzrokovanih smetnjama umreži. Vremensko umjeravanje
je ponekad moguće izbjeći usklađenim okidanjem senzora. Međutim, takav pristup nije
uvijek moguće implementirati, kao što i on nužno ne garantira nulti pomak satova. Stoga,
najsigurniji pristup je odrediti odnose među satovima koristeći stvarna mjerenja senzora.
Kako bi se sustav vremenski umjerio, potrebno je gibanje koje može potjecati iz gibanja
senzorskog sustava ili gibanja objekta kojeg senzorski sustav promatra. Kroz disertaciju
je razvijena metoda zasnovana na potonjem pristupu koji ima prednost da je primjenjiv
i kod statičnih senzorskih sustava. Nadalje, kontinuirana reprezentacija je ključni aspekt
predložene metode jer omogućuje jednoznačno uparivanje mjerenja asinkronih senzora
s različitim frekvencijama. U disertaciji se koristi regresija Gaussovim procesima (GP),
dok druge metode često koriste B-spline interpolaciju ili jednostavniju linearnu i sferičnu
interpolaciju.

Online umjeravanje zasniva se na korištenju mjerenja iz radnog prostora robota, tj. bez
korištenja mete za umjeravanje. Pri rješavanju tog problema, javljaju se dodatni problemi
koje je potrebno razmotriti. Naime, okolina pruža veliku količinu podataka među kojima je
potrebno pronaći najkorisnije u svrhu umjeravanja. Nadalje, umjeravanje robota je povre-
meno potrebno ponovno provesti jer razni utjecaji mogu narušiti kvalitetu umjeravanja te
time naštetiti drugim zadaćama koje robot mora obavljati. Stoga je potrebno razviti metode
koje mogu pravovremeno otkriti takve situacije uz mali utrošak računalnih resursa.

Disertacija je organizirana u sedam poglavlja. Prvo poglavlje disertacije daje uvod u
temu, formalno opisuje problem te daje ilustrativni primjer kojim motivira potrebu za
umjeravanjem. Drugo poglavlje daje pregled područja, dok treće poglavlje pružna osnovni
uvod u korištene matematičke alate. Četvrto poglavlje opisuje glavne doprinose i rezul-
tate disertacije. Peto poglavlje iznosi zaključke donesene kroz disertaciju te nudi pregled
mogućeg budućeg rada. Šesto poglavlje daje popis objavljenih radova koji čine disertaciju,
dok sedmo poglavlje opisuje doprinos autora na svakome od njih. Potom je izložen popis
literature korištene u disertaciji te su priloženi radovi na kojima se disertacija zasniva. Dis-
ertacija je izrađena po skandinavskommodelu te ju čine četiri časopisna i tri konferencijska
članka. Glavni doprinosi disertacije su izloženi i opisani u nastavku poglavlja.

#1 Metoda ekstrinzičnog umjeravanja senzorskog sustava radar – kamera – laser u šest
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stupnjeva slobode poboljšana evaluacijom mjerenja radarskog presjeka.

Ekstrinzično umjeravanje heterogenih senzora je zahtjevan zadatak jer takvi senzori mjere
različite �zikalne pojave te daju raznovrsne podatke. Kako bi se taj izazov prebrodio, često
se koriste mete za umjeravanje koje omogućuju precizne i e�kasne metode. Oslanjajući se
na mete, potraga za korespondencijama između senzora je pojednostavljena, dok apriorna
znanja o meti mogu poboljšati preciznost estimacije. Nadalje, analiza identi�kabilnosti
osigurava dohvatljivost rješenja danog problema, a može dati preporuke za dizajn procedure
prikupljanja podataka.

Prvi doprinos disertacije bavi se ekstrinzičnimumjeravanje sustava radar – lidar – kamera
u 6 stupnjeva slobode (DOF). Metoda uključuje dizajn univerzalne mete prikladne za radar,
lidar i kameru predstavljene u [Pub1]. Meta za umjeravanje se sastoji od stiropornog trokuta
nevidljivog radaru s dobrim svojstvima detekcije i lokalizacije u oblaku točaka i slici. Radar
prima re�eksiju od trihedralnog kutnog re�ektora koji ima visoki radarski presjek (RCS) i
nisku osjetljivost na orijentaciju. Nova dvo-koračna optimizacija koja omogućuje potpuno
i precizno umjeravanje u svih 6 DOF je predstavljena u [Pub1]. Prvi korak optimizacije
zasnovan je na minimizaciji reprojekcijske pogreške, dok drugi korak, optimizacija RCS-a,
koristi prostornu distribuciju RCS-a kako bi estimirao varijable koje nisu identi�kabilne
kriterijem reprojekcijske pogreške zbog nedostatka radarove vertikalne rezolucije. Podskup
ekstrinzičnih parametara koje drugi korak optimizacije popravlja uključuje translaciju
u vertikalnom smjeru te kuteve valjanja i poniranja. Posebno odabrana parametrizacija
ekstrinzičnog umjeravanja konzistentno omogućuje najveću razdvojenost nesigurnosti
između parametara čime potvrđuje odluku o zaključavanju parametara u dvo-koračnoj
optimizaciji.

Prva inačica RCS optimizacije [Pub1] zasnovana je na predodređenom nominalnom vid-
nom polju (FOV) radara i pragu RCS-a. Optimizacijskim kriterijem se pokušava obuhvatiti
svamjerenja s visokim RCS-om unutar nominalnog FOV-a. Druga inačica RCS optimizacije
[Pub2] uvodi novi kriterij koji vodi do preciznijih rezultata, pri čemu izostavlja potrebu
za podešavanjem početnih parametara nominalnog FOV-a i praga RCS-a. Optimizacijom
se estimiraju parametri krivulje elevacija – RCS koji najbolje objašnjavaju mjerenja. Iako
sporedni parametri krivulje nemaju praktičnu vrijednost, oni vode do poboljšanog ekstrinz-
ičnog umjeravanja povezujući elevaciju mjerenu lidarom s RCS-om mjerenim radarom.
Nadalje, [Pub2] proširuje metodu iz [Pub1] uključujući kameru u proces umjeravanja. Uz
to, detaljna analiza identi�kabilnosti optimizacije reprojekcijske pogreške je provedena u
[Pub2]. Ona objašnjava hipotezu o nejednakoj raspodjeli nesigurnosti za različite kon�g-
uracije senzora, potvrđuje potrebu za drugim korakom optimizacije te pruža naputke za
proces prikupljanja podataka koji omogućuje pouzdano umjeravanje. Metoda je testirana
na simuliranim i stvarnim podatcima koristeći dva različita radara. Rezultati su pokazali da
je moguće konzistentno i precizno estimirati svih 6 DOF-e ekstrinzičnog umjeravanja. Na
kraju, metoda je iskorištena kako bi se provela procjena radarova vertikalnog pozicioniranja
uz pomoć ravnine poda estimirane lidarom.

#2 Metoda za ekstrinzično i vremensko umjeravanje heterogenih eksterocepcijskih sen-
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zorskih sustava mobilnih robota zasnovana na praćenju objekata pomoću regresije
Gaussovim procesima.

Vremensko umjeravanje zahtjeva gibanje, bilo vlastito gibanje senzorskog sustava ili gibanje
objekta kojeg sustav promatra. Iako su metode zasnovane na vlastitom gibanju pouzdan
izvor informacija za umjeravanje, svi senzori ne mogu dovoljno dobro estimirati vlastito
gibanje, npr. radari. Uz to, statični senzorski sustavi su lišeni vlastitog gibanja. Stoga se
drugi doprinos disertacije zasniva na korištenju gibajućih meta za ekstrinzično i vremensko
umjeravanje heterogenih senzora. Jedini preduvjet je da svi senzori mogu estimirati 3D
poziciju objekta što je moguće koristeći mnogo raznih senzora, npr. kamerama, lidarima,
radarima, sustavima za praćenje gibanja (MOCAP), itd.

Srž metode za umjeravanje predstavljene u [Pub6] čini regresija GP-ima. Trajektorije
mete su opisane koristeći regresiju GP-ima kako bi se dobile izglađenje reprezentacije u
vremenski kontinuiranoj domeni koje omogućuju preciznu vremensku registraciju kore-
spondencija i umjeravanje. Apstrahirajući mjerenja senzora s kontinuiranim trajektorijama,
registracija korespondencija između asinkronih senzora s različitim vremenima uzorko-
vanja postaje jednostavna. Nadalje, preklapanje trajektorija kojime se ostvaruje umjeravanje,
odvija se kroz optimizaciju na mnogostrukosti. Metoda optimizacije zahtjeva izglađene
trajektorije dobivene GP-ima, ali omogućuje precizno i računski učinkovito umjeravanje.
Uz to, metoda omogućuje estimaciju vremenskog pomaka, ali i razlike u frekvencijama
satova.

Predložena metoda iscrpno je testirana u simulacijama te stvarnim eksperimentima koji
uključuju četiri različita senzora: kameru, lidar, radar te MOCAP sustav. Pokazano je kako
metoda može estimirati vremenski pomak s greškom znatno manjoj od najkraćeg vremena
uzorkovanja, npr. greška od .ms za kamere s vremenom uzorkovanja od ms. Nadalje,
precizno vremensko umjeravanje omogućava i jednostavno ekstrinzično umjeravanje, čak i
pri visoko dinamičnom gibanju mete. Važnost vremenskog umjeravanja je prikazana kroz
primjer kamera –MOCAP fuzije gdje je metoda uspjela smanjiti prosječnu reprojekcijsku
pogrešku s . cm na . cm. Na kraju, javno dostupna implementacija koda za regresiju
GP-ima i metodu umjeravanje je omogućila računski jednostavno i skalabilno rješenje.
Naime, za minutu mjerenja frekvencije Hz, metoda zahtjeva samo ms za regresiju
GP-om te ms za optimizaciju.

#3 Nenadzirana metoda ekstrinzičnog i vremenskog umjeravanja heterogenih eksterocepci-
jskih senzorskih sustava mobilnih robota tijekom rada zasnovana na grafovima.

Cjeloživotna operacija robotskog sustava je iznimno ovisna o pouzdanoj umjerenosti sustava
koja može degradirati s vremenom. Kako bi se nadišao taj izazov, metode za online umjer-
avanje koriste informacije iz okoline kao korespondencije među senzorima. Otkrivanje i
praćenje gibajućih objekata poput vozila i pješaka se često obavlja pomoću svih senzora
na robotskoj platformi, što pruža veliku količinu informacija za umjeravanje. Treći dopri-
nos disertacije predstavljen u [Pub5] proširuje umjeravanje zasnovano na gibajućoj meti
otpuštanjem preduvjeta za poznatommetom te dodajući nekoliko značajki koje omogućuju
e�kasno online otkrivanje pogreške umjeravanje te ponovno umjeravanje.



sažetak xiv

Metoda se sastoji od standardnog pristupa otkrivanju i praćenju gibajućih objekata
koristeći radare, kamere i lidare. Uvedena je nova tehnika za uparivanje praćenih traka koja je
otporna na pogreške umjeravanja. Uz to, metoda koristi jednostavnumetodu za umjeravanje
parova senzora čime je omogućena računarski pristupačna metoda za otkrivanje pogreške
umjeravanja te inicijalizaciju ponovnog umjeravanja. Na kraju, metoda koristi globalno
umjeravanje svih senzora zasnovano na grafovima kako bi omogućila konzistentno ponovno
umjeravanje cijelog sustava.

Predložena metoda je testirana na javno dostupnom skupu podataka namijenjenom
razvoju autonomnih vozila koji sadrži radar, kameru i lidar. Od uobičajenih sudionika
u prometu, metoda koristi samo podatke o okolnim vozilima jer samo njih svi senzori
mogu pouzdano pratiti. Rezultati su pokazali da je metoda sposobna otkriti male pogreške
u umjeravanju rotacije unutar nekoliko sekundi, kao i ponovno umjeriti cijeli sustav u
normalnom režimu rada. Nadalje, pokazano je kako ovaj pristup radi bolje od uobičajenih
pristupa zasnovanih na vlastitom gibanju prilikom neinformativnih segmenata vožnje.

kljune rijei: umjeravanje senzora, ekstrinzično umjeravanje, vremensko umjeravanje,
praćenje gibajućih objekata, meta za umjeravanje, radar, lidar, kamera, identi�kabilnost,
Fisherova informacijska matrica, Gaussovi procesi, Lieve groupe, optimizacija na mno-
gostrukosti
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1
Introduction

R obust environment perception is one of the essential tasks which an autonomous
mobile robot or vehicle has to accomplish. To achieve this goal, various sensors such

as cameras, radars, lidars, and inertial navigation units (IMU) are used and information
thereof is o en fused. Essential tasks such as simultaneous localization andmapping (SLAM),
detection and tracking of moving objects (DATMO), and odometry are o en improved by
sensor fusion. A fundamental step in the fusion process is sensor calibration, commonly
divided into extrinsic, intrinsic and temporal. In this chapter, a formal problem statement
and motivation are given in Section 1.1, followed by a list of original contributions in
Section 1.2 and outline of the thesis in Section 1.3.

1.1 problem statement and motivation

1.1.1 Problem statement

Sensor calibration aims to �nd necessary parameters for (i) interpretation of data from a
single sensor and (ii) fusing data between multiple sensors. Former set of parameters are
found with intrinsic calibration, while the later ones with extrinsic and temporal calibration.
Intrinsic calibration provides internal parameters of each sensor, e.g. focal length of a camera
or bias in lidar range measurements. Extrinsic calibration, also known as spatial calibration,
provides relative transformation between coordinate frames of two sensors. Lastly, temporal
calibration, also known as synchronization, of the sensors aligns the clocks of di�erent
sensors which includes a constant temporal o�set, i.e. time delay, as well as dri between
the clocks caused by di�erent rates. A calibration method can estimate all parameter groups
at the same time or a procedure can be devised that decouples the parameter groups and
estimates them individually.

Intrinsic parameters are related to the working principle of the sensor. ¿erefore, meth-
ods for �nding intrinsic parameters do not share many similarities for di�erent types of
sensors. On the other hand, parametrization of extrinsic calibration, i.e. homogeneous
transform, can always be expressed in the same manner, regardless of the sensors involved.
Despite that, solving the extrinsic calibration is challenging because it requires �nding
correspondences between the data acquired by sensors that can measure di�erent physical
quantities. Lastly, temporal calibration can be performed using external hardware systems,
e.g. �ashing diodes for cameras, or by using motion cues, either the system itself or the
target that the system observes. ¿e former approach is o en restricted to speci�c sensor

1
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con�guration, while the later can be limited by feasible motion. Nevertheless, extrinsic and
temporal calibration require correspondence registration between two or more sensors
which can stem from designated targets, environment or observed motion.

A er correspondence registration, calibration parameters are estimated using an ap-
propriate method. Calibration methods typically try to satisfy some geometric constraints
through minimization of a problem-speci�c reprojection error. ¿e geometric constraints
involve nonlinearities which o en cannot be solved analytically. To resolve this challenge,
estimators use iterative linearization techniques to �nd the appropriate solution. A com-
mon approach is to perform iterative non-linear batch optimization, e.g. using Leven-
berg–Marquardt algorithm. ¿is approach o en leads to the most accurate results that
are more robust to modelled errors, while requiring longer computation time. Due to the
nonconvexity of the problem caused by the nonlinearities, these methods have a risk of
converging to a local minimum. To avoid this risk, some methods divide optimization in
initial rough estimates that guarantee near-optimal solutions followed by nonlinear iterative
re�nement step. Alternatively, calibration can be solved within a �ltering framework where
real-time performance and continuous calibration are required. However, these approaches
o en have stronger requirements on initial calibration parameters and can diverge due to
uninformative data.

Calibration approaches can be target-based or targetless, sometimes referred to o�ine
and online approaches, respectively. In the case of target-based calibration, correspondences
originate from a specially designed target, while targetless methods utilize environment
features perceived by the sensors. Former has the advantage of the freedom of design that
maximizes the chance of all involved sensors perceiving the calibration target, but requires
the development of such a target and execution of an appropriate o�ine calibration proce-
dure. ¿e latter has the advantage of using the environment itself as the calibration target
and can operate online by registering structural correspondences in the environment, but
requires all involved sensors to be able to extract the same environment features. Registra-
tion of structural correspondences can be avoided by motion-based methods, which use
the system’s motion estimated by the individual sensors to calibrate them. ¿ese methods
have two main advantages: (i) they rely less on the sensors’ operating principles and can
be applied to di�erent sensors, assuming that a sensor can estimate its motion, (ii) unlike
other methods, they are able to extrinsically calibrate sensors with non-overlapping �elds of
view. Finally, calibration can be performed using trajectories of moving objects around the
sensor system. While these methods require overlapping sensor �eld of view (FOV), they
abstract the sensor measurements by using object trajectories and work even with static
sensor systems.

Regardless of the chosen approach, the success of the calibration is highly dependent on
the provided data. An important step before the data acquisition is determination ofminimal
requirements on the dataset for which the problem becomes identi�able (or observable in
the case of dynamic systems). ¿e identi�ability question is o en addressed through (i)
the geometric viewpoint, (ii) framework of nonlinear observability or (iii) statistical tools
such as Fisher Information Matrix. ¿is analysis provides guidelines on data collection
which would yield reliable results. Furthermore, it can provide a measure of calibration
estimate uncertainty. Namely, datasets used for sensor calibration can o en times result
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of lidar – camera fusion pipeline emphasizing in�uence of intrinsic, temporal
and extrinsic calibration parameters.

in uneven certainty among parameters. By levering on that insight, we can o en direct
the data collection process or use the estimated parameters with more caution. Besides
determining minimal requirements on the dataset, calibration method can bene�t from
wisely choosing a subset of measurements that enter the estimation step. Using only recent
data enables a system to detect miscalibration quickly, while it o en sacri�ces accuracy
of the results. Furthermore, avoiding dataset subsets which lead to unobservability can
improve the overall calibration accuracy.

Due to a myriad of approaches, signi�cant di�erences among the involved sensors
and all the aforementioned challenges, solving sensor calibration is not a straightforward
task. An approach that could handle all the sensors, impose low requirements on the
dataset and provide the most accurate results is still a holy grail of calibration.¿us, it is still
common practice to choose an approach that best accommodates the sensors at hand. In this
thesis, the main goal is to enable proper calibration between radars and their most common
companions, cameras and lidars. Namely, radars have become ubiquitous in modern robotic
systems, e.g. autonomous vehicles (AVs), while the methods for their calibration remained
limited. To overcome this issue, several methods for extrinsic and temporal calibration
between radars, cameras and lidars have been developed and are presented in the sequel.

1.1.2 Motivation

In this section, a canonical example of sensor fusion, the camera–lidar case, is dissected to
illustrate the crucial role of the sensor calibration. ¿ese sensors are o en used in robotics
for many tasks, while complementary nature of their measurements makes the fusion
compelling. Cameras provide dense colored information about the environment which
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enables extracting �ne structural details. However, they lack the depth information which
is readily available from lidars that usually provide sparse data. In addition, lidars measure
intensity of the re�ected ray which can be used to infer additional object properties, e.g.
material of the re�ecting surface. ¿us, proper fusion of this data enhances various tasks
which a robot has to perform such as mapping and localization or semantic segmentation.
However, properly fusing the data requires accurate temporal, intrinsic and extrinsic cali-
bration between the sensors. In a standard fusion pipeline, presented in Figure 1.1, the initial
step is to correct individual sensor measurements using their intrinsic calibrations. It is
followed by establishing a correct temporal correspondence between the measurements.
¿e last two steps are used to project the lidar data into the camera image. By using extrinsic
calibration, measured lidar points are transformed from lidar to camera coordinate frame.
Lastly, intrinsic camera calibration is used to project these points into the image that yields
�nal data correspondence. In the sequel, each step is further examined.

¿e �rst step in the pipeline corrects the sensor readings based on their intrinsic cali-
bration parameters. Lidar intrinsics ζL typically include range bias and intensity correction,
while more complex models consider angular and position o�sets for each beam [1]. Cam-
eras usually require lens distortion removal, while photometric calibration can enhance the
fusion further by removing undesired e�ects such as vignetting [2]. All intrinsic camera
parameters, including projection parameters introduced in the sequel, are given with ζC .

Establishing temporal correspondence can be performed in several ways: (i) through
hardware synchronization using external triggers, (ii) routing all the data through a single
computer that assigns the timestamps and (iii) using local timestamps assigned by each sen-
sor clock. Hardware synchronization o en results with the most accurate correspondence,
but is not always possible to implement. Using a central computer is the simplest approach,
but can degrade correspondence accuracy due to network jitter. On the other hand, local
timestamps are not a�ected by the jitter, but su�er from time delay dri kd due to di�erent
clock rates. Regardless of the approach, it is wise to use the actual sensor measurements in
temporal calibration to estimate the time delay td between the sensors as well as clock dri 
in case of locally generated timestamps. Besides estimating temporal calibration parameters,
speci�cs of sensor data acquisition need to be taken into account. For example, lidars o en
perform sweeping of the environment resulting in di�erent timestamps for each azimuth
angle. On the other hands, cameras can either have a global or rolling shutter requiring the
knowledge of shutter and readout time. Lastly, knowing the temporal correspondence, the
pipeline o en has to perform motion distortion compensation and interpolation.

¿e last two steps enable �nal data correspondence by projecting lidar points in the
camera image. Firstly, extrinsic parameters (R, t) are used to transform all lidar points
l pl ∈ lPl from the lidar reference frame to the camera reference frame, cpl ∈ cPl . Lastly,
transformed points cPl are projected on the image using an appropriate projection model
π(ζC , cpl), given the camera intrinsic calibration parameters ζC . In case of a simple pinhole
camera model, camera focal lengths and principal point are required at this step.

In this illustrative example, it is shown how sensor calibration estimates enter the
system at multiple stages. Calibration inaccuracies can deteriorate any step of the pipeline.
¿erefore, it is necessary to provide the system with accurate sensor calibration to enable
desired performance of other essential tasks that a robot has to solve.
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of system concept developed within the SafeTram project.

Furthermore, the research conducted within the thesis was motivated by the require-
ments of the SafeTram project. ¿e proposed system illustrated in Fig. 1.2 consisted of
multiple cameras and radars. Since radar calibration was not well studied, the conducted
research explored the possibilities of calibrating radar – camera – lidar systems through
various approaches.

1.2 original contributions

¿e original contributions of the thesis enabled both extrinsic and temporal calibration of
sensor systems involving radars. Due to common fusion of cameras and lidars with the
radars, each developed method enables complete calibration of such systems. ¿is thesis
introduced three scienti�c contributions as a result of the conducted research:

#1 A method for six degrees of freedom extrinsic calibration of radar – camera – lidar
sensor system enhanced by radar cross section measurement evaluation.

#2 A method for extrinsic and temporal calibration of heterogeneous exteroceptive mo-
bile robot sensor systems based on object tracking using Gaussian process regression.

#3 An online unsupervised graph-based method for extrinsic and temporal calibration
of heterogeneous exteroceptive mobile robot sensor systems.

A more elaborate presentation of the aforementioned scienti�c contributions is given in
Section 4.
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1.3 outline of the thesis

¿e thesis is divided into seven chapters. ¿e main chapters discuss the current state of
the art in sensor calibration and provide required theoretical background on mathematical
frameworks used within the thesis. In addition, main contributions and results from the
thesis are presented, along with the concluding remarks and directions for future research.
In the sequel, a short summary of each remaining chapter is presented.

Ch 2 ¿is chapter provides a broad overview of calibration approaches and sensor speci�cs
that are relevant for this thesis. ¿e main operating principles necessary for under-
standing of the contributions are brie�y presented for each involved sensor: radar,
camera and lidar. ¿e state of the art in sensor calibration is classi�ed into several cat-
egories: (i) target based calibration, (ii) targetless calibration, (iii) ego-motion based
calibration and (iv) moving object based calibration. Finally, additional considera-
tions that emerge in solving sensor calibration are addressed, including multi-sensor
calibration, online calibration and the issue of observability.

Ch 3 ¿is chapter provides a brief introduction into the mathematical frameworks used
within this thesis. Application of the Fisher Information Matrix for the purpose of
identi�ability analysis is elaborated. Batch continuous-time estimation is addressed by
introducing the Gaussian Process regression. Lastly, Lie Group theory is introduced
as a prerequisite for on-manifold optimization used within the thesis.

Ch 4 ¿is chapter describes the main scienti�c contributions of the thesis.

Ch 5 ¿is chapter gives concluding remarks of the thesis and discusses some directions for
the future work.

Ch 6 ¿is chapter lists all the publications contributing to the main results of the thesis.

Ch 7 ¿is chapter gives a statement on the author’s contribution to each of the included
publications.

¿e main part of the thesis is followed by a list of referenced bibliography. A erwards, all
the publications related to the main results of the thesis that were previously published in
proceedings of international scienti�c conferences or peer-reviewed journals are attached.



2
Overview of calibration methods

S ensor calibration has to solve numerous challenging tasks, depending on the sensors
involved, surrounding environment and various other circumstances. ¿at has led to

a variety of di�erent approaches in solving it. In this chapter, Sec. 2.1 provides essential
information about the involved sensors, Sec. 2.2 gives an overview of existing calibration
approaches, while Sec. 2.3 discusses some additional considerations that arise in sensor
calibration.

2.1 sensors

Understanding the operating principles of the sensors is essential in designing a suitable
sensor calibration solution. ¿us, this section provides essential information on radar,
camera and lidar operating principles. To illustrate the challenges in heterogeneous sensor
calibration, Fig. 2.1 shows how di�erent sensors observe the same scene and detect objects
on an autonomous vehicles (AV) dataset nuScenes [3], used within [Pub3].

2.1.1 Radar

Radars are active sensors that emit electromagnetic waves to detect objects around them.
By processing data from multiple emitting and receiving antennas, they produce a list
of detected objects. Every object is described with azimuth angle, range, range-rate and
re�ectivity measure called radar cross section (RCS). ¿e only structural information about
an object is encoded in RCS, which depends on the object’s shape, material, orientation, etc.
Such radars are still the most common in robotics and AV applications, while the newer
generations also measure elevation angle. In addition, novel mechanically scanning radars
have been recently applied to AVs leading to increased resolution and informativeness at
the cost of lower frame rate and bulkiness [4].

Figure 2.1c illustrates data that a radar outputs per single frame. It can be seen that
radar produces a limited number of detections with a high outlier rate and low precision.
Furthermore, it shows that RCS can help in initial �ltering stage, but it is unreliable to infer
on the environment structure. Angular and range accuracy are typically much lower than
with the competing sensor modalities, while radar’s strength lies in direct measurement of
velocity. Furthermore, radars are more reliable at inclement weather, and they perform best
when detecting metal objects. To overcome the aforementioned challenges and produce
usable information in real-world scenarios, radar detections have to be �ltered and tracked
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(a) Lidar

(b) Camera (c) Radar

Figure 2.1: Vehicle detection using lidar, camera and radar. Lidar pointcloud consists of 10 consecutive
sweeps, while blue and green boxes represent car and truck detections, respectively. Radar
detections are colored with radar cross-section and show range rate, while gray circles
represent con�rmed tracks.

over time. ¿us, radars are most commonly used for detection and tracking of moving
objects (DATMO), and there exist numerous tracking algorithms developed speci�cally for
the them [5, 6]. In addition, radars have also been used to reliably estimate translational
velocity of the ego-vehicle [7, 8].

2.1.2 Lidar

Lidars are active sensors that emit highly focused light pulses using lasers to measure
distance to surrounding objects. Commonly, one or multiple lasers are attached to a me-
chanically spinning head, forming 2D or 3D lidars, respectively. Besides measuring distance,
lidars also provide intensity measurements, while they recover angles using internal en-
coders and intrinsic calibration. To reduce production cost and increase reliability, solid
state lidars have been recently developed. Despite producing a similar output as their me-
chanical counterparts, they require slight modi�cations in data interpretation and intrinsic
calibration [9].

Perception algorithms usually process lidar data in a pointcloud form, illustrated in
Fig. 2.1a. It can be seen that lidars o en produce sparse data with signi�cantly di�erent
horizontal and vertical angular resolution. ¿us, extraction of �ne details in the structure
of the environment is o en limited, especially at longer distances. Furthermore, due to
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continuous sweeping of the mechanical head, each point is obtained at a di�erent time
instant. It complicates temporal calibration and registration with other sensors, while
pointclouds get distorted due to the sensor system motion while taking the scan [10].

2.1.3 Camera

Camera is a passive sensor that converts light waves into an image. Compared to the
other sensors, cameras provide dense information about the environment that enables the
extraction of �ne structural details (c.f. Fig. 2.1b). However, unlike the aforementioned
sensors, their performance highly depends on the environment lightning conditions and
they cannot measure distance. In the context of robotics, it is essential to understand image
formation process which is determined by two main building blocks: an imaging chip, i.e.
imaging sensor, and a lens.

Imaging chip is responsible for converting light waves into electrical signal. Two most
dominant technologies used are charge couple devices (CCD) and active-pixel sensor
(CMOS), di�ering in how they convert light into signal. ¿e performance of a camera
highly depends on the used technology, imaging chip size and other design factors. It is
o en measured in terms of signal-to-noise ratio, dynamic range, quantum e�ciency, etc.
To obtain color images, several color separation techniques are used, where Bayes-�lter is
the most common. While it does provide colored images, it su�ers from lower quantum
e�ciency and image artefacts stemming from demosaicing. Another important aspect of
the camera performance is exposure time control. While analog cameras use a conventional
mechanical shutter, digital cameras use an electrical shutter that can be global or rolling.
Global shutter enables conversion of light into signal for all the pixels simultaneously, while
the rolling shutter performs the conversion one row at a time. While rolling shutter cameras
have several advantages in terms of performance, they su�er from motion distortion.

Before the light reaches the image sensor, it is directed towards it by the camera lens.
Two main properties of a lens are aperture and focal length. While aperture determines the
amount of light that reaches the image chip, focal length determines camera’s a FOV. Based
on the FOV, lenses can be divided into normal, wide-angle and long-focus. Due to their
ability to bend light, lenses inevitably introduce distortion, i.e. deviation from rectilinear
projection.

To reliably interpret camera data, it is essential to properly model all the aforementioned
properties. Simple cameras with moderate FOV can be modelled as pinhole cameras, de-
�ned with focal lengths, principal point and skew parameter [11]. Moderate distortion is
usually described using a radial-tangential distortion model, while more complex lenses
(e.g. omnidirectional or �sheye lenses) require other appropriate models [12].

2.2 calibration approaches

Sensor calibration is a wide research area and approaches in solving it vary signi�cantly.
Design of an appropriate calibration solution is highly driven by the sensors involved,
requirements on the environment and performance. In this section, the most common
calibration approaches are presented including (i) target based approaches in Sec. 2.2.1, (ii)
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targetless approaches in Sec. 2.2.2, (iii) ego-motion approaches in Sec. 2.2.3 and (iv) moving
object based approaches in Sec. 2.2.4. Furthermore, additional considerations in solving
sensor calibration are addressed with Sec. 2.3.1 on multi-sensor calibration, Sec. 2.3.2 on
online calibration and Sec. 2.3.3 on identi�ability analysis.

2.2.1 Target based calibration

Calibration targets are frequently used due to numerous advantages. ¿ey simplify the
correspondence registration step since the number and type of correspondences is known
in advance which virtually eliminates the problems associated with outliers. Additionally,
target-based methods can use a priori knowledge about the target which can enhance the
calibration results. ¿erefore, target-based methods are generally more precise than the tar-
getless. Finally, there are no requirements on the environment which can be uninformative
and prevent targetless methods from success. However, these methods are the least practical
since they require design and construction of the target and may not always be suitable
(e.g. end-user applications like smartphones). Furthermore, they have to be performed
o�ine before any other application for which the calibration is important. ¿erefore, it is
impossible to make any runtime adjustments and the process has to be repeated in case of
decalibration.

¿e properties of a well-designed target are (i) ease of detection and (ii) high local-
ization accuracy for all the sensors in the calibration. ¿e former ensures the success of
the correspondence registration, while the latter has strong in�uence on the quality of the
results given by the optimization step. Furthermore, if the a priori knowledge about the
target is used, construction imprecision may degrade calibration results. Perception sensors
used in robotics utilize a wide range of physical phenomena to extract information about
the environment. Due to di�erent types of data provided by heterogeneous sensors, there
exist many diverse target designs. In the sequel we will present some of the designs grouped
by the sensor types.

Camera

Cameras are passive sensors that utilize the light which goes through the lens and is detected
at the imaging sensor. ¿ey are a rich source of information with an a�ordable price what
makes them commonly used in robotics and other �elds. Due to their long presence and
frequent usage, intrinsic camera calibration has been given a lot of research attention which
resulted with many camera description models and calibration techniques. While cameras
with high distortion such as �sheye and omnidirectional cameras require more complex
models [13], commonly used cameras with slight distortion are usuallymodelled as a pinhole
cameras with a previously undistorted image [11]. ¿is intrinsic parametrization consists of
distortion coe�cients (e.g. radial-tangential distortion) and camera matrix formed by focal
lengths, principal point and skew parameter between the axes.

Commonly used camera calibration targets are planar checkerboard patterns. ¿ey are
suitable because they can be easily detected in the image and enable sub-pixel resolution
using interpolation based on a known target dimensions. ¿ese calibration methods are
based on pioneering work by Tsai [14] and Zhang [15]. Checkerboard pattern was also used
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in calibration of rolling shutter camera parameters [16]. Besides checkerboard pattern, a
grid of circles is also frequently used [17] with a comparison study of di�erent patterns given
in [18]. Moreover, a grid of triangles, named Deltille Grid [19], was introduced showing
an increase in calibration accuracy of high-resolution cameras. Novel calibration target
is presented in [20] where authors use a noise-like pattern with many features of varying
scales. It is suitable for both intrinsic and extrinsic calibration of multiple cameras with no
or little FOV overlap. ¿e only requirement is that the neighbouring cameras observe parts
of the target which may not overlap at all. Additionally, it can simultaneously handle both
close-range and far-range cameras. To increase target detection rate and enable calibration
of non-overlapping cameras, grids with encoded �elds are o en used. A grid of �ducial
markers, AprilTags [21], is used in [22], while [23] extends the common checkerboard with
various letters and signs.

Lidar

Lidars are active sensors that use light pulses to determine the range of the objects in the
environment. Considering sensor calibration, 2D and 3D lidars have received extensive
attention due to the application requirements and possibility to recover structure from the
environment. Intrinsic parameters of interest are range measurement o�sets and pose of
the individual rays to the common reference frame. Unlike cameras, precision of intrinsic
factory calibration parameters is usually considered su�cient. However, for the applications
that require higher precision, authors in [24] propose a method for intrinsic calibration
of rotating 3D lidar using a box with known dimensions, while the authors in [25] use a
planar wall as a calibration target. Similarly, method presented in [26] uses a single plane to
calibrate extrinsics of a push broom lidar, i.e. transform between rotating platform and a 2D
lidar. In [9], the authors focused on spatial geometry of pointcloud formation and proposed
a uni�ed model for mechanical and solid-state lidars. For sensor con�gurations in which
multiple 2D lidars share the same parts of FOV, Fernandez-Moral et al. [27] presented a
solution which uses corner structures to perform extrinsic calibration. Additionally, using
the rank of Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) they show that problem becomes identi�able
when at least three perpendicular planes are observed. Contrary to aforementioned planar
structures, a moving sphere is used as a target in [28] to calibrate multiple 2D and 3D lidars
on a vehicle.

Lidar – Camera

Pointclouds from2D/3D lidars are o en fusedwith camera images. Both are rich information
sources and precise extrinsic calibration is crucial for tasks such as 3D reconstruction
what led to the development of numerous calibration methods. A common approach in
target-based lidar – camera calibration is using planar targets which are easily detected and
localized in the pointcloud covered by a �ducial pattern (e.g. checkerboard) which allows
estimation of the plane position and orientation in the image.

Widely adopted and extended method presented by Zhang and Pless [29] introduced
point-plane geometric constraint initially designed for 2D lidar – camera calibration. Lidar
points originating from the target plane are transformed into the camera frame. A er
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that, the method tries to minimize point to plane distances based on the estimated plane
parameters in the image. Pandey et al. [30] showed that the method is also applicable in case
of 3D lidar – camera calibration. Zhou and Deng [31] improved the method by introducing
additional constraints which decoupled rotation from translation. ¿ey achieved better
results than other methods because their method is less a�ected by errors in the plane
parameters estimation from the checkerboard image. Additionally, they showed that for a
2D lidar, at least �ve correspondences should be made with di�erent target orientations,
while a 3D lidar required minimum of 3 di�erent views. Geiger et al. [32] tried to reduce
the time of the calibration procedure by extending the method with global correspondence
registration that allows for multiple plane observations in a single shot. ¿e same constraint
was used by Mirzaei et al. in [1] where instead of the checkerboard pattern, AprilTag �ducial
markers were used [21]. Additionally, they extended the extrinsic calibration with estimation
of intrinsic lidar parameters. AprilTag markers and the same geometric constraint were also
used in [33] as a part of multi-sensor graph based calibration.

Besides commonly used point-plane constraint, 3D lidar-camera pairs were calibrated
based on the point-point correspondences. Velas et al. [34] used a target with circular holes
which allows a single-shot calibration and does not require observation of the plane in
multiple orientations. Similar geometric constraints where used by Kwak et al. [35] for 2D
lidar-camera calibration, where the improvements were made by extracting centreline and
edge features of a V-shaped planar target. Furthermore, an interesting target adaptation to
the working principle of di�erent sensors was presented by Bormann et al. [36], where the
authors proposed a method for extrinsic calibration of a 3D lidar and a thermal camera by
expanding a planar checkerboard surface with a grid consisting of light bulbs. To extend
the extrinsic calibration with the temporal one using a checkerboard as a target, Norwicki
[37] proposed continuous representation of the plane equations.

Radar – Camera/Lidar

Radars are active sensors which, similarly to the lidar, emit an electromagnetic signal and
determine the range of objects in the vicinity based on the returned echo. Although being
frequently used in automotive applications due to their low price and robustness, extrinsic
radar calibration has not gained as much research attention as lidar and camera calibrations.
Majority of existing methods are target-based since, for all practical means and purposes,
the targetless methods are hardly feasible due to limited resolution of current automotive
radar systems, as the radar is virtually unable to infer the structure of the detected object
and extract features such as lines or corners. As explained in Sec. 2.1.1, many automotive
radars had no ability to measure elevation angle until the recent development. Although
having no elevation resolution, radars have substantial elevation FOV which makes the
extrinsic calibration challenging due to the uncertainty of the measurements.

Concerning automotive radars, common operating frequencies (24GHz and 77GHz)
result with reliable detections of conductive objects, such as plates, cylinders and corner
re�ectors, which are then used in intrinsic and extrinsic calibration methods [38]. Wang et
al. [39] used a metal panel as the target for radar – camera calibration. ¿ey assume that
all radar measurements originate from a single ground plane, thereby neglecting the 3D
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nature of the problem. ¿e calibration is found by optimizing homography transformation
between the ground and image plane. Contrary to [39], Sugimoto et al. [40] take into
account the 3D nature of the problem.¿erein, they manually search for detection intensity
maximums by moving a corner re�ector within the FOV.¿ey assume that detections lie on
the radar plane (zero elevation plane in the radar coordinate frame). Using these points a
homography transformation is optimized between the radar and the camera. ¿e drawback
of this method is that the maximum intensity search is prone to errors, since the return
intensity depends on a number of factors. For example, target orientation and radar antenna
radiation pattern which is usually designed to be as constant as possible across the nominal
FOV. Another solution that takes into account the 3D nature of the problem is presented in
[41], where the authors form a novel criterion based on a priori known distances among
multiple re�ectors. ¿erein, the authors focus on radar – camera calibration and also tackle
the issue of unknown scale of target detections from the images. ¿e work presented in
[Pub1, Pub2] was recently extended in [42] with iterative optimization scheme and temporal
calibration based on target azimuth trajectory alignment. Lastly, a comparative study of
multiple radar – camera calibration methods is available in [43], while [44, 45] provides a
convenient tool for extrinsic calibration of radar – camera – lidar systems.

2.2.2 Targetless calibration

In order to maintain the reliability of a perception system, sensor calibration has to be per-
formed occasionally. Sensors displacement due tomechanical vibrations, changes of intrinsic
parameters due to the variable environment conditions such as temperature and pressure,
are some of the e�ects that can cause sensor decalibration. In such cases target-based meth-
ods are impractical and can restrict usability of the system which led to development of
the targetless methods. ¿ey eliminate the need for arti�cial targets by using environment
features to match correspondences in the sensor data.¿is problem is especially challenging
in the heterogeneous sensor systems. It is feasible when sensors provide enough information
about the environment to extract its structure. ¿erefore, the techniques described in the
sequel are mainly used in camera and lidar calibration.

Camera

Cameras are well suited for targetless calibration because they provide rich information
about their environment. In targetless calibration of monocular cameras, primary concern
are intrinsic parameters. Barazzetti et al. [46] proposed an approach for intrinsic camera
calibration using only natural scenes. ¿eir method uses feature extraction methods and
robust estimation techniques to create correspondences between di�erent views of the
same scene. It is suitable for scenes with many features that can be uniquely described.
However, repetitive textures (e.g. building facades, tiles) result in image features with similar
descriptors which can be easily mismatched and thus compromise the calibration results.
Although showing valuable results, authors conclude that high precision and industry
applications still require target-based methods for desired calibration accuracy. Similar
approach was adopted by Fraser and Stamatopoulos [47] where they showed comparable
results to the target-based methods. ¿e issue of online photometric camera calibration is
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tackled in [2], where authors propose a method that works alongside SLAM systems in a
realtime.

To recover camera poses e�ciently without knowing the calibration, Sattler et al. [48]
proposed a focal length sampling scheme to improve solver speed. Deep learning has been
applied in calibration of pan-tilt-zoom cameras to recover their variable intrinsics and
extrinsics [49]. In another deep learning approach, Cramariuc et al. [50] focused solely on
detecting camera miscalibration. Neural networks have also been used to detect informative
features in the environment, which are used as an input to calibration. Kocur et al. relied on
vehicle vanishing point detector to calibrate tra�c cameras [51], while Han et al. [52] used
detections of stop sign to calibrate cameras on a vehicle. In [53], the authors detect horizon
line and vertical vanishing point to obtain bird’s eye view from a single image, while they
simultaneously estimate camera focal length.

In order to retrieve depth information about the environment, two cameras are o en
rigidly connected to form a stereo vision system. Besides the intrinsic calibration of indi-
vidual cameras, high precision of extrinsic calibration between the cameras is crucial for
successful stereo reconstruction. Ling and Shen [54] have presented an approach which
minimizes epipolar errors between the image pairs based on the sparse natural features
to obtain 5 degrees of freedom (DOF) transformation between the cameras. ¿ey show
comparable results to the target-based methods, with the unobservable scale of translation
vector. To achieve continuous calibration, Hansen et al. [55] rely on linear Kalman �lter,
while Dang et al. [56] use iterated extended Kalman �lter. Rehder et al. [57] propose a
solution to estimate both intrinsic and extrinsic calibration from scratch by restructuring
bundle adjustment into an incremental process.

In multi-camera systems with little or no FOV overlap, SLAM based solutions are o en
used [58, 59, 60]. Within their CamOdoCal framework, Heng et al. [61, 62] proposed a solu-
tion that estimates both intrinsics and extrinsics, while they recover scale ambiguity using
calibrated odometry system. Lin et al. [63] divide the problem in two stages, where they
�rst estimate camera extrinsics up to a scale, followed by intrinsic and extrinsic re�nement.
Keivan and Sibley [64], tackle the issue of change detection, delayed observability, infor-
mative segments and constant-time computation enabling online SLAM-based calibration.
OpenVINS framework [65, 66] formulates the problem through visual-inertial multi-state
constraint Kalman Filter [67] to obtain temporal, extrinsic and intrinsic calibration of
multiple-camera multiple-IMU systems.

Lidar

Despite having lower data density than cameras, lidars can also extract environment features
suitable for calibration. In [27], the authors used perpendicular planes, e.g. building corners,
to enable extrinsic calibration ofmultiple 2D lidars in any geometric con�guration.Maddern
et al. [68] calibratemultiple 2D and 3D lidarsmounted on amoving vehicle by optimizing the
quality of generated 3D pointcloud. Levinson and¿run [69] perform intrinsic calibration
of a single 3D lidar (orientation and remittance response for each beam) based on the
assumption that points originate from contiguous surfaces. In con�gurations with small or
none FOV overlap between multiple lidars, extrinsic calibration is commonly performed by
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relying onmotion. Liu and Zhang [70] formulate their problem through graph optimization
to enable co-visible features of non-overlapping lidars with small FOVs. Heng [71] proposed
a solution to calibrate multiple 3D lidars with radars on a moving vehicle, introducing the
�rst feature-based targetless radar calibration method. Firstly, 3D map and lidar extrinsics
with respect to the vehicle are estimated, followed by the radar calibration that relies on the
estimated map.

Camera – lidar

Informativeness of these sensors enables inference on the structure of the environment
that can be used in generating correspondences. For example, Levinson and ¿run [72]
based their calibration of a 3D lidar and a camera on line features detected as intensity
edges in the image and depth discontinuities in the pointcloud. ¿eir method is able to
detect decalibration on-the-�y and track the gradual dri of the sensor pose over time.
Similar approach was adopted by Moghdam et al. [73] where they increased the robustness
of their method by handling one-to-many correspondence registration by re-weighting the
error metric. Gong et al. [74] proposed an approach in which they use arbitrary trihedrons
commonly found in urban and indoor environments (e.g. corners of the buildings).

In addition to range measurements, lidars also provide information about returned
signal’s intensity. Pandey et al. [75] �nd extrinsic calibration by maximizing the mutual
information between the cameras grayscale pixel intensities and projected surface re�ectivity
values measured by the lidar. For success of their method it is important to �rst perform
intrinsic inter-beam calibration of the surface re�ectivity values. ¿e concept of mutual
information was also used by Taylor and Nieto [76]. Instead of using dense information
from the pointcloud, they only project selected features into the 2D lidar image. Additionally,
they complement returned intensity information with estimated surface normal as there
exist strong statistical dependence between these quantities. ¿ey show that the method is
applicable to variety of lidars. Furthermore, mutual information between camera image and
lidar generated re�ectance image was used by Napier et al. [77] to calibrate a push-broom
2D lidar with camera in natural scenes. ¿e method allows calibration of sensors without
overlapping FOVs, but it requires ego-motion information. Park et al. [78] proposed a
SLAM-based solution that enables both extrinsic and temporal calibration of camera and
3D lidar by aligning 3D features. To circumvent hand-engineering features, Yuan et al. [79]
proposed a deep learning approach with proper consideration of the underneath geometry.

Generation of 2D image from the lidars pointcloud was also done by Scaramuzza et al.
[80]. Instead of intensity, they introduced bearing angle images which are constructed from
angle di�erence of the surface normals in the pointcloud.¿ismetric highlights environment
plane intersections arising from wall corners and other similar discontinuities. However,
theirmethod requiresmanual registration of the correspondences. Lastly, extracting features
from the environment can lead to a high number of correspondences. Scott et al. [81] claimed
that not all correspondences are equally informative and that appropriate choice of scenes
can improve calibration. ¿ey use normalized information distance as a criteria for scene
selection scheme which provided more e�ective and precise calibration results using fewer
scenes.
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2.2.3 Ego-motion based calibration

Motion-based calibration techniques compare ego-motion estimates from individual sen-
sors to perform calibration. ¿ese methods can be classi�ed as targetless methods because
they also use environment features indirectly. However, due to feature abstraction using
ego-motion, developed methods are applicable to a wider range of sensor con�gurations.
¿e only requirement is that the sensor can estimate its motion. Moreover, for the proprio-
ceptive sensors such as IMU or encoder odometry, ego-motion based methods are the only
viable solution. Additionally, they are o en the only option for calibration of sensors whose
FOVs do not overlap. Many of these methods are agnostic in terms of sensor choice. In the
sequel, some of the general methods will be addressed, followed by methods with focus on
proprioceptive sensors.

Hand – Eye calibration

Ego-motion based estimation is o en referred to as hand – eye calibration due to its origins.
Namely, many robotic applications involve a manipulator equipped with a wrist-mounted
sensor such as a camera [82]. Calibration between the end of the manipulator and the
perceptive sensor is crucial in these applications. ¿is problem is o en referred to as
an AX = XB problem due to the emerging equation that needs to be solved (A and B
represent manipulator and sensor movement, respectively, while X represents the extrinsic
calibration). It has been studied for more than three decades [83] and many solutions exist.

Some of the recent advances in the �eld have dealt with the problem of unknown corre-
spondences caused by asynchronous sensors or missing detections [84, 85, 86]. In their work
[87], Schneider et al. have proposed a solution for extrinsic calibration of sensors based on
Unscented Kalman Filter.¿emethod is generic and can be used with sensors which provide
both 3 DOF and 6 DOF motion estimates. However, they require time-synchronized delta
poses. Furthermore, a general solution for motion-based extrinsic and temporal calibration
was given by Taylor and Nieto [88]. ¿e solution is based upon the framework of AX = XA
problem which is further enhanced by targetless methods if the sensor types and overlaps
allow such re�nements. It was evaluated through calibration of several vehicle-mounted
sensor con�gurations. Brookshire and Teller [89] proposed an approach in which they
explicitly model the noise via the Lie algebra yielding a constrained FIM from which they
analyzemotion degeneracy and proceed to singularity-free optimization procedure. Further-
more, Huang and Stachniss [90] have addressed the problem of high measurement noise
which compromises the results of the commonly used least square optimization techniques.
¿ey improved the calibration results by adopting Gauss-Helmert optimization paradigm
which jointly optimizes calibration parameters and pose observation errors. Della Corte
et al. [91] proposed a framework for uni�ed motion-based multi-sensor calibration with
time delay estimation. ¿e problem of certi�able globally optimal solution was tackled in
[92] using a dual quaternion based approach, while Giamou et al. [93] formulate calibration
as a quadratically constrained quadratic program. Wise et al. [94] adapted the approach
to handle sensors with unknown scale such as cameras. Calibration of cameras with no
overlapping FOV on a vehicle is o en solved using hand-eye approaches [95] with explicit
handling of the unknown scale [96]. Due to the issue of poorly observable parameters
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caused by planar motion, several methods include ground plane constraints to the opti-
mization [97, 98]. To improve results of the hand-eye calibration, Schmidt and Niemann
[99] proposed a solution for data selection based on vector quantization.

Proprioceptive sensors

Proprioceptive sensors such as IMUs and wheel encoders do not observe environment
features and can only rely on ego-motion in calibration. However, IMUs and encoders are
o en fused with other sensors due to their reliability and convenience.

Visual-inertial navigation is able to accurately estimate 6 DOF motion and it is well
suited for many robotic tasks. However, it requires precise extrinsic calibration which led to
numerous calibration methods. Mirzaei and Roumeliotis [100] proposed a Kalman �lter
based approach for IMU– camera calibration. ¿ey based their method on estimating the
camera motion using checkerboard pattern. ¿rough the observability analysis based on
the Lie derivatives rank criterion they showed that it is necessary to excite at least two
rotational axis of the system to make the calibration parameters observable. Kelly and
Sukhatme [101] have continued on the previous research by discarding the checkerboard
and using environment features for the visual odometry. ¿ey showed that additional two
translational axes need to be excited in order to resolve camera scale issue and make the
calibration parameters observable. Keivan and Sibley [64] proposed a SLAM solution which
is able to detect system decalibration and perform calibration online. Furgale et al. [102, 103]
proposed a method which relaxes the synchronization constraint by using continuous-time
batch estimation while simultaneously estimating both spatial and temporal calibration
parameters. ¿eir approach was further developed by Sommer et al. [104] where e�cient
B-Splines derivative computation was proposed.

Similarly to visual-inertial systems, IMU is o en fused with lidar for enhanced perfor-
mance. Kim et al. [105] proposed a calibration method that combines feature matching,
motion and rigid body constraints for multiple lidars and IMU on a vehicle. Le Gentil et al.
[106] proposed a framework for lidar-inertial SLAM and autocalibration for a hand-held
device. In [107], Lv et al. used B-Splines as continuous-time representation in lidar – IMU
calibration to tackle to problem of asynchronous measurements.

Wheel encoders are o en used in robotics for local trajectory estimation as they are
o en readily available on vehicles and require simple integration. However, they need to
be calibrated with respect to other sensors on the platform for proper fusion. Kellner et
al. [108] proposed a radar to odometer calibration approach based on estimated vehicle
velocity using radar range-rate Doppler measurements. Guo et al. [109] presented a two-step
analytical solution to extrinsic odometer – camera calibration.On the other hand, Kümmerle
et al. [110] solved the problem of extrinsic calibration within the SLAM framework, while
also enabling estimation of kinematic robot parameters. In [91], a solution for hand-eye
calibration was extended to enable both extrinsic and kinematic calibration of a robot with
respect to other sensors. Deray et al. [111] formalized the problem of encoder preintegration,
similarly to IMU preintegration [112], to enable accurate kinematic robot calibration.
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2.2.4 Moving object based calibration

To avoid operating directly on features and designing a sensor-speci�cmeasures, trajectories
ofmoving objects can be used to abstract sensor readings. Unlike ego-motion basedmethods,
thesemethods usually require FOV overlap. However, they enable calibration of static sensor
systems, o en referred to as sensor networks.¿e concept of aligning trajectories of moving
calibration targets has been applied in several methods for homogeneous sensors. A solution
to calibration of depth camera network was proposed by Su et al. [113] where they used
a spherical calibration object to obtain extrinsic calibration. Fornaser et al. [114] adopted
a similar approach, while also estimating time delays among the sensors. On the other
hand, Faion et al. [115] relied on a cube as calibration target, while also enabling extrinsic
calibration of sensors without FOV overlap by using a known global position of the target.

In solutions without calibration target, human motion is o en used to obtain extrinsic
calibration [116, 117, 118]. Glas et al. [119, 120] adopted this approach in 2D lidar calibration
where they proposed a novel matching strategy. Speci�cally, to match trajectories between
the sensors, the authors observe a similarity measure of the net velocity history pro�les;
however, in the optimization step, they rely only on the detected positions of the tracked
people.¿ey have further extended their approach to calibrate 2D lidars with depth cameras
[121]. Rowekamper et al. [122] propose an extrinsic calibration method for a network of
2D lidars by formulating a graph-based optimization problem. In [123], authors also rely
on pose graphs in 2D lidar calibration, wherein rotation is decoupled from translation by
using a rotation averaging approach. Schöller et al. [124] proposed a method for stationary
camera – radar calibration in tra�c surveillance environment. Huber et al. [125] focused
on temporal calibration using moving target tracking, while calibrating cameras, infrared
tracker and coordinate measurement machine.

2.3 additional considerations

Sensor calibration is a complex problem that can be solved in numerous ways, as previously
presented. Regardless of the approach, several important questions o en arise in the process.
In this sections, a brief overview ofmost common additional considerations is given. Namely,
Sec. 2.3.1 presents the problem of calibrating more than two sensors, Sec. 2.3.2 provides
details on important considerations in online calibration, and Sec. 2.3.3 addresses the issue
of calibration identi�ability.

2.3.1 Multi-sensor calibration

Modern robotic systems o en employ a large number of sensors. A system can be equipped
with multiple non-overlapping cameras to provide a ○ surround view or might fuse
forward facing radar, lidar and camera to obtain a rich environment interpretation. Never-
theless, all these sensors have to be calibrated. Classic approach is a pairwise calibration
which can handle two sensors at a time. However, it raises questions about solution consis-
tency, while the choice of sensor pairs that enter the pairwise calibration is ambiguous. To
overcome these challenges, multi-sensor calibration methods explicitly calibrate systems
with more than two sensors.
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Inspired by graph-based SLAM approaches [126, 127], multi-sensor calibration can be
formed as a graph optimization problem where nodes represent sensors poses, while the
edges encode measurement correspondences between them [114, 128, 129, 33, 130]. Le and
Ng [128] tackled the problem of multi-sensor calibration by (i) grouping sensors to produce
3D data, (ii) using a variety of geometric constraints and (iii) sharing sensors between
groups for increased robustness. ¿us, they constraint the problem in multiple ways, i.e.
their nodes in a graph have many edges. Wagner et al. [129] proposed a framework for
graph-based multi-sensor calibration, by respecting the geometry of the problem through
formulating a manifold-based optimization scheme. Owens et al. [33] rely on a planar target
in their graph-based calibration approach, while requiring FOV overlap between only two
sensors to produce a global solution. Kühner and Kümmerle [130] handle uncertainties of
each sensor through several models to handle di�erent types of sensors. To incorporate
their approach with graph-based optimization, they extend the graph nodes with positions
of the target, yielding a more complex, but accurate solution.

A global solution to multi-sensor calibration can be obtained by constraining the op-
timization with a single trajectory of a sensor system. Rehder et al. [103] formulated the
motion of sensor system via continuous-time B-spline representation, while constraining
lidar, camera and IMU with their individual cost functions to produce temporal and extrin-
sic calibration among them. Della Corte et al. [91] formulate the problem of multi-sensor
hand-eye calibration by choosing one sensor, e.g. wheel odometry, as a reference. While
they consider odometry constraints only between the reference and any other sensor, they
enable additional constraints between other perceptive sensors such as Iterative Closest
Point (ICP).

2.3.2 Online calibration

Online calibration is a vague term that has been used to describe various features of sensor
calibration approaches. In a general robotics context, the term online is o en a synonym for
real-time. While some methods indeed enable continuous, real-time calibration, it is not
the only trait that makes a calibration approach online. ¿e term is o en used to emphasize
that arti�cial calibration objects are not needed. Furthermore, online calibration has to
solve some additional challenges that do not appear in o�ine, target-based calibration.

One of the challenges in online calibration is proper data selection. Namely, when a
calibration system uses data from the environment, the amount of data can grow quickly.
Furthermore, adding uninformative data to the optimizationmight even degrade the overall
calibration accuracy. Della Corte et al. [91] propose a metric that combines Hessian deter-
minant and ratio of eigenvalues, to evaluate both the complete amount of data and uneven
uncertainty among the parameters. Keivan and Sibley [64] propose a priority queue of tra-
jectory segments encoding calibration mean and covariance. A er choosing a �xed number
of most informative segments, they perform calibration using all the segments in the queue.
Scott et al. [81] propose a diligent scene selection scheme for online lidar – camera calibra-
tion based on normalized information distance between lidar point re�ectance and image
intensity. Using the proposed approach, they are able to produce more accurate estimates
using only the selected scenes. Schmidt and Niemann [99] propose a vector quantization
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approach for data selection in hand – eye calibration. Schneider et al. [131] rely on various
tests of Fisher Information Matrix to determine the informativeness of individual trajectory
segments in visual-inertial calibration. Maye et al. [132] propose a general calibration ap-
proach using batch optimization that relies on evaluation of information gain. By choosing
only the new measurements that increase informativeness, they reduce the total number of
correspondences and thus create framework for feasible online calibration.

Another important aspect in online calibration is decalibration detection, because in
real-world systems it is as crucial as calibration itself. A parameter might dri slowly due
to external in�uences such as temperature or change abruptly due to sudden shocks. In
scenarios where calibration is costly, a simple decalibration detection schemes are added
to enable quick response of the system. In [64], authors detect a possible change in a new
trajectory segment by comparing distributions of newly estimated parameters with the old
ones using the Multivariate Behrens-Fisher hypothesis testing. Della Corte et al [91] follow
the same approach with extension to kinematic parameters. Deray et al. [111] propose a
window based approach with adaptive length based on a trend of overall cost. ¿us, they
are able to use more data in normal operating condition to achieve higher accuracy, while
also enable sudden miscalibration to shorten the window. To detect miscalibration in lidar –
camera calibration, Levinson and¿run [72] evaluate the percentage of current calibration
perturbations that increase the overall cost. ¿ey show that their method can even work on
a single frame, while adding more frames signi�cantly lowers false positives. Cramariuc et
al. [50] proposed a camera miscalibration detection approach using a deep convolutional
neural network.

To enable online calibration, several methods extend common navigation frameworks.
Visual-inertial odometry is o en based on variants of nonlinear Kalman �lters in which
extrinsic camera – IMU calibration can be seamlessly integrated [133, 65, 64, 134, 135, 136].
Several methods extend that approach to estimate temporal [133, 65, 134] and intrinsic
camera calibration [65, 135] as well. On the other hand, Kümmerle et al. [110] extend a graph-
based SLAM solution to simultaneously estimate sensor extrinsics and robot kinematic
parameters.

2.3.3 Identi�ability

Sensor calibration aims to �nd a set of usually stationary parameters from available data.
However, parameter estimation can fail partially, or even fully, due to uninformative data.
¿us, it is essential to perform identi�ability, i.e. observability, analysis that can tell which
parameters are recoverable from the available data. Term observability stems from control
theory, where it refers to ability to estimate non-stationary states of a system with current
measurements. On the other hand, identi�ability is a more precise term as it refers to
estimation of stationary parameters. However, we use both terms interchangeably as it is a
common practice in sensor calibration literature.

In their seminal work, Hermann and Krener [137] proposed a method for analyzing
controllability and observability of nonlinear systems that has been used by numerous
calibration methods. ¿eir di�erential geometric approach based on Lie derivatives creates
an observability matrix. It is based on system dynamics and measurement models upon
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which observability can be proven by examining rank of the matrix. Several methods
have used this approach in camera – IMU �ltering based calibration [135]. Mirzaei and
Roumeliotis [100] show that camera – IMU extrinsics are observable using a calibration
target. Kelly and Sukhatme [101] prove the observability of camera – IMU extrinsics, IMU
biases, gravity vector, scene structure and IMU pose for both target-based and targetless
calibration. Tsao and Jan [135] use a similar approach to additionally prove observability
of camera intrinsics in visual-inertial odometry, while Li and Mourikis [138] examine
observability of time o�set estimation in visual-inertial systems.Martinelli et al. [139] proved
the observability of kinematic robot parameters and extrinsics between robot odometry
system and a camera. Wu et al. [140] analyze observability of IMU– odometer calibration,
while Censi et al. [141] examined the observability of 2D extrinsics and kinematic parameters
on a di�erential drive robot.

Another approach to tackle identi�ability is through examining geometric constraints of
the problem. It o en leads to an intuitive solution, but it is not always easy to formulate the
problem in a suitable way. Minimal requirements on pointcloud registration, i.e.Orthogonal
Procrustes problem, have been studied by several authors through examining the closed-
form solutions of the problem [142, 143]. Mirzaei et al. [1] tackled the problem of extrinsics
identi�ability between 3D lidar and camera using a point – plane geometric constraint.
¿ey examined the in�uence of perturbing selected extrinsics directions on the geometric
constraints for observation of one, two and three linearly independent planes.

FIM is a tool o en used in identi�ability analysis due to its wide applicability and relation
to Cramér–Rao bound, a lower bound on the variance of unbiased estimators. Maye et al.
[132] used FIM to detect unobservable directions in parameter space from the available
data. ¿ey enhanced their online calibration approach by locking the calibration estimation
of selected unobservable parameters during problematic trajectory segments. Schneider
et al. [131] used FIM to detect most informative trajectory segments for self-calibration
of visual and inertial sensors. Brookshire and Teller [144] showed the minimal condition
for calibration of 2D sensors based on egomotion, while they further extended it do a 3D
case in their later work [89]. Use of FIM goes beyond calibration observability analysis.
Wang and Dissanayake [145] used it to verify observability of several 2D SLAM solutions.
Furthermore, FIM has been used in several papers for active calibration, i.e. �nding and
executing robot trajectory that improves calibration accuracy [146, 147, 148]. Alternatively,
Preiss et al. [149] optimize trajectory using a novel criterion related to the local observability
Gramian following the di�erential geometric observability approach.



3
¿eoretical background

Calibrationmethods introduced throughout this thesis leverage several mathematical frame-
works. In this chapter, a brief theoretical background on the used tools is given. Section 3.1
introduces the concepts of identi�ability analysis using FIM, Sec. 3.2 elaborates the main
concepts of Gaussian Process (GP) regression, while Sec. 3.3 lays out fundamentals of Lie
Group theory essential for on-manifold optimization.

3.1 fisher information matrix

Identi�ability analysis is an important aspect of estimation methods which aims to answer
whether the parameters of interest can be properly estimated with the available data and
the chosen criterion. Furthermore, it can be used to determine minimal requirements on
the dataset and provide guidelines on experiment design which ensures proper calibration.
As presented in Sec. 2.3.3, the main approaches applied in robotics can be divided into
(i) geometric approaches based on qualitative analysis of the constraints, (ii) di�erential
geometric approach based on analysis of observability matrix and (iii) statistical approaches.
In this section, a short introduction into the most common statistical approach based on
FIM is given. Although the other approaches enable analytical solutions, they are o en
impractical due to heavy nonlinearities associated with the problem at hand. On the other
hand, FIM provides a principled approach for determining local identi�ability of the system
that can be applied in a wide range of problems. Informally, Fisher Information measures
the amount of information that an observable random variable X carries about an unknown
parameter θ of a distribution that models X. When θ is N-dimensional vector, it takes
N × N matrix form, i.e. FIM. Formally, it is the covariance of the score, which is a gradient
of log-likelihood function, further elaborated in the sequel.

Let us start by formally de�ning the estimation problem as a nonlinear regression

Y = H(θ ,X) + ε, (3.1)

with a response variableY ∈ RM⋅N× and a predictor variableX ∈ IRS⋅N×, whereN ,M and
S denote number of measurements, measurement variable size and predictor variable size,
respectively. Parameters of size D, e.g. extrinsic calibration, are given with vector θ ∈ IRD,
while ε ∼ N (,Q) ∈ IRN× is additive zero-mean white noise. Finally, H(⋅) represents
nonlinear transformation, e.g. calibration criterion. For simplicity, measurements of one
sensor are o en treated as the predictor variable, thus being modelled as noise-free. ¿is

22
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may lead to slight imprecision in the simulation of the error. However, we are not necessarily
concerned with precise estimation of the error and covariance, but with the impact of the
proposed nonlinear transformation on the identi�ability of the problem.

Identi�ability can be a global or a local concept for a speci�c θ0 [150]. For linear re-
gression, local identi�ability coincides with global identi�ability, while for the nonlinear
regression, this claim does not hold. Since FIM cannot provide insights into global iden-
ti�ability, we restrict our analysis to local identi�ability only. However, it is su�cient in
most situations if we can assume a known rough initial estimate of the parameters. Let us
proceed with formally de�ning the local identi�ability.

De�nition 3.1. Local identi�ability

¿e noise-free system is locally identi�able at θ0 if

∃Uθ0 ⊂ IRd (open subset containing θ0)

∀θ ∈ Uθ0 , {θ ≠ θ0}⇒ {H(θ ,X) ≠ H(θ0,X)}.

To interpret it intuitively, the nonlinear function must not provide the same output for
di�erent parameter sets. In other words, a change in the response variable must be observed
given the change in the parameter values. Two other important theoretical concepts are the
likelihood function and the score.

De�nition 3.2. Likelihood function

¿e likelihood function Lθ is de�ned as

Lθ = L(θ;Y,X) = p(Y; θ ,X),

where p(Y; θ ,X) is probability density function of the random variable Y given the
parameters θ and predictor variable X. On the other hand, L is a function of parameters θ
given the actual observed outcome of random variable Y and predictor variable X.

De�nition 3.3. Score function

¿e score function L̇θ is the gradient of the log-likelihood function L(θ;Y,X) at θ

L̇θ = ∇θ logL(θ;Y,X) = 
L(θ;Y,X)

∂L(θ;Y,X)
∂θ

.

Informally, score function indicates how sensitive a likelihood function Lθ is to the
change in its parameters θ. Intuitively, this wouldmean that with higher sensitivity, it should
be easier to estimate the parameter. Under certain di�erentiability conditions, expected
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value of the score is :

E [ ∂
∂θ

log p(Y; θ ,X) ∣ θ] = ∫
∂
∂θ p(Y; θ ,X)
p(Y; θ ,X) p(Y; θ ,X)dy

= ∂
∂θ ∫ p(Y; θ ,X)dy

= ∂
∂θ

 = .

(3.2)

An interesting notion that is used in de�ning FIM as the covariance matrix of the score.
Since the expected value of the score is zero, FIM is a positive semi-de�nite matrix of size
D × D whose elements can be computed as

[I(θ)]i , j = Eθ [(
∂
∂θ i

logL(θ;Y,X))( ∂
∂θ j

logL(θ;Y,X))] . (3.3)

If the FIM is twice di�erentiable with respect to θ and under certain regularity conditions
[151], it can be rewritten as negative expectation of the log-likelihood Hessian.

[I(θ)]i , j = −Eθ [
∂

∂θ i∂θ j
logL(θ;Y,X)] (3.4)

Informally, FIM tells how much information about the parameters is available in any
direction of the parameter space from observing the sample. Furthermore, due to log-
likelihood, FIM is additive for independent and identically distributed random variable
(i.i.d.) samples. ¿us for K i.i.d. observations, FIM is simply:

IK(θ) = KI(θ) (3.5)

It is thus o en computationally easier to sum multiple samples. Furthermore, omitting
expectation operator leads to the sample based version of FIM, o en referred to as observed
FIM. While it is o en easier to compute observed FIM, when N → inf , observed FIM con-
verges to the expected FIM [152]. Its assessment was conducted by Efron and Hinkley [153]
where they argued that the observed FIM should be preferable choice when normal approx-
imation for the distributions of maximum-likelihood estimates are employed. Observed
Fisher information is de�ned as

I(θ̂)i , j = −
K
∑
k=

[ ∂
∂θ i∂θ j

logL(θ;Yk ,Xk)]∣
θ=θ̂

(3.6)

where θ̂ is the �nal estimate of the parameters, while Yk and Xk represent individual i.i.d.
samples of previously stacked vectors Yk and Xk, respectively.

Since we de�ned our problem as a nonlinear regression with additive white noise, our
likelihood function is simply a well-known probability density function of a multivariate
normal distribution. For such cases, it can be shown that calculation of the FIM elements
simpli�es to [150]

[I(θ)]i , j =
∂H(θ ,X)

∂θ i
Q− ∂H(θ ,X)T

∂θ j
. (3.7)
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A er the FIM is constructed, it is analyzed to assess identi�ability of the problem.
¿e su�cient condition for identi�ability is that FIM is of full rank [153, 154]. Due to the
numerical imprecision and noise, it is o en necessary to use numeric rank of amatrix. Initial
step in obtaining numeric rank is to perform Singular value decomposition composition of
a matrix [155]. Numerical rank is then determined as a number of singular values greater
than a "small" value ε which is o en found empirically. Alternatively, the matrix conditional
number can be observed. It is the ratio of the biggest and the smallest singular value, where
high values indicate degeneracy of the matrix.

Besides identi�ability test, FIM is used formany other purposes.¿eCramér–Rao bound
states that the inverse of the Fisher information matrix is a lower bound on the covariance
of any unbiased estimator of θ [151]. ¿us, it can be used to determine con�dence intervals
for the parameter estimates [156]. Furthermore, it is o en used in optimal experiment
design where several summary statistics of FIM are of particular interest: (i) D-optimality -
maximization of FIM determinant; (ii) T-optimality - maximization of FIM trace and (iii)
A-optimality: minimization of FIM inverse trace [157].

3.2 batch continuous-time estimation

Estimation techniques can be formulated in continuous or discrete time manner. While
processes we try to model usually occur in continuous-time domain, discretizing them
can lead to computationally simpler models. Furthermore, implementing an estimation
algorithm on a physical computer requires discretization. However, discretized form has
certain limitations due to the made assumptions, e.g. �xed frame rate. Nevertheless, certain
estimation problems can bene�t greatly if addressed in continuous time.

One of the main contributions of this thesis is the use of continuous-time trajectory rep-
resentation for sensor calibration.Whilemeasurement processes of some sensors can be well
approximated with discrete-time interpretation (e.g. camera, radar), others are inherently
continuous-time, e.g. a sweeping lidar. Furthermore, sensor calibration has to handle asyn-
chronous sensors that operate at di�erent frequencies. Obtaining a mathematically correct
temporal correspondence between them is virtually impossible without continuous-time
representations. In the robotics community, there are several common ways of representing
trajectories in continuous-time domain. ¿e simplest approach is to interpolate discrete
values of two consecutive states. For example, position at any time instant can be obtained us-
ing linear interpolation, while rotation relies on spherical linear interpolation (SLERP) [158].
¿is approach was used in fusion of visual odometry with inertial navigation system [159]
and calibration-free removal of rolling shutter e�ect [160]. SLERP was also used by several
ego-motion based calibration methods [91, 161]. Nowicki [37] used a similar approach and
applied it to plane parameters interpolation for the camera – lidar calibration. While this
approach o�ers simple solution, it does not provide smoothness that is especially needed in
temporal calibration. To overcome this issue, several approaches have adopted B-splines as
a tool for continuous-time trajectory representation [162, 163]. ¿ey were applied in rolling
shutter camera calibration [16, 164, 165], as well as lidar – camera – IMU spatiotemporal
calibration [103]. Processing of event based cameras in visual-inertial odometry also relied
on splines [166]. ¿ey were also used in asynchronous multi-camera SLAM [167], online
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lidar SLAM [168] and structure from motion using rolling shutter cameras [169]. Rigid
body motion interpolation is o en required in animation as well, while a comprehensive
survey of several spline techniques can be found in [170].

¿is thesis focuses on continuous-time representation using GPs, which enable a theoret-
ically grounded batch state estimation and interpolation. ¿ey have been a well recognized
tool in machine learning [171] both for regression and classi�cation problems. Recently, they
entered the robotics community following their e�cient implementation for state estimation
[172, 173, 174, 175], with proposed use for a variety of robotics tasks [175]. Several methods
relied on GPs to enable e�cient motion planning [176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181], and some of
them used the implementation presented in [Pub4]. In [173, 174] they were used for mobile
robot localization, while in [182] they were used for tracking of extended objects. Yan et al.
[183] proposed an extension to batch state GP based estimation that enables incremental
updates, reduces computational costs and thus enables e�cient online continuous-time
SLAM.

¿e most common alternative to GP regression are aforementioned B-splines, o en
used for their computational e�ciency. However, recent development of the GP regression
[174] enabled comparable computational e�ciency, while GPs provide several advantages.
¿ey are con�gured using a standard state estimation framework, i.e. by choosing a physical
motion model and tuning process and measurement noise. Furthermore, GPs include
covariance estimation which opens possibilities to use uncertainty of the interpolated states.
In the sequel, a brief overview of the used GP regression will be given, while a more detailed
derivation can be found in [174, 175].

3.2.1 Gaussian Process Regression

Gaussian Process are stochastic processes, in our case indexed by time, for which any �nite
collection has a multivariate normal distribution. ¿ey are distributions over functions
de�ned by mean and covariance, while marginalizing to a particular single time of interest
yields a Gaussian random variable. In this thesis, systems with a continuous-time GP model
priors and discrete-time measurements are considered. While it is required to interpolate
trajectory states at any time of interest, sensor measurements are available only at discrete-
time instances. Let the continuous-time GP model prior be de�ned with

x(t) ∼ GP(x̌(t), P̌(t, t′)), (3.8)

and a discrete-time, linear measurement model:

yk(t) = Ckxk(tk) + nk , (3.9)

where x(t) is the state, x̌(t) is the mean function, P̌(t, t′) is the covariance function,
yk are the measurements, nk ∼ N (0,Rk) is Gaussian measurement noise, and Ck is the
measurementmodelmatrix. For now, we assume that the state is queried at themeasurement
times (t < t < ... < tN), while there is no limitation in estimating states at arbitrary times of
interest, i.e. interpolation times. However, there is no signi�cant improvement in estimating
states at interpolation times compared to estimating them at measurement times and
performing querying at interpolation times as described later in (3.27) and (3.28). Interested
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reader is referred to [175] (cf. Sec. 3.4.1) for more details. Joint distribution of both the state
and the measurement is given with

p([ xy ]) = N ([ x̌
Cx̌ ] , [ P̌ P̌CT

CPT R +CP̌CT ]) (3.10)

where P̌, C, and R are batch matrices de�ned as

P̌ = [P̌(ti , t j)]i j, (3.11)

C = diag(C, . . . ,CN), (3.12)

R = diag(R, . . . ,RN), (3.13)

while stacked vectors of states x, state priors x̌ and actual sensor measurements y at mea-
surement times are given with

x = [x(t), . . . , x(tN)]T , (3.14)

x̌ = [x̌(t), . . . , x̌(tN)]T , (3.15)

y = [y, . . . , yN]T , (3.16)

with N +  being the number of measurements. A er the factoring of Eq. (3.10) (cf. [175]
Sec. 2.2.3), the Gaussian posterior of the states given the measurements evaluates to

p(x∣y) = N ( (P̌− + CTR−C)−(P̌−x̌ + CTR−y)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

x̂ , posterior mean

, (P̌− + CTR−C)−)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
P̂, posterior covariance

. (3.17)

A er rearranging the posterior mean expression, a linear system for x̂ is obtained

(P̌− + CTR−C)x̂ = (P̌−x̌ + CTR−y), (3.18)

In general, time complexity for solving (3.18), as currently presented, is O(N) [174].
To improve the computational e�ciency, a special class of GP priors is introduced, whose
sparsely structured matrices can be exploited.

3.2.2 Exactly Sparse GP Priors

¿e special class of GP priors is based on the following linear time-varying stochastic
di�erential equation (LTV-SDE)

ẋ(t) = F(t)x(t) + v(t) + L(t)w(t), (3.19)

where F and L are system matrices, v is a known control input, and w(t) is generated by a
white noise process. ¿e white noise process is itself a GP with zero mean value

w(t) ∼ GP(0,Qcδ(t − t′)), (3.20)

where Qc is a power spectral density matrix.
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¿emean and the covariance of the GP are generated from the solution of the LTV-SDE
given in (3.19)

x̌(t) = Φ(t, t)x̌ + ∫ t

t
Φ(t, s)v(s)ds, (3.21)

P̌(t, t′) = Φ(t, t)P̌Φ(t′, t)T + ∫ min(t,t′)

t
Φ(t, s)L(s)QcL(s)TΦ(t′, s)Tds, (3.22)

where x̌ and P̌ are the initial mean and covariance of the �rst state, andΦ(t, s) is the state
transition matrix [173].

Due to the Markov property of the LTV-SDE in (3.19), the inverse kernel matrix P̌− of
the prior, which is required for solving the linear system in (3.18), is exactly sparse block
tridiagonal [173]:

P̌− = F−TQ−F−, (3.23)

where

F− =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1  ...  
−Φ(t, t) 1 ...  

 −Φ(t, t) ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ 1 
  ... −Φ(tN , tN−) 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(3.24)

and
Q− = diag(P̌− ,Q−

,, ...,Q−
N−,N) (3.25)

with
Qa,b = ∫ tb

ta
Φ(tb , s)L(s)QcL(s)TΦ(tb , s)Tds. (3.26)

¿is kernel allows for computationally e�cient, structure-exploiting inference with
O(N) complexity. ¿is is the main advantage of the proposed exactly sparse GP priors
based on a LTV-SDE in (3.19).

As we previously stated, the key bene�t of using GPs for the continuous-time trajectory
representation is the possibility to query the state x̂(τ) at any time of interest τ, and not
only at measurement times. For multisensor calibration, this proves to be extremely useful,
since many sensors operate at di�erent frequencies; thus, the GP approach enables us to
temporally align the states. If the prior proposed in (3.21) is used, GP interpolation can be
performed e�ciently due to the aforementioned Markovian property of the LTV-SDE in
(3.19). State x̂(τ) at τ ∈ [ti , ti+] is a function of only its neighbouring states [174],

x̂(τ) = x̌(τ) + Λ(τ)(x̂ i − x̌ i) +Ψ(τ)(x̂ i+ − x̌ i+), (3.27)

Λ(τ) = Φ(τ, ti) −Ψ(τ)Φ(ti+, ti), (3.28)

Ψ(τ) = Q i ,τΦ(ti+, τ)TQ−
i ,i+, (3.29)

whereQa,b is given in (3.26).¿e fact that any state x̌(τ) can be computed inO() complexity
can be exploited for e�cient matching of trajectory states between multiple asynchronous
sensors.
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3.3 lie groups

Vast majority of problems in robotics handle rigid-body motion which is nonlinear in a
general case. However, mathematical machinery used in robotics is o en designed for linear
problems, while handling ubiquitous nonlinearities requires linearisation or some other
techniques. Considering rigid-body motion, roboticists struggle most with handling rota-
tion. ¿ere are numerous ways to represent it: rotation matrices, Euler angles, quaternions,
angle-axis, etc. Some of them are minimal representations that can su�er from singularities,
while others avoid them by overparametrization which in return requires normalization.
Neither case is ideal for mathematically consistent solutions as they require explicit handling
of special cases or introduce errors into the pipeline. Recent decade has brought a rapid
introduction of Lie group theory into robotics for handling rigid-body motion. Lie group
theory is a broad area of research in mathematics, dating back to 19th century, while it is
still an active �eld today. It has been widely used in various areas of physics and mathe-
matics, while roboticists rely on a small subset of the theory. However, it was particularly
useful in describing 3D pose uncertainty [184, 185], e�cient on-manifold optimization [186],
improving consistency of the �ltering solutions [187, 188], measurement preintegration
[112, 189, 111], etc. In this section, a short introduction into required concepts is given in
Sec. 3.3.1, while an interested reader is highly encouraged to read an excellent introductory
tutorial for roboticists by Sola et al. [190] or a more comprehensive introduction by Still-
well [191]. Section 3.3.2 describes a particular application of Lie groups used in this thesis,
on-manifold optimization.

3.3.1 Concepts

To begin with, Lie groups embody the concepts of groups and smooth manifolds. Moreover,
terms Lie group andmanifold are o en treated as synonyms and used interchangeably in
robotics community. A Lie group (G , ○) is a set G with group operation ○ that satis�es
closure, identity, inverse and associativity axioms:

Closure ∶ X ○ Y ∈ G (3.30)

Identity E ∶ E ○X = X ○ E = X (3.31)

Inverse X − ∶ X − ○X = X ○X − = E (3.32)

Associativity (X ○ Y) ○Z = X ○ (Y ○Z). (3.33)

whereX ,Y ,Z ∈ G. On the other hand, Lie group is a di�erentiable smoothmanifold because
its topological space locally resembles linear space. ¿is property ensures existence of a
unique tangent space at each point X on the manifoldM, o en noted as TXM. Intuitively,
if a point X ∈M is moving over the manifold, its velocity is expressed in the tangent space
TXM. Furthermore, the manifold in a Lie group looks the same at every point, resulting
with the same tangent spaces at any point. While a tangent space can be de�ned for any
point of the manifold, a special one is de�ned at the identity element E called Lie algebra of
the Lie group, noted as TEM ≜ m.

While there exists numerous Lie Groups, roboticists are primarily working with Special
Orthogonal groups SO() and SO() representing 2D and 3D rotationmatrices, respectively,
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Special Euclidean groups SE() and SE() extended with translation of the rigid-body
motion and Similarity transform group Sim() group further extended with scaling. In
the sequel, some of the common properties of the Lie groups used within this thesis are
given. In addition, SO() group is chosen as an illustrative example to provide intuitive
explanation of the theoretical concepts.

Lie groups are o en used to transform elements of other sets, e.g. rotation of a vector
for the SO(). Such transformations are called group actions where X ⋅ v represents action
of manifold element X ∈ M on another set’s element v ∈ V . For example, R ⋅ v where
R ∈ SO() is a rotation matrix and v ∈ IR is a vector. A group action has to satisfy the
following axioms:

Identity ∶ E ⋅ v = v (3.34)

Compatibility ∶ (X ○ Y) ⋅ v = X ⋅ (Y ⋅ v). (3.35)

Besides group action on other sets, group composition de�ned in (3.30) can also be inter-
preted as an action of group on itself.

Relationship between a Lie groupM and its corresponding Lie algebram is the most
fundamental concept uponwhich all the other tools are built. Lie algebra has one particularly
desirable property, it is a vector space. ¿ere exist two mutually inverse linear maps, i.e.
isomorphisms, that convert an element fromm to IRm and vice versa, where m represents
Lie algebra’s degrees of freedom. ¿ese linear maps are commonly called hat and vee:

Hat : IRm ↦ m; τ ↦ τ∧ = ∑m
i= τiEi (3.36)

Vee: m↦ IRm; τ∧ ↦ (τ∧)∨ = τ = ∑m
i= τiei . (3.37)

where ei are base vectors of IRm and Ei their Lie algebra counterparts, i.e. e∧i = Ei . Operations
with vectors are much easier and they enable a myriad of tools used within robotics that
rely on linear algebra. ¿e structure of the Lie algebra can be found by taking the time
derivative of the group constraint given in (3.32). In the case of SO(), the constraint is
RTR = I, which leads to the following structure of Lie algebra so(3)

[ω]× =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

 −ωz ωy
ωz  −ωx
−ωy ωx 

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.38)

with vector ω ∈ IR.
¿e next key ingredient are transforms betweenM and m de�ned with exponential

and logarithmic map

exp ∶ m↦M ; τ∧ ↦ X = exp (τ∧) (3.39)

log ∶ M↦ m ; X ↦ τ∧ = log(X ). (3.40)

For convenience, capitalized exponential and logarithm maps can be de�ned as

Exp : IRm ↦M ; τ ↦ X = Exp(τ) (3.41)

Log ∶ M↦ IRm ; X ↦ τ = Log(X ). (3.42)
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In the case of the SO(), these maps have closed form solutions given with

R = Exp(θu) ≜ I + sin θ[u]× + ( − cos θ)[u]× ∈ IR× (3.43)

θu = log(R) ≜ θ(R−R⊺)∨
 sin θ ∈ IR (3.44)

θ = cos− ( trace(R)− ) . (3.45)

In the derivations, it is o en necessary to increment an element of a manifold with
an element in its tangent vector space. ¿ese operation can be easily performed using the
introduced concepts. However, to enable intuitive and concise notation, new operators
boxplus and boxminus are introduced

⊕ ∶ Y = X ⊕ X τ ≜ X ○ Exp (X τ) ∈M (3.46)

⊖ ∶ X τ = Y ⊖X ≜ Log (X − ○ Y) ∈ TXM. (3.47)

It should be noted that these operator are right versions because term Exp (X τ) appears at
the right hand side of composition, while an alternative le version is also available [190].

¿e hitherto introduced concepts enable elegant introduction of derivatives in the
context of Lie groups. It will be examined through derivation of a vector-valued multivariate
function f(x). As a reminder, derivative of such function on a vector space, called Jacobian
matrix, is de�ned with

J = ∂ f (x)
∂x ≜

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂ f
∂x ⋯ ∂ f

∂xm
⋮ ⋮
∂ fn
∂x ⋯ ∂ fn

∂xm

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
∈ IRn×m . (3.48)

When the function takes element of Lie group as an argument, this de�nition has to be
adapted. Derivatives are taken with respect to the tangential vector space, while all the
required operations are already available

XD f (X )
DX ≜ lim

τ→

f (X ⊕ τ)⊖ f (X )
τ ∈ IRn×m

= lim
τ→

Exp ( f (X )− ○ f (X ○ Exp(τ)))
τ

= ∂Exp ( f (X )− ○ f (X ○ Exp(τ)))
∂τ ∣

τ=
.

(3.49)

Similarly to the box operators, Lie group Jacobian also have their le and right form. In
practice, they are both used for the same purpose, but they yield di�erent expression and
depending on the context one can be preferable over another, e.g. easier derivation or shorter
�nal expressions. To illustrate the elegance of such approach, consider a simple Jacobian
derivation for the group action f (R) = R ⋅ p of the SO() group:
RD f (R)
DR = lim

θ→

(R⊕ θ)p⊖Rp
θ = lim

θ→

RExp(θ)p −Rp
θ = lim

θ→

R (I + [θ]×)p −Rp
θ

= lim
θ→

R[θ]×p
θ = lim

θ→

−R[p]×θ
θ = −R[p]×

(3.50)

Applications of Lie groups in robotics depend on many other important concepts such as
adjoint and manifold integration [190]. However, the concepts laid out hitherto equip us to
introduce a relevant Lie group application used within this thesis, on-manifold optimization.
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3.3.2 On-manifold optimization

Non-linear optimization is a backbone of calibration as described in Sec. 1.1, while extrinsic
calibration is parametrized with the SE() group. ¿us, on-manifold calibration is par-
ticularly useful within the context of sensor calibration. For instance, usage of analytical
Jacobians obtained using the technique provided in Sec. 3.3.1 enables signi�cant computa-
tional improvements, especially with multi-sensor calibration problems. In this section, a
brief introduction of on-manifold nonlinear least squares optimization is given, as it set a
base for contributions of this thesis.

To follow the standard Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) framework [192], the
goal of optimization is to �nd a distribution of parameters X , given the measurements z∶N
using the Bayes rule

p (x∣z∶N) =
p (z∶N ∣x) ⋅ p (x)

p (z∶N)
. (3.51)

With the assumption of no prior knowledge about the states, i.e. uniform prior, it reduces
p (x) to a constant cx . Similarly, since themeasurement distribution p (z∶N) is not changing
and does not depend on the states, it also reduces to a constant cz. By dropping the constant
terms and treating the measurements as independent, the following expression emerges:

p (x∣z∶N)∝
N
∏
k=

p (zk ∣x) . (3.52)

where we treat the observation model as a Gaussian random variable

p(zk ∣x) = N (hk(x) , Ω−
k ) (3.53)

or alternatively

p (zk ∣x)∝ exp (− (hk(x) − zk)T Ωk (hk(x) − zk)) . (3.54)

where a mean of predicted measurement hk(x) is a generic non-linear function of the state
x, commonly calledmeasurement function.

Since the observation model is available, it is easier to maximize the right-hand side
likelihood of the Eq. (3.52), which is equivalent to �nding the optimal solution x∗ by
minimizing the following expression:

x∗ = argmin
x

(F(x)) (3.55)

F(x) =
N
∑
k=
eTk (x)Ωkek(x) (3.56)

ek(x) = hk(x) − zk . (3.57)

When the state is a Lie group, i.e. x ∈ X , the problem can be solved by following on-
manifold Gauss-Newton optimization framework [186]. Starting with an initial guess of
the states x ∈ X , it is used as current estimate x̂ ∈ X to evaluate the errors (3.57). Next, the
optimal state perturbation ∆x ∈ IRm is found by linearizing the error term (3.57) around
x̂ ⊞ ∆x using the �rst-order Taylor approximation:
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ek(x̂ ⊞ ∆x) ≈ ek(x̂) +
∂ek(x̂ ⊞ ∆x)

∂∆x ∣
∆x=´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

Ji

∆x . (3.58)

A er substituting linearized error (3.58) into (3.56) to obtain linearized criterion, the
following quadratic form appears

F(x̂ ⊞ ∆x) ≈ ∆xTH∆x + bT∆x +
N
∑
k=
eTk (x̂)Ωkek(x̂) (3.59)

where

H =
N
∑
k=
J⊺kΩz,k Jk (3.60)

b =
N
∑
k=
J⊺kΩz,kek . (3.61)

Furthermore, optimal perturbation vector at each iteration is found by equating the
derivative of the (3.59) with zero:

∆x = −H−b. (3.62)

It is then used to update the current state estimate using with x̂ ← x̂ ⊞∆x and the process is
repeated until convergence. Final ingredient, the analytical Jacobian, is found by following
the procedure presented in Sec. 3.3.1.
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¿emain scienti�c contributions of the thesis

T he goal of thesis research was to develop extrinsic and temporal calibration algorithms
for heterogeneous sensor systems. It was accomplished through three main contribu-

tions. ¿e �rst contribution introduced a target and a calibration method for an accurate
extrinsic calibration of a radar-camera-lidar sensor system [Pub1, Pub2]. ¿e second contri-
bution involved development of a general extrinsic and temporal calibration method based
on target tracking represented with continuous-time GP regression [Pub4]. Furthermore,
it led to application of continuous-time estimation paradigm in targetless camera – radar
calibration [Pub5]. ¿e third contribution proposed a method for unsupervised online
graph-based calibration based on moving object tracking [Pub3]. Further discussion on
individual contributions is given in the sequel.

#1 Amethod for six degrees of freedom extrinsic calibration of radar – camera – lidar sensor
system enhanced by radar cross section measurement evaluation

Extrinsic calibration of heterogeneous sensors is a challenging task because such sensors
measure di�erent physical phenomena and provide diverse data. To overcome this challenge
and design an accurate and e�cient method, calibration targets are o en used. By relying
on targets, the search for correspondences between the sensor measurements is simpli�ed,
while a priori information about the target can improve the estimate accuracy. Furthermore,
identi�ability analysis ensures that the solution to the problem is attainable, while it provides
guidelines on how to properly design a data collection procedure.

¿e �rst contribution deals with 6 DOF extrinsic calibration of a 3D lidar – radar –
camera system. ¿e method includes a universal target design suitable for the lidar, radar
and camera introduced in [Pub1]. ¿e calibration target consists of a styrofoam triangle
which is invisible to the radar while it has good properties for detection and localization
in the point cloud and image. Radar receives the echo from the trihedral corner re�ector
which has high radar cross section (RCS) and low orientation sensitivity. A novel two-step
optimization procedure that enables full and accurate 6 DOF calibration is presented in
[Pub1]. ¿e �rst step is based on the reprojection error minimization while the second step,
i.e. RCS optimization, uses space distribution of RCS to estimate variables which are not
identi�able from the reprojection error due to the lack of radar’s vertical resolution. ¿e
subset of parameters re�ned by the second step includes translation in vertical axis, roll
and pitch angles. A particular parametrization of extrinsic calibration is chosen to enable
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the highest spread of uncertainty among the parameters consistently, thus reinforcing the
two-step procedure and the locking of the parameters.

¿e �rst version of RCS optimization [Pub1] is based on prede�ned nominal radar
FOV and RCS threshold. ¿e optimization criterion tries to encompass all the measure-
ments with high RCS value within the nominal radar FOV. In the second version of the
RCS optimization proposed in [Pub2], criterion is changed which lead to more accurate
results, while it removed nominal FOV and RCS threshold as requirements. Instead, the
optimization estimates parameters of the elevation –RCS curve that best explain the data.
While the nuisance curve parameters are of no practical interest, they lead to an improved
extrinsic calibration since they relate lidar measured elevation with radar measured RCS.
Furthermore, [Pub2] extends the approach in [Pub1] by adding a camera to the lidar – radar
calibration framework. Additionally, a thorough identi�ability analysis of the reprojection
error optimization is carried out in [Pub2]. It clari�es the uncertainty spread hypothesis
for di�erent sensor con�gurations, con�rms the need for the second optimization step and
provides guidelines on data acquisition for reliable calibration. ¿e method was tested in
both simulations and in real world experiments with two di�erent radar systems.¿e results
showed that it is possible to consistently and accurately estimate all the 6 DOF of extrinsic
calibration. Lastly, the method was used to carry out radar vertical alignment assessment
with the aid of lidar estimated ground plane.

#2 A method for extrinsic and temporal calibration of heterogeneous exteroceptive mobile
robot sensor systems based on object tracking using Gaussian process regression

Temporal calibration requiresmotion, either the sensor system’s ego-motion or themotion of
the objects it perceives. While the ego-motion estimation is a reliable source of information
for calibration, not all the sensors can perform it well, e.g. radar. Furthermore, static sensors
systems are deprived of any ego-motion. ¿us, the second contribution relies on using
moving targets for extrinsic and temporal, i.e. spatiotemporal, calibration of heterogeneous
sensors. ¿e only requirement on the sensors is the ability to estimate 3D position of the
object which is feasible for a number of di�erent sensors, e.g. camera, lidar, radar, motion
capture (MOCAP) system, etc.

¿e backbone of the spatiotemporal calibration method presented in [Pub4] is the
GP regression. ¿e target trajectories were described using the GP regression to provide
smoothed continuous-time representations which allow precise temporal correspondence
registration and calibration. By abstracting the sensor measurements with continuous-
time trajectories, correspondence registration between asynchronous sensors with di�erent
frame-rates becomes seamless. Furthermore, the trajectory alignment that achieves the
calibration is formulated through on-manifold optimization framework. Although smooth
trajectory estimates provided by the GPs are required, this approach enabled computation-
ally inexpensive, but accurate spatiotemporal calibration. Furthermore, the method enabled
estimation of both the time delay and sensor clock dri between the sensors.

¿e proposed method was extensively tested in simulations and real world experiments
with 4 di�erent types of sensors: camera, lidar, radar and MOCAP system. It was shown
that the method is able to estimate time delay with the error up to a fraction of the shortest
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sampling time, e.g. error less than .ms for cameras operating with ms sampling time.
Furthermore, accurate temporal calibration enabled seamless extrinsic calibration, even
with highly dynamic target motion. ¿e importance of temporal calibration was shown on
camera –MOCAP fusion where the method enabled reduction of average reprojection error
from . cm downto . cm. Lastly, the open-sourced implementation of GP regression and
calibration method enabled computationally inexpensive and scalable solution. Namely,
one minute interval of measurements at Hz required only ms for GP regression and
ms for optimization.

#3 An online unsupervised graph-based method for extrinsic and temporal calibration of
heterogeneous exteroceptive mobile robot sensor systems

Lifelong operation of a robotic system is highly dependant on reliable calibration which
can degrade over time. To overcome this challenge, online calibration method aim at using
information from the environment as correspondences between the sensors. Detection
and tracking of moving objects such as vehicles and pedestrians is o en performed with
every sensor on a robotic platform, while it provides abundant source of information for
the calibration. ¿e third contribution of the thesis presented in [Pub3] extends the moving
target based calibration by releasing the requirement for a known target and adding several
features that enable e�cient online decalibration detection and recalibration.

¿e method consists of a standard pipeline for detection and tracking of moving objects
using radars, cameras and lidars. A novel technique for the track to track association between
the sensors resistant to decalibration is introduced. Furthermore, a lightweight pairwise
calibration is presented enabling inexpensive miscalibration detection and initialization for
the recalibration. As a �nal ingredient, the method enables graph-based global calibration
of all the sensor simultaneously to provide a consistent recalibration of the whole system.

¿e proposed method was tested on publicly available dataset for autonomous vehicle
development involving radar, camera and a lidar. From the common tra�c participants,
the method processed the data from only the surrounding vehicles as they could be reliably
tracked by all the sensor modalities. ¿e results showed that the method is capable of
detecting small rotational miscalibration within a few seconds, as well as recalibrating the
whole system on the �y. Furthermore, it was shown how this approach outperformed the
more common ego-motion based calibration during uninformative driving segments.
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Conclusions and future work

M obile robotics is increasingly entering our daily lives through technologies such
as autonomous vehicles, warehouse robots and drones. ¿e basis of their operation

involves interaction with a dynamic environment. To enable safe operation for both the
robots as well as all the other agents in the environment, a robust environment perception is
essential. ¿e standard and the most promising approach is sensor fusion of heterogeneous
sensors. However, quality of the sensor calibration predetermines whether the fusion will
succeed or fail miserably. While online sensor calibration enables long-term autonomy of
mobile robots, its complexity and absence of information in the environment make it a
challenging task. On the other hand, o�ine calibration provides reliable results in controlled
environments. ¿ey are still widely used and will serve as a baseline for development of
the online methods. With increasing market interest in the environment perception, novel
sensors and sensor con�guration are emerging frequently. ¿us, it is essential to develop
novel calibration techniques for them to pave the way to the ultimate goal, long-term
autonomous navigation in highly dynamic environments.

5.1 the main conclusions of the thesis

¿is thesis deals with both o�ine and online calibration of sensor systems involving radars,
lidars and cameras. While lidars and cameras are rich sources of information, radars proved
to be a more challenging sensing modality. While their resistance to inclement weather is
a particularly desirable trait, their low informativeness highly limits the possibilities for
sensor calibration. Nevertheless, several novel methods for calibration of radars with other
sensors, both o�ine and online, were introduced. ¿ree main contribution of the thesis
revolve around di�erent techniques for extrinsic and temporal calibration of radars with
other exteroceptive sensors, primarily lidars and cameras. ¿rough development of these
methods, novel target design, correspondence registration and optimization frameworks
were introduced. In the sequel, conclusions drawn from each contribution are elaborated.

¿e �rst contribution of the thesis encompassed target design, two-step optimization
procedure and identi�ability analysis of the extrinsic target-based radar – lidar – camera
calibration. ¿e developed target enabled seamless detection and accurate unambiguous lo-
calization for all the sensor modalities. Furthermore, its consistent RCS enabled discovery of
RCS – elevation e�ect in radar data that led to signi�cant improvements in 6 DOF extrinsic
calibration. ¿e proposed two-step optimization with a particular extrinsic parametriza-
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tion led to subdegree and centimetre level accuracy. ¿e extensive statistical analysis of
the FIM con�rmed the intuitive reasoning for the particular choice of parametrization.
It provided theoretical evidence of uneven uncertainty among the extrinsic calibration
parameters. Furthermore, it showed that the spread of uncertainty in di�erent directions
is consistent regardless of the sensor con�guration. In addition, FIM test showed that 4
non-coplanar points can theoretically lead to identi�ability of only the �rst step, reprojection
error optimization. However, the shown uneven uncertainty among parameters that was
observed through the experiments con�rmed the need for additional re�nement step, the
RCS optimization. Extensive experiments involving radars from two di�erent manufactur-
ers con�rmed the existence of the RCS – elevation e�ect in the radar measurements. Finally,
accurate 6DOF extrinsic calibration enables convenient method for the detection of radar’s
vertical misalignment.

¿e main goal of the second contribution was to the extend the developed method
in the �rst contribution with temporal calibration using the movement of the target. ¿e
question of how to formalize the handling of asynchronous sensors with di�erent frame
rates emerged. It has led the research towards the state of the art in the continuous-time
trajectory representations. ¿e recent development of GP regression for the robotics prob-
lems and the goal of the thesis led to a fruitful combination of temporal calibration with
the GPs. ¿ey have emerged as a particularly convenient tool for solving the temporal cor-
respondence registration, while imposing low computational requirements and adaptation.
Besides the theory of GP regression, recent progress in robotic applications of Lie Groups
and particularly on-manifold optimization further improved the calibration pipeline. ¿e
proposed on-manifold optimization framework enabled an accurate and fast solution to
joint estimation of extrinsic and temporal parameters, including both time delay and clock
dri between the sensors. Furthermore, the solution proved scalable to multisensor cal-
ibration as well as high frame rate sensors due to GP regression’s O(n) computational
complexity. Namely, combination of estimated velocities using the GPs and the analytical
Jacobian in the on-manifold optimization depending on velocities enabled development of
a quick solver. ¿rough extensive tests in simulations and real world experiments using 4
di�erent sensor modalities, wide applicability of the method was proven, accompanied by
accurate temporal and extrinsic calibration estimates. Lastly, comparison with the compet-
ing approaches further con�rmed the need for smooth continuous-time representations in
temporal calibration.

¿e third contribution developed on the previous one by relaxing the requirement for
a known target. Instead, a novel method for online calibration of radar – lidar – camera
system based on moving object detection and tracking was introduced. ¿e method was
designed to reuse the information of other perception systems on a mobile robot. Namely,
while ego-motion, commonly used in calibration, is o en estimated by only a subset of
sensors, detection and tracking of moving objects is o en performed using all the available
sensors. In addition to reusing readily available information, the proposedmethod consisted
of a lightweight miscalibration detection scheme to enable system reliability in long-term
autonomy. A novel track-to-track association independent of calibration was introduced to
mitigate the e�ects of the miscalibration. It was shown that using this approach, it is possible
to detect moderate miscalibration within a few seconds. On the other hand, graph-based
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optimization enabled recalibration of the whole system providing a globally consistent
solution. ¿rough extensive tests on real world data, it was shown that the most reliable
objects in the environment for the purposes of calibration are the vehicles, since they are
most reliably detected in all the sensor modalities. Furthermore, due to a high degree of
bias in the detection stage, the calibration was limited to rotational calibration that was less
a�ected by the bias. However, for all practical means and purposes, rotational miscalibration
is far more hazardous and should be quickly detected upon its occurrence. Lastly, compared
to a more common approach of using ego-motion, relying on moving objects proved more
informative in certain situations. Namely, the proposed method was able to calibrate the
sensors even during static periods as well as provide full rotational observability during
straight line segments, which are particularly challenging for ego-motion methods.

5.2 further research directions

Development of calibration methods throughout this thesis tackled various open research
problems.Whilemany of themwere solved e�ciently, it opened interesting research avenues
within the sensor calibration, as well as other tasks in robotics. ¿e �rst contribution
introduced a universal target for radar – lidar – camera calibration.While it enabled e�cient
calibration of the considered system, its application to target-based calibration of di�erent
sensor modalities such as thermal or event based cameras poses an interesting challenge.
Furthermore, application of FIM in the context of calibration can be further applied in
active calibration with the aim of minimizing the calibration uncertainty.

¿e second contribution solved the temporal calibration with strong reliance on GP
regression. It was shown howGPs proved to be a very useful tool in sensor calibration, while
their use can be further developed. Namely, the application of GPs in ego-motion-based
calibration has the potential to signi�cantly improve the temporal calibration capabilities of
current methods. Moreover, readily available estimate of trajectory uncertainty within the
GPs could be used to enhance calibration results and enable more robust methods. Never-
theless, continuous-time methods have a huge potential in online sensor fusion approaches
since they enable seamless temporal correspondence between asynchronous sensors. De-
veloped on-manifold optimization could be used outside the calibration framework. For
example, it can be considered as an ICP algorithm version that handles unknown temporal
correspondences between the points. ¿e proposed method’s e�ciency enables its online
applications that could yield improved point cloud registration techniques.

¿e third contribution tackled the issue of online sensor calibration. While it relied on
object detection within the pipeline, it opened questions about in�uence of miscalibration
on detection stage. Namely, an interesting research avenue is exploration of miscalibration
in�uence on algorithms for monocular 3D object detection and depth estimation. With
proper treatment of the calibration, it might be possible to improve generalization capabil-
ities of learning based methods that provide state of the art results in these �elds. Lastly,
each calibration approach has its strengths and weaknesses. ¿us, an ideal online system
should combine several methods to achieve the most reliable results. For instance, moving
object-based methods could be fused with ego-motion-based methods to enable calibration
in various situations, while relaxing the need for overlapping FOV. Real world systems have
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increasing need for online calibration to enable long-term autonomy and scalability. In
order to achieve that, every bit of information should be used in calibration and it should
be fused in the optimal way.
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Author’s contribution to publications

T he results presented in this thesis are based on the research carried out in the Lab-
oratory for autonomous systems and mobile robotics (LAMOR) headed by Professor

Ivan Petrović, at the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing,
Croatia during the period of  −  as a part of a research project:

• [ − ] SafeTram - System for increased driving safety in public urban rail tra�c
(KK.01.2.1.01.0022) which was �nancially supported by the European Union from
the European Regional Development Fund.

A part of the thesis also includes the research carried out at the Space and Terrestrial
Autonomous Robotic Systems (STARS) laboratory headed by Professor JonathanKelly, at the
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS), Canada. ¿e collaboration
was �nancially supported by Prof. Dr. SC. Jasna Simunic-Hrvoic Foundation.

¿e thesis includes �ve publications written in collaboration with co-authors of the
published papers. ¿e author’s contribution to each paper consists of the method design,
so ware implementation, testing in simulations and real world experiments, result analysis
and written presentation.

Pub1 In the paper entitled Extrinsic 6DoF calibration of 3D lidar and radar the author
proposed a novel target design and two-step optimization framework for extrinsic
calibration of 3D lidar and radar. ¿e connection between radar’s RCS estimation
error and elevation angle was discovered and used to enhance calibration results. ¿e
author constructed a calibration target and implemented the proposed method in
Matlab.¿e author conducted a real world experiment involving amobile robot, radar
and 3D lidar to con�rm the applicability of the method. Results from the experiment
were thoroughly analyzed con�rming the ability of the method to estimate 6 DOF
extrinsic calibration between the radar and 3D lidar.

Pub2 In the paper entitled Extrinsic 6DoF calibration of a radar – LiDAR – camera system
enhanced by radar cross section estimates evaluation the author extended the method
presented in [Pub1] by enabling additional calibration of the camera with the other
sensors. It involved target modi�cation and implementation of algorithms for image
processing. ¿e author modi�ed the second step of the proposed optimization, i.e.
RCS optimization, by modelling the RCS – elevation e�ect as a parabolic curve. It
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led to improved results with fewer tuning parameters. ¿e author conducted an
identi�ability analysis using FIM which con�rmed uneven uncertainty among the
estimated parameters, proved the correct choice of parametrization and provided
guidelines on data acquisition process. ¿e author conducted a thorough analysis
of results in simulations and real world experiments, where camera, 3D lidar and
radars from two di�erent manufactures were used to con�rm the discovered e�ect.
Finally, the author applied the estimated 6 DOF calibration in assessment of radar’s
vertical misalignment by implementing ground plane detection in lidar data and
transforming it into the radar frame.

Pub3 In the paper entitled Online multi-sensor calibration based on moving object tracking
the author proposed a novel framework for online calibration of radar – lidar – camera
system based on detection and tracking of moving objects. ¿e framework included
calibration-agnostic track-to-track association, lightweight decalibration detection
and pairwise calibration and complete rotational calibration of the system based
on graph optimization. ¿e author implemented detection, tracking, decalibration
detection and graph-based recalibration algorithms in Matlab. Furthermore, the
method was extensively tested on a publicly available dataset for development of AVs,
and compared to a state of the art ego-motion based method.

Pub4 In the paper entitled Spatiotemporal Multisensor Calibration via Gaussian Processes
Moving Target Tracking the author proposed a novel spatiotemporal calibration
method based on moving target tracking which relied on GPs for continuous-time
trajectory representation. Furthermore, the author proposed an on-manifold opti-
mization framework that jointly estimates extrinsic and temporal calibration param-
eters, including time delay and clock dri . ¿e method was further extended with
multi-sensor capabilities, enabling joint calibration of arbitrary number of sensors.
¿e author implemented the method in both Matlab and C++. ¿e e�cient imple-
mentation of Exactly Sparse GP regression and ROS package for calibration were
open-sourced. ¿e author veri�ed the accuracy, robustness and applicability of the
method in both simulations and real world experiments including four di�erent
sensor modalities.

Pub5 In the paper entitled A Continuous-Time Approach for 3D Radar-to-Camera Extrinsic
Calibration, in collaboration with co-authors, the author proposed a novel method
for targetless calibration of 3D radar and camera based on continuous-time trajectory
representation. ¿e author contributed in conducting the real world experiment,
including sensor rig design and data collection. Furthermore, the author conducted a
comparison of the method with the competing state of the art approach.
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Extrinsic 6DoF Calibration of 3D LiDAR and Radar

Juraj Peršić, Ivan Marković, Ivan Petrović

Abstract— Environment perception is a key component of
any autonomous system and is often based on a heterogeneous
set of sensors and fusion thereof, for which extrinsic sensor
calibration plays fundamental role. In this paper, we tackle the
problem of 3D LiDAR–radar calibration which is challenging
due to low accuracy and sparse informativeness of the radar
measurements. We propose a complementary calibration target
design suitable for both sensors, thus enabling a simple, yet reli-
able calibration procedure. The calibration method is composed
of correspondence registration and a two-step optimization. The
first step, reprojection error based optimization, provides initial
estimate of the calibration parameters, while the second step,
field of view optimization, uses additional information from
the radar cross section measurements and the nominal field
of view to refine the parameters. In the end, results of the
experiments validated the proposed method and demonstrated
how the two steps combined provide an improved estimate of
extrinsic calibration parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robust environment perception is one of the essential
tasks which an autonomous mobile robot or vehicle has to
accomplish. To achieve this goal, various sensors such as
cameras, radars, LiDAR-s, and inertial navigation units are
used and information thereof is often fused. A fundamental
step in the fusion process is sensor calibration, both intrinsic
and extrinsic. Former provides internal parameters of each
sensor, while latter provides relative transformation from one
sensor coordinate frame to the other. The calibration can
tackle both parameter groups at the same time or assume
that sensors are already intrinsically calibrated and proceed
with the extrinsic calibration, which is the approach we take
in the present paper.

Solving the extrinsic calibration problem requires finding
correspondences in the data acquired by intrinsically cali-
brated sensors, which can be challenging since different sen-
sors can measure different physical quantities. The calibra-
tion approaches can be target-based or targetless. In the case
of target-based calibration, correspondences originate from
a specially designed target, while targetless methods utilize
environment features perceived by both sensors. Former has
the advantage of the freedom of design which maximizes
the chance of both sensors perceiving the calibration target,
but requires the development of such a target and execution
of an appropriate offline calibration procedure. The latter
has the advantage of using the environment itself as the
calibration target and can operate online by registering struc-
tural correspondences in the environment, but requires both
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sensors to be able to extract the same environment features.
For example, calibration of a 3D-LiDAR and a camera can
be based on line features detected as intensity edges in the
image and depth discontinuities in the point cloud [1]. In
addition, registration of structural correspondences can be
avoided by odometry-based methods, which use the system’s
motion estimated by individual sensors to calibrate them
[2], [3]. However, for all practical means and purposes,
the targetless methods are hardly feasible due to limited
resolution of current automotive radar systems, as the radar
is virtually unable to infer the structure of the detected object
and extract features such as lines or corners. Therefore, we
focus our research on target-based methods.

Target-based 3D LiDAR calibration commonly uses flat
rectangles which are easily detected and localized in the
point cloud. For example, extensive research exists on 3D
LiDAR-camera calibration with a planar surface covered by a
chequerboard [4]–[7] or a set of QR codes [8], [9]. Extrinsic
calibration of a 2D LiDAR-camera pair was also calibrated
with the same target [10], while improvements were made by
extracting centerline and edge features of a V-shaped planar
target [11]. Furthermore, an interesting target adaptation to
the working principle of different sensors was presented in
[12], where the authors proposed a method for extrinsic
calibration of a 3D LiDAR and a thermal camera by ex-
panding a planar chequerboard surface with a grid consisting
of light bulbs. Concerning automotive radars, common oper-
ating frequencies (24 GHz and 77 GHz) result with reliable
detections of conductive objects, such as plates, cylinders,
and corner reflectors, which are then used in calibration
methods [13]. In [14] authors used a metal panel as the target
for radar-camera calibration. They assume that all radar
measurements originate from a single ground plane, thereby
neglecting the 3D nature of the problem. The calibration is
found by optimizing homography transformation between the
ground and image plane. Contrary to [14], in [15] authors
take into account the 3D nature of the problem. Therein,
they manually search for detection intensity maximums by
moving a corner reflector within the field of view (FoV).
They assume that detections lie on the radar plane (zero
elevation plane in the radar coordinate frame). Using these
points a homography transformation is optimized between
the radar and the camera. The drawback of this method is
that the maximum intensity search is prone to errors, since
the return intensity depends on a number of factors, e.g.,
target orientation and radar antenna radiation pattern which
is usually designed to be as constant as possible in the FoV.
In [16] radar performance is evaluated using a 2D LiDAR as
a ground truth with a target composed of radar tube reflector



and a square cardboard. The cardboard is practically invisible
to the radar, while enabling better detection and localization
in the LiDAR point cloud. These complementary properties
were taken as an inspiration for our target design.

While the above described radar calibration methods pro-
vide sufficiently good results for the targeted applications,
they lack the possibility to fully assess the placement of the
radar with respect to other sensors.Therefore, we propose
a novel method which utilizes a 6 degrees of freedom
(DoF) extrinsic calibration of a 3D LiDAR-radar pair. The
proposed method involves special calibration target design,
correspondence registration, and two-step optimization. The
first step is based on reprojection error optimization, while
the second step uses additional information from the radar
cross section (RCS), a measure of detection intensity. RCS
distribution across the radar’s FoV is used to refine a subset
of calibration parameters that were noticed to have higher
uncertainty.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II elaborates
the calibration method including calibration target design
II-A and data correspondence registration II-B. Section III
explains two steps of optimization: reprojection error op-
timization III-A and FoV optimization III-B. Section IV-A
provides details on the setup of experiment conducted to test
the method, while the results are given in IV-B. We give final
remarks and propose future work in section V.

II. EXTRINSIC RADAR-LIDAR CALIBRATION METHOD

The proposed method is based on observing the calibration
target placed at a range of different heights, both within and
outside of the nominal radar FoV. It requires the 3D LiDAR’s
FoV to exceed the radar’s vertical FoV, which is the case in
most applications. In addition, due to the problems associated
with radars such as ghost measurements from multipath
propagation, low angular resolution etc., data collection has
to be performed outdoor at a set of ranges (2 − 10m) with
enough clear space around the target.

A. Calibration Target Design

Properties of a well-designed target are (i) ease of detec-
tion and (ii) high localization accuracy for both sensors. In
terms of the radar, a target with a high RCS provides good
detection rates. Formally, RCS of an object is defined as the
area of a perfectly conducting sphere whose echo strength
would be equal to the object strength [13]. Consequently, it
is a function of object size, material, shape and orientation.
While any metal will suffice for the material, choosing other
properties is not trivial. Radars typically estimate range and
angle of an object as a centroid in the echo signal. Therefore,
in order to accurately localize the source of detection, the
target should be as small as possible, but which implies a
small RCS. Thus, a compromise between the target size and
a high enough RCS has to be considered. Radar reflectors,
objects that are highly visible to radars, are used not only
in intrinsic calibration, but also as marine safety equipment
resulting in numerous designs. Given the previous discussion,
we assert that one of these designs can be considered as

(a) Calibration Target

ac

l

(b) Corner reflector

Fig. 1: Constructed calibration target and the illustration
of the working principle of the triangular trihedral corner
reflector

a good compromise and we chose the triangular trihedral
corner reflector which consists of three orthogonal flat metal
triangles.

The constructed radar calibration target and an illustration
of the working principle is shown in Fig. 1a. It has an
interesting property that any ray reflected from all three sides
is returned in the same direction as illustrated in Fig. 1b. The
reason behind this is that normals of the three sides form
an orthonormal basis. Namely, reflection causes direction
reverse of incident ray’s component parallel to the surface
normal, while the component parallel to the surface tangent
plane remains the same. After three reflections, which form
an orthonormal basis, the ray’s direction is reversed. Due
to this property, regardless of the incident angle, many rays
are returned to their source, i.e., the radar. Unlike a single
flat plate, which has a high RCS but is highly sensitive to
orientation changes, trihedral corner reflector provides a high
and stable RCS. When the axis of the corner reflector, ac,
points directly to the radar, it reaches its maximum RCS
value:

σc =
πl4

3λ2
, (1)

where l is a hypotenuse length of a corner reflector’s side
and λ is radar’s operating wavelength.

Analytical description of the reflector RCS as a function
of the orientation is nontrivial. However, from experiments
presented in [13], it can be seen that orientation changes
of ±20◦ result in a slight decrease of RCS, which can be
approximated as a constant, while ±40◦ causes a decrease
of −3dBm2. Furthermore, authors in [17] show that all the
rays which go through multiple reflections travel the same
length as the ray which is reflected directly from the corner
centre. This results in a high localization accuracy.

Corner reflector is visible to the LiDAR, but is difficult
to accurately localize it at greater distances due to its small
size and complex shape. This problem is solved by placing
a flat styrofoam triangle board in front of the reflector.
Styrofoam is made of approximately 98% air resulting with
low permittivity (around 1.10) and nonconductiveness. These
properties make it virtually invisible to the radar, but still
visible to the LiDAR. However, instead of a common rectan-
gular shape, we choose a triangular shape with which we can
solve localization ambiguity issues caused by finite LiDAR



resolution. Namely, LiDAR azimuth resolution is commonly
larger than the elevation resolution, which results with the
‘slicing’ effect of an object; thus, translating the rectangle
along the vertical axis would yield identical measurements
until it becomes visible to the next LiDAR layer (which is
not the case for the triangle shape). This effect has a stronger
impact on localization at greater distances which are required
by our method.

Finally, target stand should be able to hold the target at
a range of different heights (0–2 m). Additionally, it must
have a low RCS not to interfere with the target detection and
localization. We propose a stand made of three thin wooden
rods which are fixed to a ground wooden plane and connected
with a plastic bridge (Fig. 1a). Target attached to the bridge
can be slided and tilted to adjust its height and orientation.
B. Correspondence Registration

Correspondence registration in the data starts with the
detection of the triangle in the point cloud. The initial step
is to segment plane candidates from which edge points are
extracted. Afterwards, we try to fit these points to the triangle
model. Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm optimizes the
pose of the triangle by minimizing the distance from edge
points to the border of the triangle model. A final threshold
is defined based on which we accept or discard the estimate.
Position of the corner reflector lxl

1 origin is calculated
based on the triangle pose estimate and the known target
configuration.

Radar data of interest is a list of detected objects described
by the detection angle rφr,i, range rrr,i and RCS σr,i.
The i-th object from the list is described by the vector
rmi = [rφr,i

rrr,i
rσr,i] in the radar coordinate frame, Fr :

(rx, ry, rz). The only structural property of detected objects
is contained within the RCS, which is influenced by many
other factors; hence, it is impossible to classify a detection as
the corner reflector based solely on the radar measurements.
To find the matching object, a rough initial calibration is
required, e.g., with a measurement tape, which is used to
transform the estimated corner position from the LiDAR
coordinate frame, Fl : (

lx, ly, lz), into the Fr, and eliminate
all other objects that fall outside of a predefined threshold.
The correspondence is accepted only if a single object is left.

The radar correspondence groups are obtained as follows.
The target is observed at rest for a short period while the
registered correspondences fill a correspondence group with
pairs of vectors rmi and lxl. Variances of the radar data
(rφr,i,

rrr,i,
rσr,i) within the group are used to determine the

stability of the target. If any of the variances surpasses a
preset threshold, the correspondence is discarded, since it is
likely that the target detection was obstructed. Otherwise,
the values are averaged. In addition, we create unregistered
groups where radar detections are missing. These groups are
used in the second optimization step where we refine the FoV.
Hereafter, we will refer to the mean values of the groups as
radar and LiDAR measurements.

1In the article, we use left superscript r and l to denote that the value
belongs to the Fr and Fl, respectively

III. TWO-STEP OPTIMIZATION

A. Reprojection Error Optimization

Once the paired measurements are found, alignment of
sensor coordinate frames is performed. To ensure that the
optimization is performed on the radar measurements origi-
nating from the calibration target, we perform RCS threshold
filtering. We choose the threshold ζRCS close to the σc

so that we encompass as many strong and reliable radar
measurements while leaving out the possible outliers.

The optimization parameter vector includes the transla-
tion and rotation part, i.e., cr = [rpl Θ]. For transla-
tion, we choose position of the LiDAR in the Fr, rpl =
[rpx,l

rpy,l
rpz,l]

T . For rotation, we choose Euler angles
representation Θ = [θz θy θx] where rotation from Fr to
Fl is given by:

l
rR(Θ) =l

2Rx(θx)
2
1Ry(θy)

1
rRz(θz). (2)

Figure 2 illustrates the calculation of the reprojection error
for the i-th paired measurement. As discussed previously,
radar provides measurements in spherical coordinates lacking
elevation rsr,i = [rrr,i

rφr,i ∼], i.e., it provides an arc rar,i
upon which the object potentially resides. On the other hand,
LiDAR provides a point in Euclidean coordinates lxl,i. Using
the current transformation estimate, LiDAR measurement
lxl,i is transformed into the radar coordinate frame:

rxl,i(cr) =
l
rR

T (Θ) · lxl,i +
rpl, (3)

and then rxl,i is converted to spherical coordinates rsl,i =
[rrl,i

rφl,i
rψl,i]. By neglecting the elevation angle rψl,i, we

obtain the arc ral,i upon which LiDAR measurement resides
and can be compared to the radar’s. Reprojection error εr,i
is then defined as the Euclidean distance of points on the arc
for which rψr,i =

rψl,i = 0◦:

εr,i(cr) =

∥∥∥∥
[
rrr,i cos (

rφr,i)
rrr,i sin (

rφr,i)

]
−
[
rrl,i cos (

rφl,i)
rrl,i sin (

rφl,i)

] ∥∥∥∥. (4)

Using the LM algorithm, we obtain the estimate of the
calibration parameters ĉr by minimizing the sum of squared
reprojection errors from N measurements:

ĉr = argmin
cr

( N∑

i=1

ε2r,i(cr)

)
. (5)

Optimization of described reprojection error yields unequal
estimation uncertainty among the calibration parameters.
Namely, translation in the radar plane and rotation around it’s
normal causes significant changes in the radar measurements.
Therefore, parameters rpx,l,rpy,l and θz can be properly
estimated. In contrast, the change in the remaining param-
eters rpz,l,θy and θx causes smaller changes in the radar
measurements, e.g. translation of radar along rz introduces
only a small change in the range measurement. Therefore,
these parameters are refined in the second step.

Due to the filtering in the correspondence registration,
not many outliers are present in the data. The remaining
outliers are removed from the dataset by inspection of
the reprojection error after the optimization. Measurements
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Fig. 2: Illustration of reprojection error calculation. Green:
LiDAR’s measurement; blue: radar’s; red: reprojection error.

that surpass the radar’s accuracy are excluded from the
dataset and optimization is performed again on the remaining
measurements.

B. FoV optimization

To refine the parameters with higher uncertainty we
propose a second optimization step which uses additional
information from RCS. We try to fit the radar’s nominal FoV
in the LiDAR data by encompassing as many measurements
with high RCS as possible. Definition of RCS is such that
it is independent of the radar’s radiation. However, radar
estimates the object RCS based on the intensity of the
echo which is dependent on the radiated energy. Intrinsic
calibration of a radar ensures that RCS is correctly estimated
only within the nominal FoV where it is fairly constant. As
the object leaves the nominal FoV, less energy is radiated in
its direction, which then results in decrease of RCS until the
object becomes undetectable. This effect is used to estimate
the pose of the nominal FoV based on the RCS distribution
across the LiDAR’s data.

Vertical FoV of width 2ψf is defined with two planes that
go through the origin of Fr, PU and PD, with elevation
angles ±ψf . We propose an optimization in which we
position radar’s nominal FoV, so that as many as possible
strong reflections fall within it, while leaving the weak
ones out. The optimization parameter vector consist of a
subset of transformation parameters and an RCS threshold,
cf = [rpz,l θy θx ζRCS ], whereas other parameters are kept
fixed.

After transforming a LiDAR measurement lxl,i to Fr, the
FoV error of i-th measurement εf,i is defined as:

εf,i(cf ) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if inside FoV and σi > ζRCS

d if inside FoV and σi > ζRCS

0 if outside FoV and σi < ζRCS

d if outside FoV and σi < ζRCS ,

(6)

where

d = min{dist(PU ,
rxl,i), dist(PD, rxl,i)}. (7)

Error is greater than zero only if the LiDAR measurement
falls inside the FoV when it should not according to the

(a) Mobile robot

rx ry

rz

lx ly

lz

(b) Sensor placement

Fig. 3: Mobile robot and sensors used in the experiment.

threshold, and vice versa. Function dist(P, x) is defined as
an unsigned distance from plane P to point x.

An estimate of calibration parameters is obtained by
minimizing the following cost function:

ĉf = argmin
cf

( N∑

i=1

ε2f,i(cf )

)
. (8)

Dependence of the cost function is discrete with respect to
the RCS threshold, since change of the threshold does not
affect the cost function until at least one measurement falls
in or out of the FoV. This results in many local minima and
the interior points method was used for optimization, since
it was found to be able to converge in majority of analysed
cases.

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Experiment Setup

An outdoor experiment was conducted to test the proposed
method. A mobile robot Husky UGV, shown in Fig. 3, was
equipped with a Velodyne HDL-32E 3D LiDAR and two
short range radars from different manufacturers, namely the
Continental SRR 20X and Delphi SRR2.

Commercially available radars are sensors which provide
high level information in the form of detected object list.
Raw data, i.e., the return echo, is processed by proprietary
signal processing techniques and is unavailable to the user.
However, from the experiments conducted with both radars,
we noticed that they follow the behaviour as expected from
our calibration method. The only noticed difference is that
the target stand without the target was completely invisible to
Continental, while the Delphi was able to detect it at closer
ranges (rrr,i < 5 m). This effect was present because the
Delphi radar accepts detections with lower RCS. However,
this did not present an issue, because the stand has a
significantly lower RCS than the target and it was easily
filtered out. Since the purpose of the experiment is evaluation
of the method and not radar performance, in the sequel we
only present results for the Continental radar.

Continental radar technical data of interest is given in
Table I. Based on the analysis of the reprojection error, radar
measurements outside of the azimuth angle range of ±45◦
were excluded from the reprojection error optimization, be-
cause they exhibited significantly higher reprojection errors



TABLE I: Continental SRR 20X specifications

Continental SRR 20X Value
HFoV × VFoV 150◦ × 12◦

Range Accuracy 0.2m
Azimut Accuracy @ HFoV ±2◦@±20◦; ±4◦@±60◦; ±5◦@±◦75

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
0

20

40

Reprojection error [m]

Reprojection error optimization
FoV refinement
2D optimization

Fig. 4: Histogram of reprojection errors for the two steps of
the calibration and the 2D calibration

than those inside the range. Considering FoV optimization,
we noticed that outside of the azimuth angle range ±60◦
radar detections were occasionally missing. Therefore, they
were excluded from the FoV optimization.

The calibration target was composed of a corner reflector
with side length l = 0.32m with a maximum RCS of σc =
18.75 dBm2. Based on vertical resolution of the Velodyne
HDL-32E LiDAR (1.33◦) we used styrofoam triangle of
height h = 0.65 m. It ensured extraction of at least two lines
from the target, which is a prerequisite to unambiguously
determine the pose. Data acquisition was done by driving a
robot in the area up to 10 m of range with target placed
at 17 different heights ranging from ground up to 2 m
height. In total, 880 registered radar-LiDAR measurements
were collected, together with 150 LiDAR measurements
unregistered by the radar.

B. Results

To assess the quality of calibration results we conducted
four experiments. First, we examined the distribution of the
reprojection error after both optimization steps and compared
it to a 2D optimization, which minimizes reprojection error
by optimizing only the calibration parameters with lower
uncertainty, i.e., translation parameters rpx,l and rpy,l, and
rotation θz . Secondly, we inspect FoV placement with re-
spect to the distribution of RCS over the LiDAR’s data.
Afterwards, we examine the correlation between RCS and
the elevation angle. Lastly, we run Monte Carlo simulations
by randomly subsampling the dataset to examine reliability
of the estimated parameters and potential overfitting of data.

Parameters estimated by reprojection error optimization
are ĉr = [−0.047,−0.132, 0.079m;−2.07, 3.58,−0.02◦],
while FoV optimization estimates ĉf =
[0.191,m; 4.19,−0.84◦; 12.85dBm2]. Carefully
measured translation by hand between the sensors
rp̃l = [−0.08,−0.14, 0.18]T m is given as a reference.

Figure 4 shows distribution of the reprojection error and
is composed of three histograms, where we can see how the
reprojection error of both steps of calibration is compared
to the case of 2D calibration. We notice that neglecting
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Fig. 5: RCS distribution across LiDAR 3D data and place-
ment of the radar’s FoV.
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Fig. 6: RCS distribution across radar’s VFoV. Red: reprojec-
tion error optimization; blue: FoV optimization.

the 3D nature of the problem causes higher mean and
greater variance of the reprojection error which implies poor
calibration. Furthermore, the FoV optimization is bound to
degrade the overall reprojection error because it is not a part
of the optimization criterium. However, resemblance between
the distributions after the first and the second optimization
steps implies low degradation of reprojection error.

In Fig. 5, distribution of the RCS across LiDAR’s data
is shown. LiDAR’s measurements are color-coded with the
RCS of the paired radar measurement, accompanied with
the black-dyed markers which indicate the lack of registered
radar measurements. We can see that within the nominal FoV,
target produces a strong, fairly constant reflections. As the
elevation angle of the target leaves the radars FoV, the RCS
decreases until the point where it is no longer detectable.

To examine the effect of decrease in the target’s RCS as a
function of the elevation angle after both optimizations, we
use Fig. 6. It shows elevation rψl,i of each LiDAR measure-
ment transformed into the Fr and RCS of the paired radar
measurement. In the ideal case, i.e. if the transformation
was correct and the axis of corner reflector always pointed
directly to the radar, the data would lay on the curve which
describes radar’s radiation pattern in respect to the elevation
angle. The dispersion from the curve is present in the both
steps due to the imperfect directivity of the target in the



TABLE II: Monte Carlo Analysis Results

Reprojection Error Optimization FoV optimization
rpx,l N (−0.047m, 1.53× 10−5 )
rpy,l N (−0.132m, 6.12× 10−5 )
rpz,l N (0.078m, 2.53× 10−3 ) N (0.174m, 9.10× 10−4 )
θz N (−2.08◦, 1.12× 10−2 )
θy N (3.59◦, 9.50× 10−1 ) N (4.00◦, 9.93× 10−2 )
θx N (−0.03◦, 8.08× 10−1 ) N (−0.93◦, 1.44× 10−1 )
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Fig. 7: Monte Carlo Analysis histograms. Red: calibration
after reprojection error optimization; blue: with FoV opti-
mization

measurements. In addition, we notice a higher dispersion
using only reprojection error optimization which indicates
miscalibration.

Lastly, Monte Carlo analysis is done by randomly sub-
sampling our dataset to half of the original size and per-
forming 1000 runs of optimization on different subsampled
datasets. The results follow a Gaussian distribution whose
estimated parameters are given by the Table II. As expected,
distributions of parameters rpx,l, rpy,l and θz obtained by
the reprojection error optimization have a significantly lower
variance than the rest. Figure 7 illustrates how the FoV
optimization refines parameters rpz,l, θy and θx. We can
see overall decrease in variance, as well as the shift in the
mean. Estimation of parameter rpz,l using reprojection error
optimization is clearly further away from the measured value,
unlike the FoV optimization’s estimate.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed an extrinsic calibration
method for a 3D-LiDAR-radar pair. A calibration target was
designed in a way which enabled both sensors to detect
and localize the target within their operating principles. The
extrinsic calibration was found by a two-step optimization:
(i) reprojection error optimization, which was the followed
by (ii) FoV optimization which used additional information
from RCS to refine the estimate of the calibration parameters.
Results of the experiments validated the proposed method
and demonstrated how the two steps combined provide an

improved estimate of extrinsic calibration parameters. In the
future work, we plan to include a camera in the extrinsic
calibration. In addition, we plan to improve the results of
the calibration by introducing the sensor uncertainty models
as radars typically have variable accuracy across the FoV.
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a b s t r a c t

Autonomous navigation of mobile robots is often based on information from a variety of heterogeneous
sensors; hence, extrinsic sensor calibration is a fundamental step in the fusion of such information. In
this paper, we address the problem of extrinsic calibration of a radar–LiDAR–camera sensor system.
This problem is primarily challenging due to sparse informativeness of radar measurements. Namely,
radars cannot extract rich structural information about the environment, while their lack of elevation
resolution, that is nevertheless accompanied by substantial elevation field of view, introduces uncertainty
in the origin of the measurements. We propose a novel calibration method which involves a special
target design and two-step optimization procedure to solve the aforementioned challenges. First step
of the optimization is minimization of a reprojection error based on an introduced point–circle geometric
constraint. Since the first step is not able to provide reliable estimates of all the six extrinsic parameters,
we introduce a second step to refine the subset of parameters with high uncertainty. We exploit a
pattern discovered in the radar cross section estimation that is correlated to the missing elevation angle.
Additionally, we carry out identifiability analysis based on the Fisher InformationMatrix to showminimal
requirements on the dataset and to verify themethod through simulations.We test the calibrationmethod
on a variety of sensor configurations and address the problem of radar vertical misalignment. In the end,
we show via extensive experiment analysis that the proposed method is able to reliably estimate all the
six parameters of the extrinsic calibration.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Autonomous systems navigate through the environment based
on the information they gather from sensors. They have to solve
many task such as simultaneous localization and mapping, detec-
tion and tracking of moving objects, etc., based on the available
information from a variety of sensors. Commonly used proprio-
ceptive sensors in robotics can include global positioning system,

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: juraj.persic@fer.hr (J. Peršić), ivan.markovic@fer.hr

(I. Marković), ivan.petrovic@fer.hr (I. Petrović).

inertial measurement units, and wheel encoders, while extrocep-
tive sensors include LiDARs, cameras, sonars, and radars. Appropri-
ateness of a sensor is dependent on the application, because these
sensors utilize different physical phenomena, leading to different
sets of advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, to achieve a ro-
bust, full-stack autonomy, information from the aforementioned
sensors is often fused.

The fundamental step in sensor fusion is sensor calibration,
commonly divided to intrinsic and extrinsic calibration. The former
provides internal parameters of an individual sensor related to its
working principle, while the latter represent spatial displacement
between a pair of sensors. The calibration can tackle both param-
eter groups at the same time or assume that sensors are already
intrinsically calibrated and proceed with the extrinsic calibration.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.robot.2018.11.023
0921-8890/© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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On the one hand, methods for finding intrinsic parameters do not
share much similarities for different types of sensors since they
are related to the working principle of the sensor. On the other
hand, parametrization of extrinsic calibration, i.e., homogeneous
transform, can always be expressed in the samemanner, regardless
of the sensors involved in it. Nevertheless, solving the extrinsic
calibration requires finding correspondences in the data acquired
by the sensors which can be challenging since different types
of sensors measure different physical quantities. The calibration
approaches can be target-based or targetless. In the case of target-
based calibration, correspondences originate from a specially de-
signed target, while targetless methods utilize environment fea-
tures perceived by both sensors. Registration of structural cor-
respondences can be avoided by motion-based methods, which
leverage motion estimated by individual sensors for calibration.

Cameras and LiDARs are rich sources of information, commonly
used in robotics, which often require precise calibration. There-
fore, extensive research has been devoted to calibration of these
sensors within all aforementioned calibration approaches. Target-
based camera calibration approaches, based on pioneeringwork [1,
2], typically involve planar targets with known patterns such as
checkerboard [3] or a grids of circles [4]. Novel calibration target
is presented in [5] where authors use a noise-like pattern with
many features of varying scales. It is suitable for both intrinsic
and extrinsic calibration of multiple cameras with no or little
field of view (FoV) overlap. LiDAR calibration also uses flat sur-
faces as calibration targets. For instance, intrinsic calibration of
LiDARs is achieved by placing the LiDAR inside a box [6] or by
observing planar wall [7], while extrinsic calibration of multiple
2D LiDARs was found by the aid of a corner structure [8]. Extrinsic
target-based calibration between LiDARs and cameras has also
received significant research attention, while the common targets
are planes covered with a pattern suited for camera detection.
Widely adopted and extendedmethod presented in [9] introduced
point–plane geometric constraint initially designed for 2D LiDAR–
camera calibration. Proposed approach was also applied in the
calibration of a 3D LiDAR and a camera [10]. Further improve-
ments were made by decoupling rotation from translation in the
optimization procedure [11]. To reduce the labour requirements,
authors in [12] extended the method with global correspondence
registration which allows for multiple plane observations in a
single shot. The same constraint was used in [13] where instead
of checkerboard pattern, AprilTag fiducial markers were used [14].
Additionally, they extended the extrinsic calibration with estima-
tion of intrinsic LiDAR parameters. AprilTag markers and the same
geometric constraint were also used in [15] as a part of multi-
sensor graph based calibration. Besides commonly used point–
plane constraint, 3D LiDAR-camera pair was calibrated based on
the point–point correspondences. In [16] authors used a target
with circular holes for localization, while in [17] authors extracted
centreline and edge features of a V-shapedplanar target to improve
2D LiDAR-camera calibration.

Radars are frequently used in automotive applications for de-
tection and tracking of multiple objects due to their low price and
robustness. Since radars cannot provide rich information about
the detections, automotive systems often fuse radars with cam-
eras [18,19] or LiDARs [20,21] to perform advanced tasks, e.g., ob-
ject classification [22,23]. Although sensor fusion requires precise
calibration, extrinsic radar calibration has not gained much re-
search attention. Existing calibration methods are all target-based
since, for all practical means and purposes, the targetless methods
are hardly feasible due to limited resolution of current automotive
radar systems, as the radar is virtually unable to infer the struc-
ture of the detected objects and extract features such as lines or
corners. Current radars have no elevation resolution while the in-
formation about the detected objects they provide contains range,

azimuth angle, radar cross section (RCS) and range-rate based
on the Doppler effect. Although having no elevation resolution,
radars have substantial elevation FoV which makes the extrinsic
calibration challenging due to the uncertainty in the origin of the
measurements. Concerning automotive radars, common operating
frequencies (24GHz and 77GHz) result with reliable detections of
conductive objects, such as plates, cylinders and corner retrore-
flectors, which are then used in intrinsic and extrinsic calibration
methods [24]. In [25] authors used a metal plate as the target for
radar – camera calibration assuming that all radar measurements
originate from a single ground plane, thereby neglecting the 3D
nature of the problem. The calibration is then found by optimizing
a homography transformation between the ground and image
plane. Later, a similar approach was adopted by using thin metal
poles as calibration targets [18]. Contrary to previous examples, 3D
nature of the problem was taken into account by moving a corner
retroreflector within the FoV andmanually searching for detection
intensity maximums [26]. Authors assumed that detections lie on
the radar plane (zero elevation plane in the radar coordinate frame)
and used the points to optimize a homography transform between
the radar and camera. The drawback of this method is that the
maximum intensity search is prone to errors, since the returned
intensity depends on a number of factors, e.g., target orientation
and radar antenna radiation pattern, which is usually designed to
be as constant as possible in the nominal FoV.

Even though current automotive radars cannot provide 3D in-
formation about the targets (themissing elevation angle), accurate
6DoF extrinsic calibration involving a more informative sensor,
e.g., LiDAR or camera, can also be especially useful for detecting
vertical misalignment. Namely, radars should be mounted on the
vehicle so that the radar and the ground plane are aligned. Vertical
misalignment is loosely defined as an angular deviation between
these two planes, while typical commercial radars allow the mis-
alignment for up to a few degrees (e.g. Delphi ESR allows ±1◦).
With greater misalignment, radar range and detection probabil-
ity are decreased, as less energy is radiated in the direction of
interest. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, existing related
work does not address the vertical misalignment problem nor
are the existing calibration methods accurate enough to provide
reliablemisalignment assessment. However, severalmisalignment
detection procedures are patented [27–29], thus confirming the
importance of the aforementioned issue.

Sensor calibration approaches should ideally address the as-
pects of identifiability, i.e., give answers if and to what extent
in terms of uncertainty, one can estimate the parameters of the
addressed calibration problem. Furthermore, minimal require-
ments on the dataset can also give practical advice on the experi-
ment design and are also useful for robust estimation techniques
(e.g. RANSAC), where the time cost of the estimation depends
on the minimal size of the dataset. Some methods approach the
identifiability question from the geometric viewpoint, while oth-
ers from the framework of nonlinear observability or through
statistical tools such as Fisher Information Matrix (FIM). In [13]
authors calibrated a 3D LiDAR–camera pair by examining how the
geometric point–plane constraints react in the scenarios in which
they observe one, two, or three planes with linearly independent
normals. Nonlinear observability analysis developed in [30] is a
convenient tool for cases where system dynamics are exploited in
the calibration, such as visual–inertial odometry combined with
extrinsic calibration, as demonstrated in [31] and [32]. Authors
in [8] presented a solutionwhich uses corner structures to perform
extrinsic calibration of multiple 2D LiDARs. To show identifiability
requirements, they relied on the FIM rank to show that the problem
becomes identifiable when at least three perpendicular planes
are observed. FIM was also used in motion-based calibration [33]
to detect unobservable directions in parameter space from the
available data.
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In this paper we present a novel target-based calibration
method for extrinsic 6DoF calibration of 3D LiDAR–radar and
camera–radar sensor pairs. By using FIM based statistical analysis,
we also address the questions of parameter identifiability, esti-
mation uncertainty, and the choice of transform parametrization.
The proposed method involves a special calibration target design
whose properties enable accurate cross-sensor correspondence
localization and registration. Afterwards, these correspondences
are used in two consecutive optimization steps: reprojection error
based optimization and RCS enhanced optimization. When com-
bined, the steps are able to accurately estimate all the 6DoF of
the extrinsic calibration. The current paper draws upon our earlier
work [34], where the target design and preliminary results of 3D
LiDAR–radar calibration were presented. We extend this work
with novel contributions by adding camera in the optimization
framework, performing FIM based identifiability and estimation
uncertainty analysis, introducing improved RCS enhanced opti-
mization step, and correspondingly reporting extended experi-
mental analysis for both sensor pairs with two radars from dif-
ferent manufacturers to demonstrate the validity of the proposed
method.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 elaborates the
calibration method including calibration target design and data
correspondence registration. Section 3 explains two steps of the
optimization: reprojection error optimization and RCS optimiza-
tion. Section 4 gives insight on the theoretical background used in
the identifiability analysis and the tools used in the FIM analysis.
Section 5 provides details on the results of the identifiability anal-
ysis, the setup and the results of the real-world experiments. In the
end, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Target based correspondence registration

The proposedmethod is based on observing a calibration target
placed at a range of different heights andpositions, bothwithin and
outside of the nominal radar FoV. The final goal of the calibration is
to estimate relative displacements between the radar, LiDAR and
camera coordinate frames, i.e., Fr , Fl, and Fc , respectively. In the
present paper, we will designate both the 3D LiDAR and camera as
3D sensors, in the sense that they can both infer the 3D position of
a known target from measurements. The method further assumes
that the 3D sensor’s FoV exceeds radar’s vertical FoV, which is the
case in most applications. Given that, when it is not necessary to
differentiate between the two 3D sensor coordinate frames, we
will designate the 3D sensor frame as Fs. Additionally, due to chal-
lenges associated with radars, such as ghost measurements from
multipath propagation and low angular resolution, data collection
has to be performed outdoors at a set of distances ranging from
2–10m with enough clear space around the target.

2.1. Calibration target design

Calibration target design for radar–LiDAR calibration was de-
veloped within our previous work [34], where we gave detailed
remarks considering the design. However, for completeness, in this
section we provide essential information necessary for the rest of
the paper.

Properties of a well-designed target are (i) ease of detection
and (ii) high localization accuracy for all the three sensors. For
the radar, a target with a high RCS provides good detection rates.
Formally, RCS of an object is defined as the area of a perfectly
conducting sphere whose echo strength would be equal to the
object strength [24]. Consequently, it is a function of object size,
material, shape, and orientation.

We proposed a complementary target design which consist of
a styrofoam triangle covered by a checkerboard-like pattern and

Fig. 1. Constructed calibration target and the illustration of the working principle
of the triangular trihedral corner retroreflector.

a triangular corner retroreflector. Since the styrofoam is mostly
made out of air (98%), it is virtually invisible to the radar, while
its flat shape enables precise localization within the point cloud.
Furthermore, its triangular shape solves localization ambiguity
issues existing with common rectangular targets caused by the
finite LiDAR resolution, as shown in [35] and [36]. On the other
hand, the triangular corner retroreflector, which consists of three
orthogonal flatmetal triangles, has good detection and localization
properties with the radar. It has an interesting property that any
ray reflected from all three sides is returned in the same direction
as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Due to this property, regardless of the
incident angle, many rays are returned to their source, i.e., the
radar, which leads to a high and orientation-insensitive RCS.When
the retroreflector axis, ac , points directly to the radar, it reaches its
maximum RCS value:

σc =
π l4

3λ2
, (1)

where l is the hypotenuse of the retroreflector’s side andλ is radar’s
operating wavelength. Furthermore, authors in [37] show that all
the rays which go through multiple reflections travel the same
length as the ray which is reflected directly from the corner centre,
thus providing good localization accuracy. Lastly, target stand is
designed to have RCS as small as possible, while it allows adjusting
of target’s height and orientation. The constructed radar calibration
target and an illustration of the working principle is shown in Fig.
1a.

2.2. Correspondence registration

Correspondence registration procedure fromour previouswork
[34] is expanded with checkerboard detection in the images. It
starts with the detection and localization of a target in the LiDAR
point cloud or camera image. Once we obtain the 3D location of
the retroreflector origin, the rest of the method is equal for the
camera–radar and LiDAR–radar calibration. Method for the target
localization within the point cloud is explained in [34], while the
image procedure is given in the sequel.

The intrinsic calibration of a camera,modelled as a pinhole cam-
era with radial distortion, is found using the Kalibr toolbox [38].
In the sequel we perform all the steps on the rectified images. To
estimate the position of a corner origin in the image, we use the
toolbox developed in [12], which was able to effectively find the
corners in our cluttered environment shown in Fig. 2. The size of
the checkerboard corners was selected to present a compromise
between the number of points on the target and the ability to
be detected at larger distances. In the end, we opted for the size
of 0.1m. However, since our target did not have a rectangular
form, we had to adapt the toolbox to accept non-square patterns.
After the corners of the pattern are found, to recover the pose
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Fig. 2. Front view of the calibration target at the experiment site with detected
corners (blue and origin red) and estimated position of the retroreflector origin
(green).

of the triangle based on a known checkerboard configuration, we
used the built-in Matlab function extrinsics , which is based on a
closed form solution resulting with sufficient accuracy. Finally, as
in the LiDAR’s case, the position of the retroreflector origin cxc is
calculated based on the pose of the checkerboard and known target
configuration.

Radar reports data as a list of detected objects described by the
measured azimuth rφr,i, range rrr,i and RCS σr,i. The ith object from
the list is described by the vector rmi = [

rφr,i
rrr,i rσr,i] in the radar

coordinate frame, Fr : (rx, ry, rz). The only structural property of
detected objects is contained within the RCS, which is influenced
by many other factors; hence, it is impossible to classify a detec-
tion as the retroreflector based solely on radar measurements. To
find the matching object, a rough initial calibration is required,
e.g., with a measurement tape, which is used to transform the
estimated corner position from the 3D sensors coordinate frame,
Fs : (sx, sy, sz), to the radar frame Fr : (rx, ry, rz), and eliminate all
other objects that fall outside of a predefined distance threshold.
The correspondence is accepted only if a single object is left.

Lastly, we form correspondence groups by observing the target
at rest for a short period while the registered correspondences fill
a correspondence group with pairs of vectors rmi and sxs. Variances
of the radar data (rφr,i,

rrr,i, rσr,i)within the group are used to deter-
mine the stability of the target. If any of the variances surpasses a
preset threshold, the correspondence is discarded, since it is likely
that the target detection was obstructed. Otherwise, the values are
averaged. Hereafter, we will refer to the mean values of the groups
as radar and 3D sensor measurements.

3. Two-step optimization

In this section we provide insight on how the optimization is
performed to obtain the 6DoF transformation between the radar
and the 3D sensor. The optimization is divided in two steps which
are based on different information provided by the radar. Namely,
first step, i.e., reprojection error optimization, optimizes all six
transformation parameters based on the comparison of 3D corner
positions estimated by the 3D sensor, and range and azimuth
information provided by the radar. On the other hand, second
step, i.e., RCS optimization, uses information from the 3D sensor
combined with the radar RCS estimate to refine only a subset of
transformation parameters which could not be estimated reliably
in the first step.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the reprojection error calculation. Green: 3D sensor’s mea-
surement; blue: radar’s; red: reprojection error.

3.1. Reprojection error optimization

Reprojection error optimization is based on a point–circle ge-
ometric constraint, while the optimization parameter vector in-
cludes the translation and rotation parameters, i.e., c r = [

rps
s
rΘ].

For translation, we choose position of the 3D sensor in theFr , rps =

[
rps,x rps,y rps,z]T . For rotation, we choose Euler angles parametriza-
tion s

rΘ = [
s
rθz

s
rθy

s
rθx] where rotation from Fr to Fs is given by:

s
rR(

s
rΘ) =

s
2 Rx(srθx)

2
1Ry(srθy)

1
r Rz(srθz). (2)

Although transformation can be expressed in multiple ways, the
proposed choice is preferable due to its distribution of uncertainty
caused by radar’s inability to measure elevation angle. Further
elaboration of the parametrization choice will be given in Sec-
tion 4.2 with results in Section 5.1 which further confirm this
assertion.

Fig. 3 illustrates the calculation of the reprojection error for the
ith paired measurement. As discussed previously, radar provides
measurements in spherical coordinates lacking elevation rsr,i =

[
rrr,i rφr,i ∼], i.e., it provides an arc rar,i upon which the object
potentially resides. On the other hand, 3D sensor provides a point
in Euclidean coordinates sxs,i. Using the current transformation
estimate, 3D sensormeasurement sxs,i is transformed into the radar
coordinate frame:
rxs,i(c r ) =

s
rR

T (srΘ) sxs,i + rps, (3)

and then rxs,i is converted to spherical coordinates rss,i =

[
rrs,i rφs,i

rψs,i]. By neglecting the elevation angle rψs,i, we obtain
the arc ras,i upon which 3D sensor measurement resides and can
be compared to the radar’s. Reprojection error ϵr,i is then defined
as the Euclidean distance of points on the arc for which rψr,i =
rψs,i = 0◦:

ϵr,i(c r ) =

 [r rr,i cos (rφr,i)
r rr,i sin (rφr,i)

]
−

[
r rs,i cos (rφs,i)
r rs,i sin (rφs,i)

] . (4)

The estimate of the calibration parameters ĉ r is obtained using the
Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm, which minimizes the sum
of squared reprojection errors from N measurements:

ĉr = argmin
cr

( N∑
i=1

ϵ2r,i(c r )
)
. (5)

Reprojection error optimization yields unequally uncertain cal-
ibration parameters, in other words, some parameters are easier
to estimate than the others. The lack of radar’s elevation angle
measurement leads to poor estimation of rps,z , srθy and

s
rθx. A formal

analysis of these properties based on FIM is carried out in Section 4.
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3.2. RCS optimization

For the second optimization step, i.e., the RCS optimization, we
propose a method that is based on the distribution of RCS across
the 3D measurements. The idea of this step is to exploit patterns
discovered in radar’s RCS estimation; namely, RCS depends on the
object properties and relative orientationwith respect to the radar.
The reason behind these patterns is that radars can only estimate
the RCS based on the amplitude difference between the radiated
and received electromagnetic energy. Ideally, radars would radiate
with constant strength within the nominal FoV and zero outside of
it; however, this is infeasible and leads to errors in RCS estimation.
Using the retroreflector as a calibration target, we can assume that
the RCS estimate is constant with respect to the object properties,
since we use the same target in all the experiments, and with
respect to the relative orientation, due to the retroreflector prop-
erties. However, radars emit the highest amount of radiation at
the zero elevation angle, while the dependence between elevation
angle and radiated energy, and thus RCS estimation, can be mod-
elled as a curve. Since radars cannot distinguish objects at different
elevation angles, they can neither compensate for the error in the
RCS estimation. For the usual application, such as object tracking,
thismight not seem like an exploitable property, but for our case of
calibrationwith a target of a stable RCS, we can exploit this pattern
of varying RCS with respect to elevation and enhance calibration
results.

The results from the reprojection error optimization exhibit
varying uncertainty among the calibration parameters, which was
examined in the identifiability analysis (cf. Section 4). In the RCS
optimization step, only the parameters with the highest uncer-
tainty from the previous optimization step are refined. Given that,
the RCS optimization parameter vector consist of a subset of trans-
formation parameters and curve parameters

cσ = [
rps,z s

rθy
s
rθx c0, c2],

while other extrinsic parameters are kept fixed. Through the em-
pirical evaluation of the used radars, we have noticed that the
RCS– elevation dependence follows a quadratic form; hence, we
have modelled it as a second order polynomial without the linear
term. In the experiments (cf. Section 5.2), the proposed model
gave accurate and stable results for two automotive radars from
different manufacturers. However, other radars might exhibit dif-
ferent patterns and the procedure could require a revision of the
curve parametrization. To initialize curve parameters, a fair as-
sumption is to assume that at the elevation angle zero, RCS is
equal to the target maximum value defined in (1), while at the
edge of the nominal FoV it reduces−3 dBm. Due to the sufficiently
good initialization of transformation parameters provided by the
reprojection error optimization, the proposed curve initialization
showed sufficient for converging. The proposed step can be seen
as a combination of extrinsic and intrinsic radar calibration, where
the estimated curve is merely a nuisance variable used to obtain
an enhanced extrinsic calibration (since it is of no relevance to
other radar applications). Another perspective on the idea behind
the RCS optimization concept is to provide a replacement for the
radar’s lack of elevation measurements. The prerequisite for this
method is a target with reliable and stable RCS with respect to
its orientation, which in our case is ensured by the retroreflector
properties.

The cost function for optimization is formed as follows. After
transforming a 3D sensor measurement sxs,i to Fr , the elevation
angle rψs,i in Fr is calculated. Afterwards, the expected RCS is
obtained using

σ̂s,i = c2rψ2
s,i + c0. (6)

Cost function is then given by the sum of squared distances be-
tween the expected and measured RCS, σ̂s,i and σs,i, respectively:

ĉσ = argmin
cσ

(
N∑
i=1

(
σs,i − σ̂s,i(cσ )

)2
)
. (7)

In our previous work [34], we referred to the second optimization
step as the FoV optimization. Although the presently proposed and
previous approach exploit the same effect, the present one shows
better results and has several advantages. First, for the FoV opti-
mization, we have noticed that it works well with many measure-
ments, while it becomes unstable with only few measurements.
The problem with the FoV optimization is that the cost function
focuses only on the measurements near the nominal FoV border
and ignores all the other measurements. Therefore, the proposed
RCS optimization was designed so that it takes into account all the
measurements. Second, FoV optimization requires predetermina-
tion of the nominal FoV, which can also affect calibration results.
The nuisance parameter in the FoV optimization, i.e., the RCS
threshold, requires more precise initialization than the nuisance
parameters, i.e., curve parameters, in the RCS optimization.

4. Identifiability analysis

Extrinsic calibration methods typically involve minimization of
a specific reprojection error depending on the type of the data
provided by the sensors. This minimization will yield an estimate
of the calibration parameters, but it would also be desirable if it
could provide an assessment of the whole process – for example,
by answering the following questions. What are the minimal con-
ditions on the dataset to ensure identifiability of the parameters?
How should the dataset be constructed to maximize the quality of
the estimation? Does the chosen parametrization fit well with the
optimization problem? In the sequel, we present theoretical back-
ground and experimental results that address the aforementioned
questions for the calibration problem investigated in the present
paper.

For dynamical systems the term observability is used within the
context of a procedure assessing if system states can be estimated
given a sequence of measurements. The term identifiability is used
in conjunction with a procedure for estimating system parameters
that are constant over time. However, the term observability is
also often used within the context of estimating constant system
parameters, due to commonly used tools in control theory and
robotics. Nevertheless, in the present paper we use the term iden-
tifiability, since we believe that it more precisely describes the
problem at hand. Given that, the objective of the identifiability
analysis is to determinewhether it is possible to correctly estimate
parameters of a model based on the chosen criterion, e.g., the
reprojection error, and available data. In some cases, it is possible
to derive analytical solutions for such problems. However, when
nonlinear transformations in the criterion grow in complexity, us-
ing methods such as those developed in [30] becomes impractical,
if not infeasible. Since our reprojection error design, described in
Section 3.1, involves heavy nonlinearities, we decided to adopt the
statistical concept of FIM through which local identifiability of the
system can shown. In the sequel, we provide the theoretical back-
ground on the FIM, followed by the description of the performed
experiments that can be used to address identifiability, assess the
parametrization and give general advice on the experiment setup.

4.1. Theoretical background

Before approaching any identification problem, it is important
to know if it is even possible to correctly estimate the parameters
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in a noise-free system. That is the intuitive purpose of the identi-
fiability analysis. To approach it more formally, we first define our
system as a nonlinear regression

Y = H(Θ,X) + ϵ, (8)

where the response variable Y ∈ R2N×1 represents radar mea-
surements, the predictor variable X ∈ R3N×1 represents LiDAR
measurements,Θ ∈ Rd are parameters of the extrinsic calibration,
ϵ ∼ N (0,Q) ∈ R2N×1 is additive zero-mean white noise, N is
the number of measurements, and the nonlinear transformation
H(·) represents the reprojection function.We can notice that LiDAR
measurements are modelled as noise-free. This may lead to slight
imprecision in the simulation of the error; however, we are not
here concerned with precise estimation of the error and covari-
ance, but with the impact of the proposed reprojection error on
the identifiability of the calibration parameters.

Identifiability can be a global or a local concept for a specific
Θ0 [39]. Since FIM cannot provide insights into global identifiabil-
ity, we restrict our analysis to local identifiability. This is sufficient
for ourmethod, sincewe assume to have a rough initial estimate of
the parameters, e.g., by handmeasuring the displacements or from
the project design. Now,wemove on tomore formally defining the
local identifiability.

Definition4.1 (Local Identifiability). Thenoise-free system is locally
identifiable at Θ0 if

∃UΘ0 ⊂ Rd (open subset containing Θ0)

∀Θ ∈ UΘ0 , {Θ ̸= Θ0} ⇒ {H(Θ,X) ̸= H(Θ0, X)}.

In other words, for a different parameter set the nonlinear
function cannot yield the same output. This is intuitively clear,
since we would like to see a change in the response variable given
the change in the parameter values. Another theoretical concept
that we require for the present problem is the score.

Definition 4.2 (Score Function). The score function L̇Θ is the
gradient of the log-likelihood function L(Y;Θ,X) at Θ

L̇Θ = ∇Θ logL(Y;Θ,X).

The score function can be seen as an indicator of how sensitive
the likelihood functions is to the change in its parameters. Intu-
itively, this would mean that higher the sensitivity, the more easy
it should be to estimate the parameter. An interesting notion that
we will use is that FIM is defined as the covariance matrix of the
score.

Informally, FIM tells how much information about the param-
eters is available in any direction of the parameter space from
observing the sample. Since the expected value of the score is zero,
FIM is a positive semi-definite matrix of size d×dwhose elements
can be computed as[
I(θ )

]
i,j = Eθ

[(
∂

∂θi
logL(Y ; θ, X)

)(
∂

∂θj
logL(Y ; θ, X)

)]
. (9)

Since we defined our problem as a nonlinear regression with ad-
ditive white noise, our likelihood function is simply a well-known
probability density function of a multivariate normal distribution.
For such cases, it can be shown that calculation of the FIM elements
simplifies to [39][
I(θ )

]
i,j =

∂H(Θ,X)
∂θi

Q−1 ∂H(Θ,X)T

∂θj
. (10)

As discussed in [40], such simplification is beneficial, especially
for numerical accuracy, which can cause problems in complex
nonlinear problems.

It is also worth mentioning some additional properties of FIM
that are commonly used. First, the Cramér–Rao lower bound
(CRLB), calculated as an inverse of the FIM, is used to express
the lower bound on the variance of the estimated parameters.
Second, if we draw independent identically distributed samples,
likelihood function is simply the product of individual likelihoods,
whereas log-likelihood turns into summation of the individual
log-likelihoods. Due to linearity, this property also holds for FIM.
Therefore, if we draw two data samples of the same random
variable, maximum information expressed with FIM is doubled.
Finally, in [41] it was shown that the local identifiability as defined
in Definition 4.1 is equivalent to the regularity of the FIM. There-
fore, if FIM is not of full rank, we conclude that the problem is not
identifiable.

4.2. FIM tests

After the FIM has been evaluated at the estimated maximum
likelihood estimate,we proceedwith testwhichwill give us insight
into: (i) minimal requirements on the dataset which ensures iden-
tifiability of our problem, (ii) appropriateness of the parametriza-
tion, and (iii) general advice on the dataset collection. To evaluate
our reprojection function, we will create synthetic datasets and
test FIM behaviour.

To show the minimal requirements on the dataset, we will
apply the rank test of FIM. For the case of 3D point –point corre-
spondences, at least three non-colinear points are required to esti-
mate the 6D transformation between two coordinate frames [42].
However, the problem that we face is more complex, and our
reprojection error is less informative, because we use point–circle
correspondences. Therefore, it is a fair assumption to take three
non-colinear, but coplanar points, as a starting dataset and expand
it to find the minimal requirements. The FIM is computed for each
dataset and based on its regularity, we infer on the identifiability.
Furthermore, numerical inaccuracies and noise can result in an
illusory full rank of FIM; therefore, it is advisable to examine the
numerical rank of the matrix [43]. A convenient summary statistic
is given by the matrix conditional number, i.e., the ratio of the
biggest and the smallest singular value, where high values indicate
degeneracy of the matrix.

In order to evaluate the choice of parametrization and to pro-
vide some practical advice on the dataset collection, we will also
rely on the theory of optimal experiment design. The optimal
experiment is the experiment that allows estimation of parameters
without bias andwithminimum variancewith equal or less exper-
iment data than any other non-optimal experiment. There exist
many optimality criteria which a single experiment can satisfy;
however, wewill use only the T-optimality criterion, which tries to
maximize the trace of the FIM. It is convenient as it tells us that we
can observe only the diagonal elements of the FIM, which actually
represent informativeness of individual parameters. With this tool
at our disposal, we are able to infer on how different datasets affect
estimation of individual parameters.

Furthermore, extrinsic calibration seeks for a homogeneous
transformation which can be parametrized in a number of ways.
Translation can be expressed in any of the two coordinate frames,
while orientation can expressed through multiple Euler angle
parametrizations. Generally, it may seem counterintuitive that a
certain parametrization of the transformation can be preferable to
others. However, for our calibration method it is important due
to the second optimization step– the RCS optimization. Namely,
in that step we do not refine all the parameters estimated in the
first step, the reprojection error optimization, but only the poorly
estimated parameters (which we will be able to identify with our
FIM tests). However, we justify locking the parameters that were
well estimated by concentrating the information in them. Our aim
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is to show, through the FIM tests, that our parametrization has
highest concentration of information in the locked parameters for a
variety of sensor configurations. This result is a direct consequence
of the radar’s inability to measure the elevation angle.

5. Experiment

To test the proposed calibration method, we conducted both
simulated and real-world data experiments. Through the simu-
lations described in Section 5.1, based on the framework of FIM
described in Section 4, we have tested the properties of designed
reprojection error. Afterwards, in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we describe
the setup of the conducted experiment and the final results, re-
spectively. Finally, in Section 5.4, we present a real world appli-
cation where our calibration method is used to find radar vertical
misalignment.

5.1. Simulations

To test our method in simulations under various conditions, we
have created a number of different synthetic datasets described
with the labelled tuple Dlabel = (SX, RY, T ,N, S) where:

•
SX represents the measurement set originating from a 3D
sensor in the sensor coordinate frame FS ,

•
RY represents the planar measurement set originating from
the radar in the radar coordinate frame FR,

• T represents the transformation between FS and FR which
can be parametrized in different forms,

• N represents number of unique measurement points in the
dataset,

• S represents number of samples of each unique point in the
dataset.

For simulation purposes we have assumed a diagonal covari-
ance matrix Q = diag(σ 2), where σ 2

= 6.25 × 10−4 m2. Further-
more, as datasets are comprised of a different number of unique
measurements N , S compensates for the total number of used
points. It allows a fair comparison of FIMs since amount of informa-
tion is proportional to the number of points. Themeasurements are
first given in radar’s spherical coordinates rsr,i = [

rrr,i rφr,i
rψr,i],

with φ and ψ being azimuth and elevation, respectively. After-
wards, they are transformed into the 3D sensor frame SX, and in
radar’s planar measurements in the zero-elevation plane RY (cf.
Section 3.1).

Minimal requirements on the number of measurements is
found by examining FIM singular values for the followingmarginal
datasets: D3CP consists of three (N = 3) coplanar, non-colinear
points at rrr,i = 5m, rφr,i = [−45, 0, 45]◦, rψr,i = 0◦; D4CP consists
of four (N = 4) coplanar, non-colinear points at rrr,i = 5m,
rφr,i = [−45,−15, 15, 45]◦, rψr,i = 0◦; D4nCP consists of four
(N = 4) non-coplanar, non-colinear points at rrr,i = 5m, rφr,i =

[−45,−45, 45, 45]◦, rψr,i = [−5, 5,−5, 5]◦. Additionally, dataset
DFoV consists of N = 300 uniformly spread points through the
FoV within the following range, azimuth and elevation intervals:
rrr,i = [4, 5]m, rφr,i = [−45, 45]◦, rψr,i = [−5, 5]◦. It illustrates the
upper bound on the achievable parameter informativeness. FIM
analysis results for the four datasets are shown in Table 1, where
we are striving to have the singular values as large as possible,
since it suggests identifiability of the parameters. Note that at this
point we are not concerning ourselves which exact parameters are
identifiable, but only with if all the 6 parameters of the relative
transformation between the coordinate frames are identifiable. By
examining smallest singular values, we can see an evident increase
(∼ 104) in the conditional number κ , i.e., the ratio between the
largest and smallest singular value, when the non-coplanar point
is added to the dataset (note the increase of the smallest singular

value σ6). Difference in the order ofmagnitude between the largest
and smallest singular value for D4nCP still exists, but unlike the
other two datasets, this is not caused by the degeneracy of FIM,
i.e., non-identifiability. It is caused by different scales of the pa-
rameters, i.e., Euler angles and translation, and uneven sensitivity
in the parameters, which is further elaborated in the justification
of parametrization choice. This conclusion was also confirmed by
the optimization results, since regardless of how big of an S we
chose, the reprojection error optimization was unable to converge
close to parameter ground truth values forD3CP andD4CP , while for
D4nCP and DFoV it always converged successfully. Finally, dataset
DFoV shows that adding more unique points to the dataset does
not present a significant impact on the singular values in terms of
the identifiability. This brings us to the first important result of
the identifiability analysis. To calibrate a radar and a 3D sensor,
the previous analysis suggests that to have all the 6 parameters
identifiable, the best course of action would be to have at least 4
non-coplanar non-colinear points in the dataset.

The second important result of the identifiability analysis is
the justification of the parameter locking in the second optimiza-
tion step, which, as we will see, is related to parametrization of
the relative transformation between the two sensor frames. We
have conducted four experiments which differ only in the poses
between the sensor coordinate frames and the parametrization
of the pertaining transformation. The dataset DrPs_0 consists of a
transformation TrPs_0 that assumes the simplest case of no rotation
and translation between the sensors, while the parametrization is
the same as the one defined in Section 3.1 – translation defined as
the position of the 3D sensor in FR, i.e., radar’s coordinate system.
The dataset DsPr_0 differs in the parametrization of the translation.
Namely, it is defined as the position of the radar in FS . The other
two datasets, DrPs_45 and DsPr_45, share the same differences in
the translation parametrization, but they also assume that there
exists a difference in the pitch angle s

rθy = 45◦ between the radar
and 3D sensor. All the datasets use N = 300 unique (S = 1)
uniformly distributed measurements within the following range,
azimuth and elevation intervals: rrr,i = [2, 8]m, rφr,i = [−75, 75]◦,
rψr,i = [−10, 10]◦.

By analysing the results for this experiment, which are shown
in Table 2, we can notice that the datasets with the same sensor
poses, DrPs_0 and DsPr_0, but different translation parametrization,
exhibit the same FIM results, which confirms uneven uncertainty,
or equivalently, uneven informativeness in estimating each pa-
rameter. We can see that the yaw angle s

rθz is significantly more
informative than the other Euler angles. Similarly, translations in
directions rps,x and rps,y are more informative compared to the
direction rps,z . For DrPs_0 and DsPr_0, the uncertainty is equivalent
for directions spr,x, spr,y, and spr,z since the axes coincide due to
the lack of rotation between the sensor frames. However, if we
observe datasetsDrPs_45 andDsPr_45, which include displacement in
rotation, we can notice significant differences in FIM diagonal ele-
ments for the two translation parametrizations. Namely, when the
translation is defined in FR, informativeness remains the same as
in the previous two cases. However, if the translation is expressed
in FS , we can notice that informativeness somewhat decreases in
the spr,x direction, while it increases in the spr,z direction, leading
to the same informativeness of the two directions.

The main cause for this uneven informativeness of the parame-
ters is radar’s inability to measure the elevation angle. To illustrate
the assertion, we refer to Fig. 4. We observe the effect on a single
measurement, X = [2m, 0◦, 0◦

], for two cases: when the radar is
translated along its rx and along its rz axis, yielding newmeasure-
ments Xx and Xz, respectively. The 3D sensor and the target from
which the measurement originates are kept fixed. Measurement
Xx = [1.8m, 0◦, 0◦

] is acquired by translating the radar along
the direction of rx for ∆rps,x = 0.2m, while the measurement
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Table 1
FIM singular values for the three datasets used for analysing the minimum number and the distribution of points in the dataset.

ς1 ς2 ς3 ς4 ς5 ς6 κ

D3CP 1.17 × 107 5.07 × 105 1.84 × 105 8.83 × 103 4.38 × 103 1.58 × 10−1 7.41 × 107

D4CP 1.17 × 107 5.05 × 105 1.57 × 105 8.98 × 103 3.69 × 103 6.47 × 10−1 1.81 × 107

D4nCP 1.18 × 107 5.18 × 105 2.59 × 105 5.09 × 104 4.33 × 104 3.70 × 103 3.19 × 103

DFoV 1.01 × 107 4.79 × 105 8.83 × 105 2.15 × 104 4.86 × 103 1.29 × 103 7.83 × 103

Table 2
FIM’s diagonal elements corresponding to the informativeness of individual parameters.

s
rθz

s
rθy

s
rθx px py pz

DrPs_0 1.37 × 107 5.81 × 104 8.28 × 104 4.79 × 105 4.80 × 105 4.81 × 103

DsPr_0 1.37 × 107 5.81 × 104 8.28 × 104 4.79 × 105 4.80 × 105 4.81 × 103

DrPs_45 1.37 × 107 5.28 × 104 6.87 × 106 4.78 × 105 4.81 × 105 4.74 × 103

DsPr_45 1.37 × 107 5.28 × 104 6.87 × 106 2.41 × 105 4.81 × 105 2.41 × 105

Xz = [2.01m, 0◦, 5.7◦
] is acquired by translating the radar along

the direction of rz for ∆rps,z = 0.2m . The only difference that
radar detects, in this case, is the change in the range measurement
which is significantly smaller in the case of Xz. To generalize, if
the radar is displaced along its xy-plane, or rotates around its rz
axis, it would produce significant changes in range or azimuth or
both. Meanwhile, the elevation, which is unavailable, would not
take away the information about the translation or rotation, which
is a case for the changes in the other parameters.

Furthermore, Fig. 4 explains why parametrization TrPs_45 is pre-
ferred to TsPr_45. Namely, in TrPs_45, where rx coincides with the
range, previously elaborated uncertainty has themost spread form.
On the other hand, inDsPr_45, this uncertainty is equally spread be-
tween sx and sz, which is confirmed by the FIM analysis in Table 2.
Different distribution of uncertainty, due to different parametriza-
tion, would merely be a preference if we performed only repro-
jection error optimization, since it does not provide any more
information or lead to better calibration. However, the second step
tries to compensate for the lack of radar’s elevation angle mea-
surements based on the RCS estimation. Since RCS measurements
are less reliable, we do not want to refine parameters which can
be properly estimated through reprojection error. Therefore, it is
desirable to separate reliable from unreliable parameters, as good
as possible, which is the casewhen translation is given inFR as rps,
while there is a rotation which coincides with the rotation around
the rz axis.

Finally, based on the simulation results, we can give some gen-
eral advice on the dataset collection. Despite the omnipresent rule,
themore themerrier, wewould like to emphasize the requirement
on the observation of the target at a wide range of radar elevation
angle. If we observe points only in the radar plane (zero elevation),
we would obviously provide a degenerate case as shown in the
minimal requirements tests. As we observe the target at a wider
range of elevation angles, we are further away from the singularity.
However, when we observe the target at greater elevation angles,
there is a risk wemight misinterpret the target stand for the actual
target. This is best avoided by determining the target stand RCS
and performing RCS thresholding. Better results of reprojection
error optimization will provide better initial values for the RCS
optimization.

5.2. Experiment setup

An outdoor experiment was conducted to test the proposed
calibration method. A mobile robot Husky UGV, shown in Fig. 5
was used as the platform for data collection. It was equipped with
a Velodyne HDL-32E 3D LiDAR, two short range radars from dif-
ferent manufacturers, namely the Continental SRR 20X and Delphi
SRR2, and PointGrey camera sensor combinedwith Kowa lenswith
resolution 1920 × 1080 and HFoV × VFoV = 60◦

× 40◦.

Fig. 4. Illustration of unequal uncertainty in parametrization caused by radar’s
inability tomeasure elevation angle (indicated in red for reference).Xx andXz show
how a single radarmeasurement in spherical coordinatesX changeswhen the radar
is translated for 0.2m along rx and r z, respectively.

Fig. 5. Mobile robot and sensors used in the experiment. Marks D and C stand for
Delphi and Continental radar, respectively.

Commercially available radars are sensors which provide high
level information in the form of detected object list. Raw data,
i.e., the return echo, is processed by proprietary signal processing
techniques and is unavailable to the user. However, from the
experiments conducted with both radars, we noticed that they
follow the behaviour as expected from our calibrationmethod. The
only noticed difference is that the target stand without the target
was completely invisible to the Continental radar, while the Delphi
radar was able to detect it at closer ranges (rrr,i < 5m).

Although the purpose of the experiment is evaluation of the
proposed calibration method and not radar performance, we be-
lieve it is important to present results for two different radars since
they exhibit slightly different behaviour as previously elaborated.
Furthermore, RCS optimization uses a novel metric based on a
pattern that may not be equal for all the radars. Therefore, success
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Table 3
Continental SRR 20X specifications.
Continental SRR 20X Value

HFoV × VFoV 150◦
× 12◦

Range Accuracy 0.2m
Azimuth Accuracy @ HFoV ±2◦@±20◦; ±4◦@±60◦; ±5◦@±75◦

Table 4
Delphi SRR2 specifications.
Delphi SRR2 Value

HFoV × VFoV 150◦
× 10◦

Range accuracy 0.5m (noise error); 2.5% (bias error)
Azimuth accuracy @ HFoV ±1◦@±75◦

of the calibration using radars from two different manufacturers
further confirms the validity of the proposed method.

Technical data of interest for the Continental and Delphi radars
is given in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Based on the analysis of
the reprojection error for the Continental radar, radar measure-
ments outside of the azimuth angle range of ±45◦ were excluded
from the optimization, because they exhibited significantly higher
reprojection error than those inside the range. For the Delphi
radar, measurements outside of the azimuth angle range of ±60◦

were also excluded due to the observed increase in the reprojec-
tion error. The calibration target was composed of a retroreflector
with side length l = 0.32m with a maximum RCS of σc =

18.75 dBm2. Based on the vertical resolution of Velodyne HDL-32E
LiDAR (1.33◦), we used a styrofoam triangle of height h = 0.65m.
This ensured extraction of at least two lines from the target in
the experimental data, which is a prerequisite to unambiguously
determine the pose. Data acquisition was done by driving a robot
in the area of up to 7m of distance from the target which was
placed at 17 different heights ranging fromground level up to a 2m
height. For the Continental radar, 334 registered radar–LiDAR and
227 radar–camera corresponding measurements were collected.
For the Delphi radar, 322 registered radar–LiDAR and 193 radar–
camera corresponding measurements were collected.

5.3. Experimental results

In this section we present calibration results of four sensor
combinations, i.e., two radars combined with the camera and 3D
LiDAR. Since the method for the LiDAR–radar and camera–radar
differs only in the step of target 3D localization, results of all the
experiments are shown simultaneously for both pairs. We have
noticed larger difference in calibration resultswhen using different
radars, as opposed to calibrating different sensor types with the
same radar. Therefore, we first present calibration results for the
Continental radar combined with both 3D sensors, and then we
show results of the calibration involving the Delphi radar.

To assess the quality of calibration results we conducted four
experiments. First, we examined the distribution of the reprojec-
tion error after both optimization steps and compared it to a 2D
optimization that minimizes reprojection error by optimizing only
the calibration parameters with lower uncertainty, i.e., translation
parameters rpl,x and rpl,y, and rotation s

rθz . Second, we inspect FoV
placement with respect to the distribution of RCS over the 3D
sensor’s data. Afterwards,we examine the correlation betweenRCS
and the elevation angle. In the end,we runMonte Carlo simulations
by random bootstrap resampling with replacement of the dataset,
to examine reliability of the estimated parameters and potential
overfitting of data.

Fig. 6. Histogram of reprojection errors for the two steps of the calibration and the
2D calibration for Continental radar–LiDAR calibration.

Fig. 7. Histogram of reprojection errors for the two steps of the calibration and the
2D calibration for Continental radar–camera calibration.

5.3.1. Continental radar
We obtained the following results for the reprojection error

optimization, lĉ r , RCS optimization lĉσ , and the carefully hand
measured translation, rp̃l, for the Continental radar–LiDAR pair:

•
lĉ r = [−0.05m,−0.14m, 0.11m,−2.2◦, 5.1◦,−1.7◦

]

•
lĉσ = [0.20m, 4.8◦,−0.8◦,−0.13 dBm2 deg−2, 16.2 dBm2

]

•
rp̃l = [−0.08m,−0.12m, 0.19m]

T .

Furthermore, for the Continental radar – camera pair, we obtained
the following results:

•
c ĉ r = [0.04m,−0.15m,−0.08m, 0.1◦, 5.9◦,−2.3◦

]

•
c ĉσ = [0.04m, 5.6◦,−1.6◦,−0.15 dBm2 deg−2, 16.2 dBm2

]

•
rp̃c = [0.00m,−0.15m, 0.04m]

T .

Figs. 6 and 7 show distribution of the reprojection errors for
LiDAR–radar and camera–radar calibrations, respectively. They are
composed of three histograms, where we can see how the case
of 2D calibration compares to the reprojection error of both steps
of the proposed calibration. Besides neglecting three additional
DoF, 2D reprojection error assumes that all the measurements
reside in the same plane, thus reducing the original circle–point
relationship to point – point distance. Although this 2D reprojec-
tion metric is not the same as the one used for our two steps of
optimization, it is the only fair comparison since 2D optimization
is based onminimizing it. We can observe that the 2D reprojection
error has a larger number of point correspondences with higher
reprojection error. These originate from the measurements that
are further away from the radar plane because the circle–point
relationship has a greater impact than the 2D optimization can
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Fig. 8. RCS distribution across LiDAR 3D data and placement of the Continental radar’s FoV.

explain. Therefore, we conclude that neglecting the 3D nature of
the problem causes higher mean of the reprojection error which
implies poor calibration. Furthermore, the RCS optimization is
bound to degrade the overall reprojection error because it is not a
part of the optimization criterion. However, resemblance between
the distributions after the first and the second optimization steps
implies low degradation. Finally, it can be seen from both the first
and second optimization step, that the reprojection error is below
the nominal range accuracy of the radar.

In Fig. 8, distribution of the RCS across LiDAR’s data is shown,
while we omit results for camera since they do not exhibit any
significant difference. Measurements from 3D sensors are colour-
coded with the RCS of the paired radar measurement, while the
pose of the radar’s nominal FoV is illustrated with blue bounding
pyramid. We can see that within the nominal FoV, target produces
a strong, fairly constant reflections. As the elevation angle of the
target leaves the radar’s nominal FoV, the RCS decreases and this
effect is the basis of the RCS optimization step.

To examine the effect of decrease in the target’s RCS as a func-
tion of the elevation angle after both optimizations, we use Figs. 9
and 10 for LiDAR–radar and camera–radar results, respectively.
Each figure shows elevation rψs,i of each 3D sensor measurement
transformed into the Fr and RCS of the paired radar measure-
ment. Furthermore, intrinsic radar curve estimated by the RCS
optimization is plotted. In the ideal case, i.e., if the transformation
was correct and the axis of retroreflector always pointed directly
to the radar, the data would lay on the curve which describes
radar’s radiation pattern with respect to the elevation angle. The
dispersion around the curve is present in both steps due to im-
perfect directivity of the target and measurement noise. We have
evaluated directivity of the target towards the radar after the cal-
ibration and noticed that all the measurements differed less than
18◦ from the ideal directivity in the context of maximum response.
According to experimental results in [24], such small angles do
not reduce retroreflector’s RCS significantly, which, combinedwith
errors in directivity estimation, prevents us fromperforming direc-
tivity compensation. We assert that this is not crucial in our case.
However, if the experiment is performed in such way that corner
retroreflector orientation differs significantly from the ideal, we
believe that RCS directivity compensation would be necessary.
From the plots, we can notice that dispersion of themeasurements
after the reprojection error optimization is higher compared to
the case of RCS optimization. This effect is caused due to the poor

Fig. 9. RCS distribution across radar’s VFoV for Continental radar–LiDAR calibra-
tion. Red: reprojection error optimization; blue: RCS optimization.

Fig. 10. RCS distribution across radar’s VFoV for Continental radar–camera calibra-
tion. Red: reprojection error optimization; blue: RCS optimization.

estimation of the parameters with higher uncertainty which are
corrected by the RCS optimization.

In the end, we performed Monte Carlo analysis to test how
sensitive our parameter estimates are to the available dataset. We
performed random bootstrap resampling with replacement of our
dataset. Optimization was performed in 1000 runs on different
randomly sampled datasets from which we observe the estimated
extrinsic calibration parameters. The results follow a Gaussian
distribution whose estimated parameters are given in Table 5 for
the LiDAR–radar calibration and Table 6 for the camera – radar
calibration. As expected, distributions of parameters rps,x, rps,y and
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Fig. 11. Monte Carlo analysis results for Continental radar–LiDAR calibration. Blue:
calibration after reprojection error optimization; red: with RCS optimization.

s
rθz obtained by the reprojection error optimization have signifi-
cantly lower variance than the other parameters. Figs. 11 and 12
illustrate how the RCS optimization refines parameters rps,z , s

rθy
and s

rθx. We can see significant decrease in variance, as well as the
shift in themean. For the purposes of distribution visualisation, we
have reduced the bin size for RCS optimization to 10% compared
to the results for the reprojection error optimization. Otherwise,
all the results would fall within one bin due to the significantly
lower variance. Estimation of the mean of rps,z using the reprojec-
tion error optimization is clearly further away from the measured
value than the RCS optimization’s estimate. Estimation of rpc,z is
fairly close to the measured value, while rpl,z exhibits a slight bias
of 2 cm from the measured value. The cause of the bias could
be imprecise hand-measurement or the systematic errors in the
LiDAR’s estimates of the retroreflector’s position. Furthermore, a
bias compared to the hand-measured values is also visible in the
estimation of both rpl,x and rpc,x. We believe that it could originate
from the bias in the radar’s rangemeasurements or the imprecision
of the target design. However, when introduced to the reprojection
error optimization as a parameter, it could not be distinguished
between the translation parameters.

5.3.2. Delphi radar
From the experimental results for the Delphi radar, we noticed

that estimation of the rps,x exhibited a noticeable offset from the
measured value. Although the exact origin of this bias is uncertain,
we hypothesize that most likely it is an effect caused by the target
stand. Namely, since the Delphi radar is able to detect the stand,
proprietary algorithms that determine the range of the observed
object could infer that a target is at the greater range. To address
this issue, the reprojection error estimation was expanded with
estimation of the range offset that is subtracted from the radar
range measurements, c r = [

rps Θs,∆
r rr ].

We obtained the following results for the reprojection error
optimization, lĉ r , RCS optimization lĉσ , and the carefully hand
measured translation, rp̃l, for the Delphi radar–LiDAR pair:

•
lĉ r = [−0.07m, 0.13m, 0.11m,−2.9◦, 5.0◦, 7.6◦, 0.10m]

•
lĉσ = [0.21 m, 2.0◦,−0.2◦,−0.25 dBm2 deg−2, 17.9 dBm2

]

•
rp̃l = [−0.08m, 0.15m, 0.20m]

T .

Furthermore, for the Delphi radar – camera pair, we obtained
the following results:

Fig. 12. Monte Carlo analysis results for Continental radar–camera calibration.
Blue: calibration after reprojection error optimization; red: with RCS optimization.

Table 5
Monte Carlo analysis results for Continental radar–LiDAR calibration.

Reprojection error optimization RCS optimization
rpl,x [m] N (−0.050, 2.36 × 10−5)
rpl,y [m] N (−0.134, 8.04 × 10−5)
rpl,z [m] N (0.113, 8.46 × 10−4) N (0.204, 1.48 × 10−7)
l
rθz [

◦
] N (−2.21, 1.61 × 10−2)

l
rθy [

◦
] N (5.29, 1.29) N (4.81, 2.32 × 10−5)

l
rθx [

◦
] N (−1.63, 3.39 × 10−1) N (−0.81, 4.29 × 10−5)

Table 6
Monte Carlo analysis results for Continental radar – camera calibration.

Reprojection error optimization RCS optimization
rpc,x [m] N (0.039, 2.37 × 10−5)
rpc,y [m] N (−0.148, 1.96 × 10−4)
rpc,z [m] N (−0.051, 1.48 × 10−3) N (0.043, 7.48 × 10−7)
c
r θz [

◦
] N (0.12, 4.44 × 10−2)

c
r θy [

◦
] N (6.21, 2.91) N (5.60, 1.65 × 10−4)

c
r θx [

◦
] N (−2.11, 3.26 × 10−1) N (−1.57, 4.07 × 10−4)

•
c ĉ r = [0.02m, 0.11m,−0.01m,−0.1◦, 4.7◦, 7.3◦, 0.11m]

•
c ĉσ = [0.02m; 2.6◦,−0.8◦,−0.27 dBm2 deg−2, 17.4 dBm2

]

•
rp̃c = [0.00m, 0.12m, 0.05m]

T .

Results for the Continental radar showed that there is no sig-
nificant difference between calibration of LiDAR–radar pair and
camera–radar pair; therefore, for brevity, we focus on the results of
LiDAR– radar calibration. Reprojection error histograms exhibited
similar results to the case of the Continental radarwhen comparing
reprojection error optimization, RCS optimization, and 2D repro-
jection optimization results; hence, they are not repeated here.
However, an interesting effect was noticed when comparing the
reprojection error optimization estimating the range bias with the
reprojection error optimization omitting the bias. Fig. 13 shows
that when the bias is included, average reprojection error per
correspondence is reduced from 0.056m to 0.045m. On the other
hand, for the case of the Continental radar, estimation of the bias
compromised the results when calibrating the radar with a 3D
sensor and was not able to reduce the average reprojection error.
It can be concluded that with the Delphi radar, an actual bias is
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Fig. 13. Histogram of reprojection errors for two types of reprojection error opti-
mization and RCS optimization for Delphi radar–LiDAR calibration.

Fig. 14. RCS distribution across radar’s VFoV for Delphi radar–LiDAR calibration.
Red: reprojection error optimization; blue: RCS optimization.

present, most likely due to the target design, and the method is
able to converge to a local minimum of a significantly lower cost.

Success of the RCS optimization ismost evident in Fig. 14,where
we can see a significant difference in the RCS distribution after two
steps of optimization. The origin of this mismatch is convergence
to poor values of the less certain parameters in reprojection error
optimization. From the figure, one could conclude that there is
no pattern in the data after the reprojection error optimization.
However, the RCS optimization is able to find the same quadratic
pattern aswith the Continental radarwithout significantly degrad-
ing the reprojection error, as seen in Fig. 13.

Finally, Fig. 15 and Table 7 present results for the Monte Carlo
analysis. The results are similar to those of the Continental radar,
although a slight increase in variance can be seen in the estimation
of rpl,x. The cause for the increase could be the performance of the
radar or the coupling of the range and bias estimation.

5.4. Radar vertical alignment

In Section 1we outlined the importance of proper radar vertical
alignment, and in this section we present a simple, yet reliable
method for its assessment. The proposed method requires pre-
cise 6DoF extrinsic calibration. Thus, we compared our method,
labelled RCS, to the other 6DoF calibration method [26], labelled
MAN, which manually searches for RCS maximums and artificially
assigns zero elevation angle to these radar measurements. From
Fig. 9, we can see that themeasured target reports RCS in the range
of [16, 19] dBm2 at the zero elevation angle. Therefore, for theMAN
method, we used only the correspondences that surpass the RCS
threshold of σth = 16 dBm2, resulting in 32 correspondence groups
total. Even though the low number of correspondence groups

Fig. 15. Monte Carlo analysis results for Delphi radar–LiDAR calibration. Blue:
calibration after reprojection error optimization; red: with RCS optimization.

Fig. 16. Detected ground plane (blue), target(green) and environment clutter (red)
with LiDAR in the purposes of vertical misalignment test.

Table 7
Monte Carlo analysis results for Delphi radar–LiDAR calibration.

Reprojection error optimization RCS optimization
rpl,x [m] N (−0.064, 8.75 × 10−5)
rpl,y [m] N (0.132, 2.70 × 10−5)
rpl,z [m] N (0.113, 5.79 × 10−4) N (0.208, 3.08 × 10−6)
l
rθz [

◦
] N (−2.93, 5.98 × 10−3)

l
rθy [

◦
] N (4.92, 1.01) N (2.02, 5.09 × 10−4)

l
rθx [

◦
] N (7.50, 2.22 × 10−1) N (−0.18, 4.85 × 10−5)

∆r rr [m] N (0.101, 5.79 × 10−5)

available from the experiment could affect the accuracy of theMAN
method, we can see that only a small fraction of measurements
could be used in the optimization, thus leading to an expensive
calibration data collection.

To find the vertical misalignment we drove the robot and de-
tected the ground plane using a LiDAR, as illustrated by Fig. 16. We
used LiDAR for simplicity, but the ground plane can also be found
using a single camera as well [44]. The estimated ground plane
normals lngp from a 2-minute drive were averaged to remove the
effects of uneven ground and robot rotation. The averaged normal
lngp was transformed to the radar rngp coordinate frame using the
estimated LiDAR to radar extrinsic calibration (for both the RCS
and MAN method). Finally, we expressed the rotation between
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Table 8
Monte Carlo analysis of vertical misalignment assessment for the Continental radar
using LiDAR-s ground plane estimation with extrinsic calibration results.

MAN RCS
r
gθy[

◦
] N (−0.91, 8.86) N (−4.64, 3.40 × 10−5)

r
gθx[

◦
] N (6.40, 3.12) N (0.70, 3.69 × 10−5)

the ground and radar plane in the radar’s coordinate frame. We
set the arbitrary yaw angle around the ground plane normal to
r
gθz = 0◦ and determined the pitch and roll angles r

gθy and r
gθx,

respectively. The method was tested using the same Monte Carlo
analysis described in Section 5.3 through N = 1000 runs.

From Table 8, we can see that MAN method produced re-
sults with high uncertainty, which is inadequate for vertical mis-
alignment assessment. Namely, the MAN method estimated pitch
angles in the interval r

gθy = [−11.12, 8.19]◦ which surpasses
common allowable vertical misalignments, thus providing unre-
liable misalignment correction guidelines. On the other hand, our
method produced stable estimation of ground to radar plane an-
gles, e.g. pitch angles in the interval rgθy = [−4.68,−4.62]◦.

From the results, we can see the RCS method estimated vertical
misalignment which surpasses allowable tolerance. Namely, Con-
tinental SRR20X user manual specifies allowable mounting pitch
angle of ±1◦. To elaborate, vertical misalignment causes reduction
in range and thus probability of detection. For instance, pitch
misalignment of r

gθy = 4.5◦ causes a 25% decrease in range for
the Delphi SRR2, while such misalignment causes decrease of 80%
for the long range radar Delphi ESR. Therefore, radar mounting on
a vehicle is a crucial step where our method can provide helpful
guidelines. Given that, we conclude that for our sensor setup we
should correct the orientation of the Continental radar according to
results because the misalignment would impair the performance.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a method for extrinsic calibra-
tion of a LiDAR–camera–radar sensor system. A special calibration
target design was developed to enable all the sensors to detect and
accurately localize the target. The extrinsic calibration is based on
the proposed two-step optimization procedure which involved:
(i) optimization of a reprojection error based on the point–circle
constraint which captures radar’s lack of elevation angle measure-
ments, and (ii) RCS optimization based on a pattern found in the
radar’s RCS estimation– again caused by the lack of the elevation
angle resolution across substantial FoV thereof. Throughout the
identifiability analysis, we have shown that the proposed point–
circle geometric constraint requires minimum of 4 non-coplanar
points to become identifiable, while the experimentally discovered
effect of uneven uncertainty in the extrinsic parameters was con-
firmed by the FIM analysis. We presented the experimental results
for LiDAR and camera sensors in combinationwith two radars from
different manufacturers and have also addressed the radar vertical
misalignment problem. In the end, through extensive experimen-
tal analysis, we have shown that the proposed method is able to
accurately estimate all the six DoF of the extrinsic calibration.
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ABSTRACT
Modern autonomous systems often fuse information from many different sensors to enhance their
perception capabilities. For successful fusion, sensor calibration is necessary, while performing it
online is crucial for long-term reliability. Contrary to currently common online approach of using
ego-motion estimation, we propose an online calibration method based on detection and tracking
of moving objects. Our motivation comes from the practical perspective that many perception sen-
sors of an autonomous system are part of the pipeline for detection and tracking of moving objects.
Thus, by using information already present in the system, our method provides resource inexpen-
sive solution for the long-term reliability of the system. Themethod consists of a calibration-agnostic
track to track association, computationally lightweight decalibration detection, and a graph-based
rotation calibration. We tested the proposed method on a real-world dataset involving radar, lidar
and camera sensors where it was able to detect decalibration after several seconds, while estimating
rotation with 0.2◦ error from a 20 s long scenario.
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1. Introduction

Modern robotic systems such as autonomous vehicles
(AV) usually operate in highly dynamic scenarios where
the actions they take significantly impact the surround-
ing environment. In order to achieve autonomy, they have
to reliably solve many complex tasks, such as environ-
ment perception, motion prediction, motion planning
and control. Environment perception, as the first build-
ing block of the autonomy pipeline, provides input data
for many complex components, such as simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM), detection and track-
ing of moving objects (DATMO) and semantic scene
understanding. To increase the accuracy and robustness
of an autonomous system, environment perception is
often based on fusion of information from multiple het-
erogeneous sensors, such as lidar, camera, radar, GNSS
and IMU. Accurate sensor calibration is a prerequisite for
successful sensor fusion.

The sensor calibration consists of finding the intrin-
sic, extrinsic and temporal parameters, i.e. parameters of
individual sensor models, transformations between sen-
sor coordinate frames and alignment of sensor clocks,
respectively. There are numerous offline and online
approaches to sensor calibration and they vary sig-
nificantly based on the sensors involved. While the
offline approaches rely on controlled environments or

CONTACT J. Peršić juraj.persic@fer.hr

calibration targets to achieve accurate calibration, the
online approaches use information from the environ-
ment during the regular system operation, thus enabling
long term robustness of the autonomous system. In this
paper, we focus on the online calibration methods which
are applicable for lidar–camera–radar sensor systems.

The online calibration methods can be roughly
divided into feature-based and motion-based methods.
Feature-based methods rely on extracting informative
structure from the environment to generate correspon-
dences between the sensors. Thesemethods are limited to
camera–lidar calibration, since other existing sensors do
not provide enough structural information. For instance,
extrinsic camera–lidar calibration can be based on line
features detected as intensity edges in the image and
depth discontinuities in the point cloud [1, 2]. Alterna-
tively, the intensity of signal returned by lidar was used in
[3] to find extrinsic calibration bymaximizing themutual
information between images from camera and projected
intensity values measured by the lidar. Recently, Park
et al. [4] proposed a method for extrinsic and tempo-
ral camera–lidar calibration based on 3D point features
in the environment. When the sensors do not provide
enough structural information (e.g. radar), online cali-
bration can be solved by depending on either the ego-
motion or motion of objects in the environment. The

© 2020 Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group and The Robotics Society of Japan
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former come with the advantage that the sensors do not
have to share a common field of view (FOV), while the
latter alsoworkwith a static sensor systems. In [5] authors
proposed an ego-motion based calibration suitable for
camera–lidar calibration, while Kellner et al. [6] pro-
posed a solution for radar odometry and alignment with
the thrust axis of the vehicle. Furthermore, Kummerle
et al. [7] proposed simultaneous calibration, localiza-
tion and mapping framework which enables both extrin-
sic calibration and estimation of the robot kinematic
parameters. Recently, Giamou et al. [8] proposed a solu-
tion for globally optimal ego-motion based calibration.
Tracking-based methods have mostly been employed in
static homogeneous sensor systems. To calibrate multi-
ple stationary lidars, Quenzel et al. [9] relied on track-
ing of moving objects, while Glas et al. [10, 11] used
human motion tracking. Human motion was also used
for a stationary camera calibration [12, 13]. Considering
tracking-based calibration of stationary heterogeneous
sensors, Glas et al. [14] proposed a method for calibra-
tion of multiple 2D lidars and RGB-D cameras, while
Schöller et al. [15] proposed a method for stationary
camera–radar calibration.

Within the context of an AV, a sensor system con-
sists of multiple lidars, cameras, radars and other sensors.
While it is sufficient to use only a subset of sensors for
accurate ego-motion estimation, DATMO is often per-
formed using all the available exteroceptive sensors to
provide a greater FOV coverage, robustness to adverse
conditions and to increase the accuracy [16–18]. Sev-
eral datasets have been recently made public by both
the industry and the academia to emphasize impor-
tance and accelerate research on DATMO [17, 19–21].
In this paper, we leverage current state of the art in
DATMO and propose an online calibration method
based on it. Our motivation is to enable decalibra-
tion detection and recalibration based on the informa-
tion which is already present in an autonomous system
pipeline without adding significant computational over-
head. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is a
first online calibration method that is based on hetero-
geneous sensor DATMO on a moving platform. In addi-
tion, while several target-based methods for calibration
of radar–lidar–camera systems exists [22, 23], this is the
first attempt to calibrate these sensors simultaneously in
an online setting.

Our method provides a full pipeline which includes:
(i) DATMO algorithm for each sensor modality, (ii)
track-to-track association based on a calibration invari-
ant measure, (iii) efficient decalibration detection and
(iv) a graph-based calibration handling multiple het-
erogeneous sensors simultaneously. We point out that
our method estimates only rotational component of the

extrinsic calibration, because translation is unobservable
due to limited sensor accuracy and a bias in detections
(e.g. radar might measure a metal rear axle, while lidar
detections report center of a bounding box. Even the
methods based on ego-motion would struggle estimat-
ing translation on an AV, because they require motion
which excites at least two rotational axis [24]. However, in
contrast to rotational decalibration, feasible translational
decalibration would not have a significant impact on the
systemperformance. For instance, if rotational decalibra-
tion existed, object detection fusion would experience a
growing error in the position with the increase in object
distance, while translational decalibration would only
introduce a position error of equal value. Our method
assumes that translational calibration is obtained using
either target-based or sensor-specific methods. The pre-
sented approach was evaluated on the nuScenes dataset
[17], but is not in any way limited to this specific sensor
setup. However, for testing ourmethod, it is currently the
only dataset containing appropriate data from cameras,
radars and a lidar, which are sensors in the focus of the
proposed calibration method.

2. Proposedmethod

In this section, we present each element of the method
pipeline illustrated in Figure 1. The pipeline starts with
the object detection which is specific for each sen-
sor. Afterwards, the detections are tracked with sepa-
rate trackers for each sensor which slightly differ among
sensor modalities to accommodate their specifics. The
confirmed tracks of different sensors are then mutu-
ally associated using calibration invariantmeasures. Each
aforementioned stage has built-in outlier filteringmecha-
nisms to prevent degradation of the results of subsequent
steps.With the associated tracks, we proceed to a compu-
tationally lightweight decalibration detection. Finally, if
decalibration is detected, we proceed to the graph-based
sensor calibration. The method handles asynchronous
sensors by assuming temporal correspondence between
sensor clocks is known and performing linear interpo-
lation of the object positions. Throughout the paper, we
use the following notation: world frame Fw, ego-vehicle
frame Fe and i-th sensor frame Fi. For convenience, we
choose one sensor to be alignedwithFe. In the case of the
nuScenes sensor setup, we chose the top lidar as it shares
FOV segments with all the other sensors.

2.1. Object detection

The proposed pipeline starts with object detection per-
formed for the each sensor individually. Automotive
radars usually provide object detections obtained from
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Figure 1. Illustration of the proposed pipeline for calibration based on DATMO. Detection, tracking and track to track association are
commonly parts of a track fusion pipelines. However, our association criterion is oriented towards being calibration agnostic. Thereafter,
we propose two newmodules: decalibration detection and graph-based calibration.

proprietary algorithms performed locally on the sen-
sor, while most can also provide tracked measurements.
Obtaining the raw data is not possible due to low
communication bandwidth of the CAN bus, typically
used by these sensors. Nevertheless, radars provide a
list of detected objects consisting of the following mea-
sured information: range, azimuth angle, range-rate, and
radar cross-section (RCS). We use these detections and
classify them as moving or stationary based on the
range-rate. Furthermore, to avoid the need for extended
target tracking where one target can generate multiple
measurements, we perform clustering of close detec-
tions. These clusters are forwarded to the radar tracking
module.

Contrary to the radar, lidar’s and camera’s raw data
provides substantial information from which object
detection is required. To extract detections from the
lidar’s point cloud, we used the MEGVII network based
on sparse 3D convolution proposed by Zhu et al. [25]
which is currently the best performing method for object
detection on the nuScenes challenge. The method works
by accumulating 10 lidar sweeps into a single one to form
a dense point cloud input, thus reducing the effective
frame rate of the sensor by a factor of 10. As the out-
put, the network provides 3Dposition of objects as well as
their size, orientation, velocity, class and detection score.
Finally, for the object detection from images, we rely on
a state-of-the-art 3D object detection approach dubbed
CenterNet [26]. The output of CenterNet is similar to the
lidar detections output, except that the velocity infor-
mation is not provided since detections are based on a
single image. We used the network weights trained on
the KITTI dataset and determined the range scale fac-
tor by comparing CenterNet detections to the MEGVII

detections. At this stage, outlier filtering was based on the
detection score threshold.

2.2. Tracking ofmoving objects

Tracking modules for individual sensors take detections
from the previous step as inputs, associate them between
different time frames and provide estimates of their
states, which are later used as inputs for subsequent
steps. Since tracking is sensor specific, we perform it in
each respective coordinate frame Fi. We adopt a simi-
lar single-hypothesis tracking strategy for all the sensors,
following the nuScenes baseline approach [27]. Assign-
ing detections to tracks is done by using a global nearest
neighbor approach and the Hungarian algorithm which
provides efficient assignment solution [28]. The assign-
ment is tuned by setting a threshold which controls the
likelihood of a detection being assigned to a track. The
state estimation of individual tracks is provided by an
Extended Kalman filter which uses a constant turn-rate
and velocity motion model [29]. Thus, the state vector in
the lidar and camera tracker is

xk = [xk yk zk ẋk ẏk żk ωk]T , (1)

with the state transition defined as

xk+1 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0 sin(ωkT)
ωk

− 1−cos(ωkT)
ωk

0 0
0 1 0 1−cos(ωkT)

ωk
sin(ωkT)

ωk
0 0

0 0 1 0 0 T 0
0 0 0 cos (ωkT) − sin (ωkT) 0 0
0 0 0 sin (ωkT) cos (ωkT) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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× xk +

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

T2

2 0 0 0
0 T2

2 0 0
0 0 T2

2 0
T 0 0 0
0 T 0 0
0 0 T 0
0 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
w, (2)

wherew = [wx wy wz wω]T is white noise on acceleration
and turn-rate, while T is sensor sampling time.

Using object position measurements forms the mea-
surement model defined as

yk =
⎛
⎝1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎠ xk + v, (3)

where v = [vx vy vz]T is white measurement noise.
Due to the lack of radar’s elevation angle measure-

ment, we drop the position and velocity in the z-
direction, thus reducing the state vector for the radar
tracker to

xk = [xk yk ẋk ẏk ωk]T (4)

with adjusted state transition function and measurement
model.

Track management is based on the track history, i.e.
the track is confirmed after Nbirth consecutive reliable
detections and removed after Ncoast missing detections.
All parameters are tuned for each sensor separately as
they have significantly different frame rates and accu-
racies. Lastly, subparts of individual tracks that exhibit
sudden changes in velocity are marked as unreliable and
these time instants are excluded from the subsequent
steps.

2.3. Track-to-track association

Track to track association has been previously studied
and a common approach is based on the history and
distance of track positions [30]. Contrary to the tra-
ditional approaches, we do not assume a perfect cali-
bration, as decalibration could degrade the association.
Thus, we observe two criteria for each track pair can-
didates through their common history: (i) mean of the
velocity norm difference and (ii) mean of the position
normdifference. The track pair has to satisfy both criteria
and not surpass predefined thresholds. If multiple asso-
ciations are possible, none of them are associated. This
conservative approach helps in eliminatingwrong associ-
ation which would compromise the following calibration
steps. However, the remaining tracks can be associated
with more common association metrics (e.g. Euclidean

or Mahalanobis distance) and used within a track fusion
module. In our method we can use such a conservative
approach and discard some track associations, since our
goal is sensor calibration and not safety critical online
DATMO for vehicle navigation.

The position norm is not truly calibration indepen-
dent, as it is affected by both the measurement bias in the
individual sensor and the translation between the sen-
sors. Thus we use it in a loose way solely to distinguish
between clearly distant tracks, i.e. we rely on the previ-
ously calibrated translational parameters and use a high
threshold. On the other hand, velocity norm has already
been used in a stationary system calibration for track
association [14] as well as for frame-invariant temporal
calibration of the sensors [31]. In a stationary scenario,
it is trivial that velocity norm measured from different
reference frames is equal. However, with a moving sen-
sor platform which experiences both translational and
rotational movement, this insight may not be that triv-
ial. Namely, if a rigid body has non-zero angular velocity,
different points on it will experience different transla-
tional velocities due to the lever arm. To state this more
formally, we present the following proposition

Proposition 2.1. Translational velocity norm of moving
objects estimated from two reference framesF1 andF2 on
the same rigid body is invariant to the transform between
the frames and the motion of the rigid body.

Proof: Let wpk be the position of the observed object at
time k in theFw. Then, let 1pk and 2pk be the same posi-
tion expressed in the sensor reference framesF1 andF2,
respectively:

1pk = 1
wRk · wpk + 1

wtk, (5)
2pk = 2

1R · 1pk + 2
1t, (6)

where we express the motion of the rigid body (1wRk, 1wtk)
as time-varying SE(3) transform, while the transform
between sensors frames (i.e. calibration) is constant in
time (21R, 21t). Let us now observe displacement of the
moving object in the two sensor frames, 1δp and 2δp,
between two discrete time instances k and l:

1δp = 1pk − 1pl, (7)
2δp = 2pk − 2pl = 2

1R(1pk − 1pl) = 2
1R1δp. (8)

Since the rotation matrix is orthogonal, the norm of
displacement is equal, i.e. ||2δp|| = ||21R1δp|| = ||1δp||.
Thus, the translational velocity norm is also equal
because it is simply the ratio of the above displacements
over the time difference k−l. �
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2.4. Decalibration detection

In a standard track fusion pipeline, track associations
from the previous step are commonly used in object state
estimate fusion. However, fusion depends on the accu-
racy of sensor calibration which can change over time
due to disturbances. Thus, we propose a computation-
ally inexpensive decalibration detection method, which
is based on the data already present in the system. Sim-
ilarly to the strategy presented by Deray et al. [32], we
adopt a window-based approach for decalibration detec-
tion, but tailor the criterion we observe to accommodate
the tracking-based scenario.

At the time instant tk we form sets of corresponding
track positions i,jSw = (exi, exj) that fall within the time
window of length Tw (t ∈ (tk − Tw, tk)) for each sensor
pair, where exi and exj represent stacked object posi-
tions obtained by i-th and j-th sensor, respectively. The
positions are transformed from individual sensor frames
Fi and Fj into the common reference frame Fe using
the current calibration parameters. In the ideal case, the
position should coincide, but due to the inevitable bias
in the sensor measurements and the decalibration, in
practice the error is always non-zero. To distinguish the
error caused by bias from the decalibration error, we
use an efficient closed-form solution for orthogonal Pro-
crustes problem to obtain pairwise sensor calibrations
[33]. Based on the i,jSw, we form a 3 × 3 data matrix:

H = (exi − ex̄i)(exj − ex̄j)T , (9)

where ex̄i and ex̄j are means of corresponding sets.
The rotation j

iR can be found using the singular-value
decomposition (SVD):

[U, S,V] = SVD(H), (10)
j
iR = VUT . (11)

Since the j
iR should be an identitymatrix in the ideal case,

we define the decalibration criterion for the time instant
tk as an angle of rotation in the angle-axis representation
by

Jk = arccos

(
Tr(jiR) − 1

2

)
. (12)

When the criterion (12) surpasses a predefined threshold,
the system proceeds to the complete graph-based sensor
calibration. The magnitude of the minimal decalibration
that can be detected is limited by the predefined thresh-
old and the horizon defined with the Tw. Longer horizon
enables detection of smaller calibration changes, but with
slower convergence.

2.5. Graph-based extrinsic calibration

The last step of the pipeline estimates the extrinsic
parameters when the system detects decalibration. As
previously mentioned, we handle only rotational decal-
ibration due to the limited accuracy and the bias in the
measurements. Since we are dealing with more than two
sensors, pairwise calibration would produce inconsistent
transformations among the sensors. Thus, we rely on the
graph-based optimization presented in [34]. However, to
ensure and speed up the convergence, we use the results
of the previous step as an initialization. In the graph-
based multi-sensor calibration paradigm, one sensor is
chosen as an anchor and aligned with the Fe for conve-
nience.We then search for the poses of other sensors with
respect to the anchor sensor byminimizing the following
criterion:

φ̂ = argmin
φ

i�=j∑
i,j

Nij∑
k=1

eTi,j,k · �i,j,k · ei,j,k (13)

ei,j,k = ipi,k − (ijR(φ)jpj,k + itj) (14)

where φ is a set of non-anchor sensor rotation
parametrizations and Nij is the number of correspond-
ing measurements between the i−th and j−th sensor. To
enable integration of the noise from both sensors, we fol-
low the total least squares approach presented in [35] and
define the noise model as:

�i,j,k = (ijR(φ)V[jpj,k]ijRT(φ) + V[ipi,k])−1 (15)

where V[·] is an observation covariance matrix of the
zero-mean Gaussian noise.

Additionally, if a sensor does not have a direct link
with the anchor sensor, we obtain i

jR by multiplying
the corresponding series of rotation matrices to obtain
the final rotation between the i-th and j-th sensor. This
approach enables the estimation of all parameters with a
single optimization, while ensuring consistency between
sensor transforms.

3. Experimental results

To validate the proposed method we used real world
data provided with the nuScenes dataset [17]. Important
details on the dataset, sensor setup and the scenario are
given in Section 3.1, while Section 3.2 presents the results
for each step of the calibration pipelinewith greater atten-
tion on the introduced novelties related to calibration
(Sec. 2.3–2.5).
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3.1. Experimental setup

The nuScenes dataset consists of 1000 scenes that are
20 s long and collected with a vehicle driven through
Boston and Singapore. The vehicle is equipped with a
roof-mounted 3D lidar, 5 radars and 6 cameras. Each
sensor modality has 360◦ coverage with small overlap of
the sensors within the same modality. For clarity, in this
experiment we focus only onmeasurements from the top
lidar, front radar and front camera which all share a com-
mon FOV. The radar works at 13Hz, camera 12Hz, while
the lidar provides point clouds with 20Hz with the effec-
tive frame rate reduced to 2Hz due to the object detector.
The intrinsic and extrinsic calibration of all the sensors
is obtained using several methods and calibration targets
and is provided with the dataset. We considered it as a
ground truth in the assessment of our method. Further-
more, we used isotropic and identical noisemodels for all
the sensors involved.

In the following section, we present the results for
scene 343 from the dataset, because it contains variety of
motions (cf. Figure 2). The scene is from the test sub-
part of the dataset for which the data annotations are not
provided. The ego vehicle is stationary during the first
5 s, while afterward it accelerates and reaches a speed of
around 40 km/h. Through the scene, total of 17 moving
vehicles are driving in both the same and the opposite
direction, while some of them make turns. In addition,
the scene contains 8 stationary vehicles in the detectable
area for all the sensors.

3.2. Results

We present the results sequentially for all the steps of
the method as they progress through the pipeline illus-
trated in Figure 1. The starting point of the pipeline is
object detection using individual sensors illustrated by
Figure 3. Object detection using lidar and camera pro-
vided reliable results for the range of up to 50m, both

for moving and stationary vehicles. Rare false negatives
did not cause significant challenges for the subsequent
steps. In comparison to the camera, lidar provided sig-
nificantly more detections with frequent false positives
which we successfully filtered by setting a threshold on
their detection scores. In addition, Figure 3(a) illustrates
how theMEGVII network occasionally detects and clas-
sifies the same object as both car and truck, visible as blue
and green box next to the ego-vehicle. However, these
ambiguitieswere easily handled by the filteringwithin the
tracking algorithm. In contrast to the other sensors, the
radar provided many false positives and multiple detec-
tions of the same vehicles. We were able to extract only
the moving vehicles based on the range rate, because
it was difficult to differentiate stationary vehicles from
the close-by surrounding buildings as they had the same
range rate. Figure 3(c) illustrates radar detections col-
oredwithRCS,measured range-rate and confirmed radar
tracks. It is clear that RCS is not a reliable measure for
vehicle classification as it varies significantly across dif-
ferent vehicles due to their orientation, construction and
other factors. On the other hand, the strongest reflections
belong to the infrastructure and buildings, but the lim-
ited resolution prevents extracting fine structural infor-
mation. Vehicles at closer range are usually detected as
multiple objects, which was handled by the clustering
algorithm. The range-rate provided useful information
for classification of moving object, but the Figure 3(c)
illustrates how cross-traffic vehicles impose greater chal-
lenge because their range-rate is closer to zero.

The previously described detections were used in the
subsequent tracking step for each sensor. Counting only
tracks longer than 2 s, radar extracted 18 (105 s), lidar 25
(177 s) and camera 18 (84 s) tracks with total duration
given in the parentheses. A visual of both detections and
tracks for each sensor is available in the accompanying
video1.

To test the track association, which is the first step
of the pipeline, we hand-labeled the ground truth track

Figure 2. Illustration of the used scene showing ego-vehicle trajectory (red), lidar detections at t = 19s (blue) and history of lidar tracks
(yellow) (color in online).
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Figure 3. Vehicle detection using lidar, camera and radar. Lidar pointcloud consists of 10 consecutive sweeps, while blue and green
boxes represent car and truck detections, respectively. Radar detections are colored with radar cross-section and show range rate, while
gray circles represent confirmed tracks. (a) Lidar (b) Camera. (c) Radar (color in online).

associations for each sensor pair by carefully observing
the measurement data. The proposed method did not
produce any false positive associations, while the suc-
cess rate for each sensor pair was as follows: lidar–radar
93%; lidar–camera 94%; radar–camera 94%. An average
time for two tracks to be associated after the tracking
has started with both sensors was 1.5 s for every sen-
sor combination. In addition, we note that introducing
decalibration did not lead to any noticeable difference in
results.

The following step, the decalibration detection, was
tested in two scenarios as illustrated in Figure 4. The
two scenarios examine the temporal evolution of the
change detection criterion Jk using the same horizon
Tw = 5s. The scenario with correct calibration through-
out the scene (Figure 4(a)) shows that the criterion for
each sensor pair is below 1◦ throughout the scene. The
criterion varies mostly due to the number of correspon-
dences between the sensors where the first part of the
scene contains more moving objects than the second.
In the second scenario (Figure 4(b)), we introduced an

artificial decalibration of 3◦ in the yaw angle of the cam-
era frame with respect to ego frame at the time instant
td = 5 s. We can notice a significant increase in the cri-
terion for the sensor pairs involving the camera, while
the criterion for lidar–radar remained the same. Thus,
besides detecting system decalibration, we were also able
to assess which sensor changed its orientation by simply
comparing the sensor-pairwise criteria.

Finally, we tested the extrinsic calibration by iter-
atively adding the available correspondences through
the scene and running the calibration. Temporal evo-
lution of the estimated calibration error is shown in
the Figure 5. The results are presented as a differ-
ence of ground truth and estimated pairwise rotation
expressed in Euler angles for intuitive assessment. For
the calibration involving radar, we observe only the yaw
angle. Namely, even for the target-based methods [23],
the accuracy of the remaining angles is limited due
to the lack of elevation measurements. We can notice
a consistent convergence of the error towards zero as
more correspondences are added with the following final
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Figure 4. Test of the decalibration criterion Jk for each sensor pair through the scene with horizon Tw = 5s. Figure 4(a) show the case
with correct calibration, while the Figure 4(b) shows an example of introducing 3◦ error in camera yaw angle. Significant increase in the
criteria for pairs involving camera clearly indicates its decalibration. (a) Without decalibration. (b) Decalibration at tk = 5.

Figure 5. The plots show temporal evolution of the rotation calibration results by using available correspondences until the time
t = 20 s. The errors are reported in Euler angles as the difference between the estimated and ground truth parameters obtained by
target-based methods before the experiment. The results for sensor combination involving radar do not show pitch and roll as radar’s
missing elevation angle measurements prevent their accurate calibration.

errors: lidar–radar yaw �θz = 0.03◦; radar–camera yaw
�θz = −0.26◦; lidar–camera yaw, pitch and roll �� =
(−0.24, 0.10, 0.02)◦. Additionally, the analysis provided
good guidelines for determining the minimal horizon in
the previous step. For this particular scene, at least 2 s

are necessary to reduce the error down to 0.5◦. Further-
more, to test the influence of graph-based optimization,
we performed pairwise calibration for all three sensor
combinations using the data from the whole scene. Com-
pared to the ground truth calibration, errors for sensor
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Table 1. Calibration results for three sensor combinations using
pairwise (P) and graph (G) approaches.

L–C L–R R–C

P G P G P G

�θz [ ◦ ] −0.20 −0.24 0.02 0.03 −0.42 −0.26
�θy [ ◦ ] 0.22 0.10 – – – –
�θx [ ◦ ] −0.28 0.02 – – – –

pairs were: lidar–radar yaw �θz = 0.02◦; radar–camera
yaw �θz = −0.42◦; lidar–camera yaw, pitch and roll
�� = (−0.20, 0.22,−0.28)◦. Comparison between pair-
wise and graph approaches is summarized in Table 1.
While the magnitude of the error is similar to the
joint graph optimization, pairwise calibration violates
the consistency of the solution. Namely, rotational error
of closing the loop, i.e. evaluating �R = l

cR · crR · rl R,
resulted with an error expressed in yaw, pitch and roll
angles�� = (−0.19,−0.18,−0.34)◦, while the problem
of rotational error due to loop closing does not exist in the
graph-based approaches.

3.3. Comparisonwith odometry-based calibration

To compare our method with an online calibration
approach based on ego-motion, we tested the SRRG
method proposed in [36]. The SRRGmethod is based on
odometry constraints and can estimate vehicle odometry
and extrinsic and temporal parameters of multiple sen-
sors. However, we limit the comparison to lidar–camera
calibration as these sensors can provide reliable 6DoF
estimates of the vehicle ego-motion. For the lidar ego-
motion, we used results of the map-based localization
provided with the nuScenes dataset [17]. In the nuScenes
dataset, only images from monocular cameras are avail-
able which prevents ego-motion estimation with correct
scale, which is needed by SRRG. Therefore, we coupled
the front camera imageswith the on-board IMU to obtain
6DoF odometry using the Rovio toolbox [37].

The chosen test scene presented significant challenges
for the ego-motionmethods because it included forward-
only vehicle motion, which is usually the most common
driving mode of vehicles. Namely, to achieve full observ-
ability, such methods usually require non-planar move-
ment and excitation of at least two rotational axes [24].
This conclusion is also confirmed by our results, where
translation in all the three axes and roll could not be
estimated. For example, with a small perturbation in the
initial calibration guess, the error in translation param-
eters reached 18m, while the roll angle error reached
173◦. This is not surprising, since these parameters are
unobservable, but nevertheless they should not be esti-
mated because they affect estimation accuracy of the

observable parameters. Specifically, when estimating all
6DoF, error distributions of the yaw and pitch angles were
N (−0.24◦, 0.14◦) and N (0.33◦, 0.16◦), respectively. On
the other hand, when we locked the estimation of trans-
lational parameters by setting a prior to the ground truth
values, we noticed a significant decrease in the stan-
dard deviation of the yaw and pitch angle error distri-
butionsN (−0.31◦, 0.014◦) andN (0.11◦, 0.04◦), respec-
tively. However, the roll angle error was still significant
with distribution N (24.11◦, 0.961◦). These results show
that the proposed method yilded similar accuracy in the
yaw and pitch angles as the odometry-based method,
with an additional benefit of being able to estimate the
roll angle on a dataset with forward-only motion.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed an online multi-
sensor calibration method based on detection and track-
ing of moving objects. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, this is the first method which calibrates
radar–camera–lidar sensor system on a moving plat-
form without relying on a known target. We proposed
a complete pipeline for track based fusion which does
not assume a constant and known sensor calibration.
Proposed track to track association is based on a cri-
terion resistant to decalibration, which is then followed
by a decalibration detection relying on the information
already present in the system without imposing signifi-
cant computational burden. Finally, pairwise calibration
provided by the decalibration detection module is used
as an initialization for the final graph-based optimization
which refines the results and provides consistent transfor-
mation across multiple frames. We validated the method
on real world data from the nuScenes dataset which pro-
vides radar, lidar and camera measurements collected
with a vehicle driving through an urban environment.
The method was able to perform track association for
calibration with high success rate and without wrong
associations. Furthermore, it was able to detect decalibra-
tion within several seconds. Due to limited accuracy in
position measurements, the method is currently limited
to rotation calibration only. Nevertheless, it was able to
estimate rotation parameters with an approximate error
of 0.2◦ from a 20 s long scene.

For future work, we pan to explore the possibility of
using the motion of moving objects for temporal cali-
bration as well. We believe it could improve fusion since
not all sensors, e.g. radar, can always be hardware syn-
chronized. Additionally, a statistical analysis of individ-
ual sensor noises using the whole nuScenes and other
datasets could further improve the results of the proposed
method.
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Abstract—Robust and reliable perception of autonomous sys-
tems often relies on fusion of heterogeneous sensors, which poses
great challenges for multisensor calibration. In this article, we
propose a method for multisensor calibration based on Gaussian
processes (GPs) estimated moving target trajectories, resulting
with spatiotemporal calibration. Unlike competing approaches,
the proposed method is characterized by the following: first, joint
multisensor on-manifold spatiotemporal optimization framework,
second, batch state estimation and interpolation using GPs, and,
third, computational efficiency with O(n) complexity. It only re-
quires that all sensors can track the same target. The method is
validated in simulation and real-world experiments on the following
five different multisensor setups: first, hardware triggered stereo
camera, second, camera and motion capture system, third, camera
and automotive radar, fourth, camera and rotating 3-D lidar, and,
fifth, camera, 3-D lidar, and the motion capture system. The method
estimates time delays with the accuracy up to a fraction of the fastest
sensor sampling time, outperforming a state-of-the-art ego-motion
method. Furthermore, this article is complemented by an open-
source toolbox implementing the calibration method available at
bitbucket.org/unizg-fer-lamor/calirad.

Index Terms—Gaussian processes (GPs), multisensor
calibration, temporal calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN autonomous robotic systems navigate through
the environment using information gathered by various

sensors. To process the gathered information, robots must rely
on accurate sensor models and often fuse information from
multiple sensors to improve the performance. For sensor fusion,
appropriate knowledge of both temporal and spatial relations
between the sensors is required, which can be challenging when
working with heterogeneous sensor systems, since sensors can
operate based on various physical phenomena, while providing
measurements asynchronously with different frame rates. The
described challenges are addressed by sensor calibration, which
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can be divided into intrinsic, extrinsic also referred as spatial,
and temporal calibration.

The intrinsic calibration is related to individual sensors as it
provides parameters for sensor models. The task of the extrinsic
calibration is to find homogeneous transforms relating multiple
sensors, while temporal calibration aims to find relation between
the individual sensor clocks.

The sensor calibration approach for a particular problem
depends on multiple factors, e.g., the type of involved sensors,
overlapping field of view, required degree of calibration accu-
racy, nevertheless, to calibrate multiple sensors extrinsically and
temporally, we need to perform correspondence registration in
the sensor data, which is later used to form an optimization
criterion. The correspondences can originate from a designed
target, yielding the target-based methods [1], [2], or from the
environment itself, as in the case of the so-called targetless
methods [3], [4]. For example, odometry-based methods are a
special class of targetless methods suitable for online applica-
tion and are based on leveraging the environment to estimate
ego-motion and calibrate the multisensor system [5], [6]. The
concept of sensor calibration by aligning trajectories of moving
targets received most attention in the target-based calibration of
depth sensors [7]–[9], and calibration of cameras, depth sensors,
and lidars by exploiting human motion [10]–[13].

Specifically, to match trajectories between the sensors, the
authors observe a similarity measure of the net velocity history
profiles; however, in the optimization step, they rely only on the
detected positions of the tracked people. In [14], authors propose
to calibrate multiple 2-D lidars by tracking moving targets using
a pose graph, wherein rotation is decoupled from translation by
using a rotation averaging approach.

Temporal calibration of a sensor system requires motion, ei-
ther of the observed target [7], [15] or the system itself [16]–[22].

Furthermore, some research advocates a unified approach to
spatiotemporal calibration [17], while others claim that estimat-
ing uncorrelated quantities, such as time delay and homoge-
neous transforms, might degrade the final result [23]. Additional
challenge in temporal calibration is computational complexity;
namely, at each optimization step new correspondences need to
be computed due to the new time-delay perturbation. Therefore,
the common approach is to reduce the dimensionality of the
problem and preferably remove correlation with the extrinsic
calibration. In [7], authors tracked a colored sphere to perform
spatiotemporal calibration of multiple Kinect v2 sensors. By
performing principal component analysis on the trajectories,

1552-3098 © 2021 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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they obtained field of view invariant one-dimensional kernels
used in temporal calibration. Even though this method is ap-
plicable to other sensors, it assumes the same frame rate of the
sensors and its resolution is limited to the sampling time. In [15],
temporal calibration based on target tracking is presented where
the authors use linear interpolation for continuous-time repre-
sentation and position norm for the dimensionality reduction.
The AX = XB sensor calibration problem with unknown tem-
poral correspondences was tackled in [19]. To perform dimen-
sionality reduction, authors used one-dimensional invariants—
displacement and angle of rotation—defined by Plücker coordi-
nates of the screw motion. In [20], authors proposed an algorithm
based on system motion by aligning curves in the 3-D orientation
space. The temporal calibration problem was formulated as a
registration task, which can be considered as a variant of the
iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm. Temporal camera–lidar
calibration using a hardware system based on LED display and
photo diode is performed in [24].

The approach in [17] and [25] is similar to ours as it uses
B-splines for continuous-time representation. Camera-IMU spa-
tiotemporal calibration relies on estimator that

1) represents system’s motion as a single continuous-time
trajectory;

2) incorporates raw IMU measurements;
3) minimizes projection error of detected checkerboard cor-

ners with a camera.
In addition, method from [17] can include lidar in the calibra-

tion if environment has enough planar surfaces. In this article,
we focus on the target tracking-based spatiotemporal calibration
relying on continuous-time representation using Gaussian pro-
cesses (GPs). Leveraging GPs enables a theoretically grounded
batch state estimation and interpolation, while it has been a
well-recognized tool in machine learning [26] both for regres-
sion and classification problems, and have been proposed for
a variety of robotics challenges as well [27]. For example,
in [28] and [29], mobile robot localization was a motivation
for an efficient batch state estimation using GP regression,
in [30], GPs have been used for efficient motion planning, being
especially valuable in high-dimensional configuration spaces,
while in [31], they were used for tracking of extended objects.
Common alternative to GP regression are B-splines, often used
for their computational efficiency. However, recent development
of the GP regression [29] enabled comparable efficiency, while
GPs provide several advantages. They are configured using a
standard state estimation framework, i.e., by choosing a physical
motion model and tuning process and measurement noise. On
the other hand, B-splines require tuning the polynomial degree
and the spacing between the knots, which can be a nontrivial
task [32]. Furthermore, unlike B-splines, GPs estimate trajectory
covariance.

The advantages of the proposed calibration method are as
follows:

1) joint spatiotemporal calibration based on efficient on-
manifold optimization;

2) theoretically grounded batch state estimation and inter-
polation, based on the theory of GPs, which enables both
the time delay and clock drift estimation;

3) graph-based extension enabling multisensor calibration;

4) computational efficiency, thanks to the exactly sparse GP
priors resulting withO(N) complexity with respect to the
number of measurements.

Furthermore, the GP interpolation provides an exact temporal
registration between the sensors, which is necessary for the
extrinsic calibration. We evaluate the proposed method in exten-
sive simulation and real-world experiments with five different
multisensor setups and compare the method to state-of-the-art.
Note that the proposed method requires only that sensors can
track position of the same moving target. Thus, we can use
variety of different targets, while specific knowledge about
the target can be used in the preprocessing step, e.g., target
size for monocular camera scale recovery. Furthermore, this
article is complemented by an open-source ROS toolbox Calirad
implementing the proposed method and a C++ library ESGPR
implementing the GP regression.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
formulates the problem, provides theoretical insights on the used
exactly sparse GP regression, and elaborates the proposed mul-
tisensor spatiotemporal calibration method. Section III shows
the results of the method on the simulated data where ground
truth calibration is available and compares it to a state-of-the-
art ego-motion based method. Experimental results with four
different multisensor setups, combined with discussion on im-
plementation details, are given in Section IV. Finally, Section V
concludes this article.

II. PROPOSED CALIBRATION METHOD

In this section, we formulate the spatiotemporal calibration
problem, present necessary theoretical insights, and describe
individual steps of the proposed method. The novel calibration
method can be separated in the following two consecutive steps:
1) representing the trajectories of moving targets captured by
each sensor with a separate GP and 2) joint spatiotemporal
calibration based on GP interpolation and efficient on-manifold
optimization. Furthermore, the method can be seamlessly ex-
tended to graph representation enabling multisensor calibration.
Given that, in Section II-A, we first formulate our problem and
then present the necessary background on GPs in Section II-B.
The following Section II-C describes the proposed on-manifold
pairwise calibration, while Section II-D introduces adjustments
for seamless multisensor calibration.

A. Problem Formulation

The goal of our method is to enable extrinsic and temporal
calibration of heterogeneous exteroceptive sensors, e.g., cam-
eras, lidars, radars, sonars, etc. The method relies on tracking
the calibration target whose 3-D position can be determined by
all sensors. To formalize the approach, we start with defining
a target reference frame Ft, described by the target’s position
sp(k) and orientation sR(k) at discrete time instants. When
target reference frames between sensors do not align (e.g., dif-
ferent sensor modalities measure different points on the target),
target orientation from one of the sensors and known target
configuration are used to express the positions in a unified
target reference frame. After this step, we continue to use only
target positions because some sensors cannot estimate the target
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orientation, e.g., the radar. In addition, it also allows us to
use a linear motion model yielding faster GP regression; thus,
for each sensor, the GP regression takes in sp(k) and outputs
continuous-time target trajectories sx(t). The method itself is
not limited to any target design as it abstracts the sensor readings
with the estimated trajectories using GPs.

One of the advantages of our method is that it does not require
motion of the sensor system. By relying on target motion, we
can perform highly dynamic motions and obtain informative
data for precise temporal calibration regardless of the system.
While hand-held device can rely on motion-based methods for
temporal calibration, sensor systems such as vehicles can greatly
benefit from this approach. However, we point out that our
method is not limited to static sensor systems, i.e., we can either
move the sensor platform or the target itself. Lastly, to achieve
accurate temporal calibration it is crucial to avoid any source of
clock jitter. Clock jitter can be avoided by using local sensors’
clocks even though clock drift might be present. If the clock drift
is ignored, time delay becomes nonstationary and the system
performance degrades over time. Thus, our temporal calibration
approach is extended to estimate clock drift together with the
time delay. By relying solely on the sensor measurements, our
method is not affected by the clock jitter.

B. GP Trajectory Representation

The proposed method is based on the GP regression approach
to target trajectory estimation, leveraging the work in [27]–[29].
It enables an efficient continuous-time trajectory estimation
based on discrete-time position measurements, i.e., we are able
to query the state at any time of interest. Thus, continuous-time
GP representation enables elegant temporal correspondence reg-
istration between asynchronous sensors with different frame
rates. In this section, we give a brief overview of the GP re-
gression necessary for our method, while we refer the reader
to [27] for more details.

We consider systems with a continuous-time GP model prior

x(t) ∼ GP(x̌(t), P̌ (t, t′)) (1)

and a discrete time, linear measurement model

yk(t) = Ckxk(tk) + nk (2)

where x(t) is the state, x̌(t) is the mean function, P̌ (t, t′) is the
covariance function, yk are the measurements, nk ∼ N (0,Rk)
is Gaussian measurement noise, and Ck is the measurement
model matrix. For now, we assume that the state is queried at
the measurement times, and we will describe querying at other
times in (13) and (14). Following the approach presented in [27],
the Gaussian posterior evaluates to

p(x|y) = N

⎛
⎜⎝(P̌

−1
+CTR−1C)−1(P̌

−1
x̌+CTR−1y)︸ ︷︷ ︸

x̂, posterior mean

,

× (P̌
−1

+CTR−1C)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
P̂ , posterior covariance

⎞
⎟⎠ . (3)

After rearranging the posterior mean expression, a linear
system for stacked vector of posterior states x̂ is obtained

(P̌
−1

+CTR−1C)x̂ = (P̌
−1
x̌+CTR−1y) (4)

where P̌ , C, and R are batch matrices defined as
P̌ = [P̌ (ti, tj)]ij , C = diag(C0, . . . ,CN ), and R =
diag(R0, . . . ,RN ), while x̌ and y are stacked vectors of prior
states at measurement times and actual sensor measurements,
x̌ = [x̌0, . . . , x̌N ]T and y = [y0, . . . ,yN ]T , with N being
the number of measurements. In general, time complexity
for solving (4), as currently presented, is O(N3) [29]. To
improve the computational efficiency, a special class of GP
priors is introduced, whose sparsely structured matrices can be
exploited.

The special class of GP priors is based on the following linear
time-varying stochastic differential equation (LTV-SDE)

ẋ(t) = F (t)x(t) + v(t) +L(t)w(t) (5)

where F and L are system matrices, v is a known control input,
and w(t) is generated by a white noise process. The white noise
process is itself a GP with zero mean value

w(t) ∼ GP(0,Qcδ(t− t′)) (6)

where Qc is a power spectral density matrix.
The mean and the covariance of the GP are generated from

the solution of the LTV-SDE given in (5)

x̌(t) = Φ(t, t0)x̌0 +

∫ t

t0

Φ(t, s)v(s) ds (7)

P̌ (t, t′) = Φ(t, t0)P̌ 0Φ(t′, t0)
T

+

∫ min(t,t′)

t0

Φ(t, s)L(s)QcL(s)TΦ(t′, s)T ds

(8)

where x̌0 and P̌ 0 are the initial mean and covariance of the first
state, and Φ(t, s) is the state transition matrix [28].

Due to the Markov property of the LTV-SDE in (5), the inverse
kernel matrix P̌

−1
of the prior, which is required for solving the

linear system in (4), is exactly sparse block tridiagonal [28]

P̌
−1

= F−TQ−1F−1 (9)

where

F−1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 . . . 0 0

−Φ(t1, t0) 1 . . . 0 0

0 −Φ(t2, t1)
. . .

...
...

...
...

. . . 1 0

0 0 . . . −Φ(tN , tN−1) 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(10)
and

Q−1 = diag(P̌
−1
0 ,Q−10,1, . . .,Q

−1
N−1,N ) (11)

with

Qa,b =

∫ tb

ta

Φ(tb, s)L(s)QcL(s)TΦ(tb, s)
T ds. (12)
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This kernel allows for computationally efficient, structure-
exploiting inference with O(N) complexity. This is the main
advantage of the proposed exactly sparse GP priors based on an
LTV-SDE in (5).

As we previously stated, the key benefit of using GPs for the
continuous-time target trajectory estimation is the possibility
to query the state x̂(τ) at any time of interest τ , and not only
at measurement times. For multisensor calibration, this proves
to be extremely useful, since many sensors operate at different
frequencies; thus, the GP approach enables us to temporally
align the measurements. If the prior proposed in (7) is used, GP
interpolation can be performed efficiently due to the aforemen-
tioned Markovian property of the LTV-SDE in (5). State x̂(τ)
at τ ∈ [ti, ti+1] is a function of only its neighboring states [29]

x̂(τ) = x̌(τ) +Λ(τ)(x̂i − x̌i) +Ψ(τ)(x̂i+1 − x̌i+1) (13)

Λ(τ) = Φ(τ, ti)−Ψ(τ)Φ(ti+1, ti) (14)

Ψ(τ) = Qi,τΦ(ti+1, τ)
TQ−1i,i+1 (15)

where Qa,b is given in (12). The fact that any state x̌(τ) can
be computed in O(1) complexity can be exploited for efficient
matching of trajectories of a target detected by multiple sensors.

For the calibration purposes, measurements from individual
sensors are used to create separate GPs, where s ∈ S represents
a particular sensor. As we will see in Section II-C, temporal cal-
ibration requires velocity estimates in the analytical Jacobians.
While the simplest applicable motion model is the constant
velocity (CV) model, we opt for the constant acceleration (CA)
model. From our experience, the CV model cannot capture the
necessary maneuvering dynamics of the target and provides
slightly lower precision. However, it can be applied if further
decrease in computation time is needed. The model for the sensor
s trajectory sx(t) ∈ R9×1 consists of position sp(t) ∈ R3×1,
velocity sv(t) ∈ R3×1, and acceleration sa(t) ∈ R3×1

sx(t) =

⎡
⎢⎣
sp(t)
sv(t)
sa(t)

⎤
⎥⎦ ∼ GP(sx̌(t), sP̌ (t, t′)). (16)

To employ the CA motion prior, the LTV-SDE matrices in (5)
have the following form:

F (t) =

⎡
⎢⎣
0 1 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎦ ,L(t) =

⎡
⎢⎣
0

0

1

⎤
⎥⎦ ,C(t) =

⎡
⎢⎣
1

0

0

⎤
⎥⎦

T

(17)
while the matrices Φ(t, s) and Qa,b are defined as

Φ(t, s) =

⎡
⎢⎣
1 (t− s)1 (t−s)2

2 1

0 1 (t− s)1

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ (18)

Qa,b =

⎡
⎢⎣

Δt5

20 Qc
Δt4

8 Qc
Δt3

6 Qc
Δt4

8 Qc
Δt3

3 Qc
Δt2

2 Qc
Δt3

6 Qc
Δt2

2 Qc ΔtQc

⎤
⎥⎦ (19)

with Δt = tb − ta. We would also like to emphasize that using
motion prior with proper covariances can help mitigate the

Fig. 1. Continuous-time trajectory representation using GPs provides an ele-
gant temporal registration of asynchronous measurements. Illustration shows the
time-delay estimation by aligning two target trajectories, fp(t) and ip(t). States
of the fixed sensor at measurement times (triangles) and states at interpolated
times (circle) are used to generate correspondences (blue and red pairs).

effects of occasional outliers, which can occur in the context
of the sensor calibration.

C. Joint On-Manifold Optimization

Lets consider a sensor setup consisting of two sensors. Once
a GP target trajectory for each of them is estimated, we proceed
to joint spatiotemporal calibration. Our goal is to find temporal
and extrinsic parameters between the sensors, which best align
the target trajectories in terms of their positions. This task can
be treated as an ICP problem with known point correspondence,
but unknown temporal correspondence. We propose an iterative
least-square solver that leverages previous work on efficient
on-manifold optimization for ICP presented by Grisetti et al.
[33]. By relying on continuous-time trajectory estimates using
the GPs, we are able to extend the solver to estimate temporal
calibration between the sensors as well.

We start by defining one sensor as fixed (label f) whose states
are evaluated at its respective measurement time instances f tk,
k ∈ (1, N). The other sensor we define as the interpolated one
(label i), because we interpolate its states at each optimization
step using (13)–(15) at corresponding time instances based
on the current temporal parameters. Fig. 1 illustrates tempo-
ral correspondence registration and target position trajectories
observed by a fixed and an interpolated sensor, labeled fp(t) and
ip(t), respectively. It is worth noting that in the case of different
sensor frame rates, the slower sensor should be chosen as the
fixed one to reduce interpolation errors [34] and computational
costs.

To derive our method, we start by defining the optimization
problem as a search for extrinsic and temporal calibration param-
eters defined on the manifold that is a direct product of the SE(3)
and R2 Lie groups, representing extrinsic and temporal cali-
bration parameters, respectively, i.e., X ∈ SE(3)×R2 =M.
Given that, we write our state X as the following composite
matrix (all other elements are zero):

X =

{[
f
iR

f
it

0 1

]
×
[
1 td

0 1

]
×
[
1 kd

0 1

]}
∈ R8×8 (20)
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where f
iR, f

it, td, and kd are the rotation matrix, the translation
vector, the time delay, and the clock drift coefficient, respec-
tively. At each step of the iterative optimization, using the current
estimate of td and kd, we obtain corresponding timestamps using

f tk = (1 + kd)
itk + td. (21)

We note that when clock drift estimation is unnecessary, e.g.,
sensors use a central clock, we simply drop out the terms related
to kd. To follow the standard maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) framework [33], we treat the fixed sensor position es-
timates obtained by the GP as measurements corrupted by the
Gaussian noise

zk = fp
(
f tk

)
+ νk, νk ∼ N (0,Ω−1k ) (22)

where Ωk ∈ R3×3 defines the inverse of the position covariance
matrix.

On the other hand, positions of the interpolated sensor ip(t)
are nonstationary since they are interpolated at each iteration of
the optimization process. Thus, we treat them as a part of the
observation model hk(X) :M→ R3

hk(X) = f
iR · ip

(
f tk − td
1 + kd

)
+ f

it. (23)

To find the optimal solution X∗ given all the measurements,
the MLE approach suggests to minimize the following expres-
sion:

X∗ = argmin
X

F (X) (24)

F (X) =

N∑

k=1

eTk (X)Ωkek(X) (25)

ek(X) = hk(X)− zk. (26)

To solve this optimization problem, we follow the on-
manifold Gauss–Newton (GN) optimization framework [35].

Our solver builds upon the formulation of the ICP prob-
lem [33] with additional estimation of temporal calibration
parameters.

Computationally the most demanding part is the state inter-
polation that occurs at each iteration.

Therefore, our goal is to minimize the number of cost function
evaluations by obtaining the parameter perturbations on the
manifold and by using analytical Jacobians that will be derived
in the sequel.

As previously stated, the manifoldM on which we perform
the optimization is a direct product of the SE(3) and R2 Lie
groups, thus, the perturbation vectorΔx ∈ R8 is the correspond-
ing Lie algebra element

Δx = Log(X) = [Δr Δt Δtd Δkd]. (27)

In order to avoid cluttering, the section with additional math-
ematical notation, we do not introduce here explicitly Lie group
operators. We would just like to point out that our perturbation
vector is actually the Euclidean vector of the space isomorphic
to the Lie algebra of SE(3 )×R2, while the corresponding
matrix exponential and logarithm that map the vector space
elements to the group, and vice-versa, are denoted as Exp and

Log. We believe that this lack of mathematical accuracy does
not impact the correctness, but brings clarity in presenting this
article method. For more details on Lie groups, Lie algebra, and
pertaining operators, we refer the reader to [36], [37].

To perform the on-manifold GN optimization note that our
perturbed observation model is as follows (we use perturbation
on the left in this article):

hk(Exp(Δx)X) = ΔR f
iR

ip
(
t̃k
)
+ΔR f

it+Δt (28)

t̃k =
f tk − (td +Δtd)

1 + kd +Δkd
. (29)

We start with an initial guess of the state X0 ∈M and use
it as the current estimate X̂ ∈M to evaluate the errors (26).
Next, we find the optimal state perturbation Δx by linearizing
the error term (26) at Exp(Δx)X̂ using the first-order Taylor
approximation

ek(Exp(Δx)X̂) ≈ ek(X̂) +
∂ek(Exp(Δx)X̂)

∂Δx

∣∣∣∣∣
Δx=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

Jk

Δx.

(30)
After substituting the linearized error (30) into (25) to obtain

a linearized criterion, we get the following quadratic form:

F (Exp(Δx)X̂) ≈ ΔxTHΔx+ 2bTΔx

+

N∑

k=1

eTk (X̂)Ωkek(X̂) (31)

where

H =

N∑

k=1

J�kΩkJk, b =

N∑

k=1

J�kΩkek. (32)

The optimal perturbation vector at each iteration is found by
equating the derivative of (31) with zero

Δx = −H−1b. (33)

We then update the current state estimate using X̂ ←
Exp(Δx)X̂ and the process is repeated until convergence.

As the final ingredient, we derive the analytical (left) Ja-
cobians as they are essential for reducing the computational
complexity. We start by separating the complete kth Jacobian
to subparts for convenience

Jk = [JΔr
k JΔt

k JΔtd
k JΔkd

k ]. (34)

We approximate the perturbation rotation matrix by ΔR =
I + [Δr]× [36], where the [·]× operator constructs a skew-
symmetric matrix from the vector. Leveraging this approxi-
mation and neglecting the constant terms, which disappear via
derivation, we obtain the following Jacobians:

JΔt
k =

∂(Δt)

∂(Δt)

∣∣∣∣
Δx=0

= I (35)

JΔr
k =

∂(ΔR · ip′k)
∂(Δr)

∣∣∣∣
Δx=0

=
[
−ip′k

]
× (36)

ip′k = f
iR · ip

(
t̃k
)
+ f

it. (37)
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And regarding the temporal calibration parameters, Jacobians
evaluate to the following expressions:

JΔtd
k =

∂(ΔRf
iR

ip
(
t̃k
)
)

∂(Δtd)

∣∣∣∣
Δx=0

= f
iR

iv
(
t̃k
) −1
1 + kd

(38)

JΔkd

k =
∂(ΔRf

iR
ip
(
t̃k
)
)

∂(Δkd)

∣∣∣∣
Δx=0

= f
iR

iv
(
t̃k
) td − f tk
(1 + kd)2

(39)

where iv(t̃k) is the interpolated sensor’s velocity estimate of the
target at time instant t̃k. As shown in Section II-B, it is readily
available since the used GPs provide smooth continuous-time
velocity estimates.

Finally, it is crucial to keep the number of correspondences
constant to ensure convergence; otherwise, the cost function
loses its smoothness, because adding or removing a corre-
spondence inevitably introduces a discontinuity and prevents
convergence. This situation occurs when the method seeks cor-
respondence between the fixed sensor and the interpolated state
of the second sensor, which is outside of the trajectory lifetime.
Even though the GP framework allows for extrapolation into the
future or the past, thus enabling the necessary correspondences,
we avoid this approach as it does not convey any additional
information and could possibly degrade the calibration results.
Instead, we set a lower and upper bound on the time delay.
Given that, we align two GP trajectories and discard fixed
measurements at the beginning and the end in accordance to
the bounds, thus ensuring constant number of correspondences.

D. Multisensor Extension

The proposed method can be easily modified and applied in
multisensor scenarios (with more than two sensors) by relying
on extrinsic graph-based calibration [38] and extending it to
perform temporal calibration as well. For the multisensor case,
in addition to previously defined fixed and interpolated sensors,
we also need to declare one sensor as the global reference sensor,
labeled r, since fixed and interpolated sensors now relate a pair-
wise relation within the graph. Then, we search for extrinsic and
temporal parameters relating sensors (2, . . . , S) to the reference
sensor. When there are only two sensors, the reference and fixed
sensor are the same, while here we choose one fixed sensor for
each edge of the graph, preferably the one with the lower frame
rate. To start, we need to modify the state vector from (20) to

X = {X1 ×X2 × · · · ×XS} ∈ R8·S×8·S . (40)

Each node in the graph represents sensor’s extrinsic and
temporal parameters, while edges represent correspondences
between sensors. Due to multiple edges in a general graph,
we need to redefine the observation model for the multisensor
approach as follows:

zf,i
k = νf,ik (41)

νf,ik = N (0,Ω−1f,i,k) (42)

hf,i
k (X) = hi

k(X)− hf
k(X) (43)

hf
k(X) = r

fR
fp(f tik) +

r
f t (44)

hi
k(X) = r

iR
ip(it̃fk) +

r
i t (45)

it̃fk =
(1 + kd,f )

f tik + td,f − td,i
1 + kd,i

. (46)

In the multisensor approach, the target positions from all
sensors depend on the estimated temporal parameters (except
for the reference sensor); thus, target positions from both sensors
within a graph edge are part of the observation model hf,i

k (X).
To avoid interpolation of both sensor trajectories, we have
decided to keep time instances f tik fixed, where they represent
measurement times of the fixed sensor that have correspondence
with the interpolated sensor. As such, hf

k(X) depends only
on the extrinsic parameters of the fixed sensor. On the other
hand, we combine temporal parameters of both the fixed and the
interpolated sensor into hi

k(X) by first transforming f tik into
the reference clock and then into the interpolated sensors clock
via (47).

Following these extensions, we need to modify the objective
function (25) to sum over all edges defined with set E

F (X) =
∑

(f,i)∈E

Nf,i∑

k=1

(ef,ik (X))TΩke
f,i
k (X) (47)

ef,ik (X) = hf,i
k (X)− zf,i

k . (48)

While the remaining expressions are trivially adjusted and
omitted here for brevity, we state the Jacobians with respect to
the temporal parameters, since they are slightly more complex
due to the novel formulation (47)

J
Δtd,f
k = r

iR
iv
(
it̃fk

) 1

1 + kd,i
(49)

J
Δtd,i
k = r

iR
iv
(
it̃fk

) −1
1 + kd,i

(50)

J
Δkd,f

k = r
iR

iv
(
it̃fk

)
f tk

f tik
1 + kd,i

(51)

J
Δkd,i

k = r
iR

iv
(
it̃fk

)
f tk

(1 + kd,f )
f tik + td,f − td,i

−(1 + kd,i)2
. (52)

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Sensor calibration is a task for which ground truth is virtually
impossible to obtain in real world experiments. Given that,
we use synthetic datasets with known ground truth to assess
accuracy of our method and compare it to a state-of-the-art
motion-based method [39].

A. Method Analysis

To analyze the results of our method in a controlled environ-
ment, we simulated an experiment which would mimic a real
world experiment. We simulated 1000 sinusoidal trajectories
that lasted for 60 s (20 s in each direction) with an amplitude of
1 m and sine period of 4 s. All the sensors operate at 20 Hz and
we add white noise with standard deviation of σp = 0.01 m to
position measurements.

To test the graph based multisensor calibration, we
simulated a graph of four sensors with edges E =
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TABLE I
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR OVER GRAPH

((1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 4)). The first sensor is chosen as the
reference, while we set various relative transformations and
delays between different sensors up to 400 ms, 40 cm, and 70◦

in Euler angles. Table I shows mean absolute errors between
the estimated parameters and the ground truth for five sensor
pairs of interest. Rotational error Δf

iR is defined as angle in the
angle-axis representation of the rotation matrix f

iR
T f
iRgt, while

translational errorΔfti is the standard Euclidean norm of the dif-
ference fti − fti,gt. From Table I, we can see that error is essen-
tially equal for all the sensor combinations, whether they share
a connection or not. Furthermore, we also obtained very similar
results by using a pairwise approach which, however, does not
preserve the global consistency. To assess the consistency error
present with the pairwise approach, we have “closed the loop”
by combining the following pairwise transformations: 1–2, 2–3,
3–1. The resulting mean/maximum errors after the loop closing
were 0.007◦/0.02◦, 0.07 mm/0.23 mm, and 0.06 ms/0.27 ms for
rotation, translation, and time delay, respectively. Note that for
the graph based approach these errors are zero.

To gain further insights about the influence of the experi-
mental setup and modeling, we compared CV and CA motion
models for the GP, tested different dynamics of the moving
target, added clock drift estimation when it did not exist, and
varied the measurement noise. We noted that using the simpler
CV motion model resulted with an increase in the mean absolute
time-delay error from 0.30 to 0.44 ms, showing that using a more
complex CA motion model is justified. When we doubled the
sine frequency, it lowered the mean absolute time-delay error
from 0.30 to 0.15 ms, indicating that the precision of our method
is mostly limited by the experiment design. Furthermore, when
we included the clock drift in the optimization, we noticed
an increase of the mean absolute time-delay error from 0.30
to 0.62 ms. This effect is most likely due to overfitting and
suggest that clock drift should not be estimated if it does not
exist, e.g., if sensors use a central clock. Finally, we examined
the influence of the measurement error by simulating severe
noise σp = 0.05 m. It increased the mean absolute errors to
Δf

i R = 0.37◦, Δf ti = 10.2 mm, and |Δtd,f,i|= 2.1 ms.

B. Comparison With an Ego-Motion Based Method

In this section, we compared our method to a state-of-the-art
ego-motion-based method named SRRG by Della Corte et al.
[39]. We generated synthetic data using a Bernoulli-Lemniscate
3-D trajectory simulator provided with the accompanying SRRG
toolbox. The generated trajectory resembled a figure eight and

excited all rotational axes leading to full observabilty for the ego-
motion based methods. We simulated 1000 1-min-long datasets
with two sensors operating at 20 Hz (T = 50 ms) and we added
white noise with standard deviation of σp = 0.01 m to positions
of the sensors and σθ = 0.1◦ to each Euler angle representing
the sensor orientations. Ground truth time delay was set to 0 ms,
translation to 1t2 = [0.2 0.2 0.2]T m and rotation expressed as
quaternion to 1

2q = [0.85 0.30 0.30 0.30]. Besides odometry
constraints, the SRRG method allows addition of a generic ICP
constraints using raw sensor data to improve results of the extrin-
sic calibration. We tested both approaches and refer to them as
SRRG-ODO and SRRG-ICP. To enable SRRG-ICP, the dataset
was expanded with 300 points (added white noise with standard
deviation of σp = 0.01 m) that were observed throughout the
whole trajectory. The input to our GP method was only positions
of sensor reference frame origins. To obtain continuous-time
trajectories, the SRRG-ODO approach uses linear interpolation
for translation and spherical linear interpolation for rotation.
On the other hand, there is no continuous time representation
for the SRRG-ICP constraint, but they select two closest mea-
surements between sensors based on current time-delay esti-
mate. Thus, the SRRG-ICP constraint mostly helps correct the
extrinsic calibration, which can be unobservable for odometry-
based constraints (e.g., planar motion). We briefly note that all
three methods produced unbiased estimates of extrinsic param-
eters. They produced mean absolute translational and rotational
errors eGP = (0.2 cm, 0.42◦), eSRRG-ODO = (2.4 cm, 0.31◦)
and eSRRG-ICP = (0.8 cm, 0.24◦). Furthermore, we tested the
SRRG-ICP method with disabled temporal calibration using
the ground truth delay. It reduced the errors to eSRRG-ICP =
(0.1 cm, 0.02◦) showing the influence of incorrect temporal
calibration described in the sequel.

In this scenario, our method produced an accurate unbi-
ased estimate of the time delay with normal distribution td =
N (0.0004, 0.54) ms. On the other hand, SRRG-ODO and
SRRG-ICP provided estimates of the time-delay spread across
the interval (−54, 2.7) ms, with two modes, one at −T and one
at 0 ms. Furthermore, lowering the sensor frequency to 10 Hz
caused the stronger separation of the modes with most of the
estimates being spread ±8 ms around the −T and 0 ms modes.
After thorough testing of the SRRG method, we concluded
that the lack of smoothness in the cost function might cause
incorrect convergence. Namely, the method relies on numerical
calculation of the Jacobian with respect to the time delay, where
parameter εtime is used to differentiate the cost function. While
the SRRG toolbox suggests setting it to εtime = T , we noticed
that with εtime < T/2, the method completely diverges. Thus,
it is not trivial to choose a proper εtime when sensors have sig-
nificantly different frequencies as in our multisensor real-world
experiment that will be presented in the sequel.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To validate the proposed calibration method, we conducted
thorough real-world experiments on the following five different
sensor setups.

1) Hardware synchronized stereo camera—testing the
method on a setup with accurate ground truth.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the used multisensor system with corresponding sensor
coordinate systems.

2) Camera and motion capture system—testing heteroge-
neous sensors operating at significantly different frame
rates with separate clocks exhibiting substantial drift.

3) 3-D lidar and camera—calibration accounting for the li-
dar’s sweeping data acquisition process.

4) Radar and camera—calibration tackling automotive
radar’s lack of 3-D position measurement.

5) Camera, 3-D lidar, and motion capture system—testing
the multisensor graph-based calibration.

In all the experiments, we used a single known target for
convenience, even though the method does not rely on a special
target. We covered a planar triangular cardboard with motion
capture markers and an AprilTag [40], a square fiducial marker
of side lengtha = 16 cm that removed camera’s scale ambiguity,
thus enabling 3-D target position estimation. Additionally, to
get reliable radar detections, we have adopted the target de-
sign from [41] and placed a metal corner reflector behind the
cardboard. Fig. 2 shows the used multisensor system that was
mounted on the Husky A200 mobile robot platform. Intrinsic
camera calibration was obtained using the Kalibr toolbox [42],
while we used factory calibration for the remaining sensors.
In the end, we analyze the proposed method’s computational
complexity and influence of the hyperparameters.

A. Hardware Synchronized Stereo Camera

In this experiment, we used two PointGrey BFLY-U3-23S6M-
C global shutter cameras with Kowa C-Mount 6 mm f/1.8-16 1”
HC fixed lens with 96.8◦ × 79.4◦ field of view. The cameras
were synchronized by an external trigger with the sampling rate
set to 0.05 s. Note that this setup does not require temporal
calibration; however, we leverage this fact to have an experiment
with a ground truth time delay (td = 0 s). We have recorded 40
1-min-long sequences and compared the performance of the pro-
posed approach to two recent temporal calibration frameworks
based on target tracking [7], [15]. The first method [7], correctly
estimated the zero time delay for all the 40 recorded sequence,
but the approach is limited to estimating the time delay as a
multiple of the sampling rate, thus requiring all the sensors to
operate at equal sampling rates. Given that, although accurate,

Fig. 3. Histograms compare the estimated time delays using our method (gp-f)
applied on the whole dataset, to the linear interpolation method [15], where lin-f
uses the whole dataset, while lin-s uses sequences with target moving along the
optical axes, thus not introducing a bias in the estimation. Ground truth time
delay was td = 0 ms.

due to this limitation the method is not considered further in this
article.

The second method [15], is capable of temporal calibration of
asynchronous sensors in the continuous-time domain by relying
on linear interpolation of the position norm, thus mitigating the
limitation of the previous method. In Fig. 3, we compare calibra-
tion results of our method and that of linear interpolation. Note
that we applied the linear interpolation method first on the whole
40-min-long sequence (lin-f), and second on a subset (lin-s) for
reasons that will be explained in the sequel. Specifically, we can
see that linear interpolation exhibits a bias when applied on the
full sequence, and larger variance for the subset of the sequence,
in comparison to our method (gp-f).

The explanation lies in the fact that this method relies on
the position norm for the dimensionality reduction, which can
cause error with the displacements of sensors. Concretely, in
the first third of the dataset, the target was moved along the
optical axis of both cameras, and the linear interpolation method
provided estimated time delay with fitted Gaussian distribution
t̂d ∼ N (6.03, 50.99) ms1. In the remaining parts of the dataset,
motion was not aligned with the optical axis and the position
norm measurements differed for the two cameras due to large
enough displacement, and when applied on the whole dataset
the method resulted with the following fitted Gaussian dis-
tribution t̂d ∼ N (32.20, 33.16) ms. Therefore, we believe that
the position norm is not the most appropriate dimensionality
reduction technique as it is not frame-invariant. As can be
seen from Fig. 3, our method was able to produce an unbiased
time-delay estimate with the fitted Gaussian distribution t̂d ∼
N (0.11, 0.39) ms. Furthermore, all the estimates were within the
range (−0.82, 0.78) ms, which corresponds to a ±1.6% range
of the sampling interval. We can see that the proposed method
supports temporal calibration of asynchronous sensors in the
continuous-time domain, and that it significantly outperforms
the linear interpolation method.

1In this article, we represent the Gaussian distribution with the mean and the
standard deviation, i.e., N (μ, σ).
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Fig. 4. Cost function of the proposed calibration method for five different stereo camera experiments. Wide preview shows that initialization within±3 s interval
is sufficient for convergence to the global minimum, while the closer preview around the ground truth time delay confirms cost function smoothness. (a) Wide
preview illustrating local minima and global minimum. (b) Closer preview around the ground truth.

To further gain insight in the proposed temporal calibration
method, we examined the cost function defined by (25) (which
is smooth compared to linear interpolation). Fig. 4(a) shows
the value of the cost function with respect to the time delay
using estimated extrinsics at the interval td ∈ (−7, 7) s, while
Fig. 4(b) provides a closer look around the global optimum,
td ∈ (−7, 7) ms. For clarity, only five out of 40 experiments are
shown, while the remaining ones follow the same pattern. From
Fig. 4(a), we can see that the cost function has local minima,
while the global minimum always resides near the ground truth.
Since our method uses an iterative solver, proper initialization
is necessary. By initializing the time delay to a starting point in
the interval (−3, 3) s, the method would be able to converge to
the global minimum for all the experiments [see Fig. 5(a)]. The
local minima are tightly coupled with the executed target motion
and can be further spread from the global minimum by avoiding
repetitive motion or increasing its period. Fig. 4(b) shows that
our cost function is smooth with a minimum around the ground
truth value, thus enabling stable and accurate results using an
iterative optimization.

Furthermore, we use this experiment to evaluate the SRRG
method on real data due to available target orientation estimates
and time delay ground truth. Pose of the camera with respect to
the target was used for the SRRG-ODO method, while the target
position in the camera reference frames was added as a single-
point input for the SRRG-ICP extension. Both methods suffered
the same convergence issue described in Section III-B with esti-
mated time delay distributions t̂d ∼ N (−14.42, 24.32)ms and
t̂d ∼ N (−16.20, 23.20) ms for SRRG-ODO and SRRG-ICP,
respectively. Considering the extrinsic calibration, the SRRG-
ODO method was not able to estimate translation parameters due
to the lack of rotational target movement. This can be seen by
comparing estimated means of the translation parameters, e.g.,
the 1t2,x = 56.9 cm, 1t2,x = 53.5 cm, and 1t2,x = 0.9 cm for
GP, SRRG-ICP, and SRRG-ODO, respectively. Furthermore,
we noticed that our method had significantly greater extrinsic
parameter repeatability, as shown with Table II. We attribute this
result to wrong temporal calibration, confirming the conclusion
by Zuñiga-Noël et al. [43] on the SRRG method.

TABLE II
STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE ESTIMATED EXTRINSIC

CALIBRATION PARAMETERS

To conclude, with this experiment, we confirmed that the
proposed method provides an unbiased estimate of the time
delay, which is precise up to a fraction of the sampling interval,
and we also showed convergence to a global solution from a
wide set of initial values.

B. Camera and Motion Capture System

In this experiment, we used a single PointGrey camera and the
OptiTrack motion capture system (MOCAP). MOCAP provides
6-D pose measurements at 120 Hz by processing measurements
on a dedicated computer and assigns local timestamps using
the computer’s clock. Poses are transmitted over the wireless
network to the central computer. The camera provides images
at 20 Hz and has an internal clock according to which local
timestamps are assigned. Images are transmitted over USB
to the central computer. Given that, this setup gives us the
following two options for handling data timestamps: 1) to use
the time-of-arrival of measurements at the central computer or
2) to use local timestamps provided by each sensor. The first
approach eliminates the timestamp drift caused by separate local
clocks, but suffers from the network jitter (since MOCAP data
are transferred over the wireless network). The second approach
is resilient to the jitter, but separate local clocks introduce a
timestamp drift. We analyzed both options in a 34-min-long
experiment recording a moving calibration target.

For the time-of-arrival approach, the estimated time-delay
results, between the MOCAP and camera measurements,
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followed the Gaussian distribution t̂d ∼ N (17.14, 1.59) ms.
Note that the obtained mean value can be interpreted as the
average time delay due to network jitter and we noticed that most
of the deviations were in the ±2.9 ms range. However, the time
delay can differ significantly during the experiments, because
of the changing intensity of the network traffic or other protocol
induced stochastic effects. Notably, analysis of the MOCAP
time-of-arrival jitter showed that 2.7% of the measurements fell
in the range of (8.3418) ms, indicating that on some occasions,
delay can be much greater than the MOCAP sampling time.
Given that, the jitter caused by the network delay can act as a
strong limiting factor for the temporal calibration accuracy.

In the local timestamps approach, we used sensor internal
clocks, which eliminates the stochastic effects associated with
the communication over a wireless network. However, separate
local clocks introduce a drift in the time-delay estimation, which
has to be addressed. To estimate this drift, we compared the
following three approaches:

1) joint drift and delay estimation using the proposed GP
method on the full 34 min sequence (gp-f);

2) drift estimation on the full 34 min sequence using convex
hull approach [44] (ch-f);

3) drift estimation using only one minute subsets
(gp-s/ch-s).2

In the gp-f approach, we performed a joint drift–delay opti-
mization using the proposed GP method on the full sequence.
The estimated drift and delay were, k̂d = 49.1 μs/s and t̂d =
23 ms, respectively. In the ch-f approach, the authors observe
the temporal evolution of the clock skew, i.e., difference between
the arrival times and the local timestamps. They estimate a lower
convex hull where the slope of the lower boundary represents
the clock drift. With this approach, we can obtain each sensor
clock drift with respect to the central computer. However, since
we are interested in the relative drift, as was estimated in the gp-f
approach, we report the difference between the two line slopes.
Thus, the ch-f approach resulted with an estimated relative drift
of 49.3 μs/s (at this point, unlike gp-f, there is no time-delay
estimate). To compare the accuracy of estimated drifts, we tested
their impact on the time-delay estimation. The estimated drifts
were used to correct local timestamps, which was followed by
the proposed GP time-delay estimation on individual one-minute
intervals (30 in total). The ch-f approach resulted with time-delay
estimates in the range (22.80,23.56) ms with estimated distribu-
tion t̂d ∼ N (23.22, 0.17) ms, while the gp-f approach resulted
with estimates in the range (22.79,23.29) ms with estimated
distribution N (23.02, 0.12) ms. The results depicted in Fig. 5
show the estimated time delays throughout the whole experiment
for both the ch-f and gp-f approach. We can notice that the
drift estimate error by the ch-f approach introduced a slope of
0.17 μs/s in the time-delay estimate, whereas the gp-f approach
correctly estimated the drift and provided a consistent time-delay
estimate throughout the whole 34 min experiment (the more
horizontal line, the better: resulting slope of the time-delay
estimate was −0.01 μs/s).

2Waving a calibration target for a 34 min stretch requires good stamina, which
is why gp-f is not a practical approach and serves as the ground truth.

Fig. 5. Estimated time delay for each one-minute interval over the whole
experiment for the camera and MOCAP temporal calibration. Time delays were
obtained from data with compensated drift using the ch-f and gp-f drift estimates.
Steeper slope of the ch-f method indicates larger error in the drift estimate used
for timestamp compensation.

Fig. 6. Uncertainty of the drift estimates for pairs of 30 s intervals separated
by 0.5, 5, and 15 min. Ground truth (gp-f) is illustrated by the horizontal green
dashed line. Interval separation of 0.5 min did not produce a reliable drift
estimate for both approaches. Longer separation is necessary and proposed gp-s
outperformed the ch-s (notice the difference in the y-axis scale).

With the gp-s and ch-s approaches, the goal was to test if
we can obtain accurate clock drift estimation with the proposed
method by relying just on one minute long sequences (instead
of 30-min-long sequences). Furthermore, we also wanted to
see what are the requirements on the dataset to produce a
reliable drift estimate. Given that, we rearranged the whole
34 min experiment by dividing it into 30 s intervals. Afterwards,
the 30 s intervals were paired so that the separation between
them was Δt ∈ (0.5, 5, 15) min. We compared the proposed GP
framework approach (labeled gp-s) to the convex hull approach
(labeled ch-s). The results of the drift estimation are shown in
Fig. 6, illustrating drift estimate uncertainty for different interval
separations and methods. The standard deviations of the drift
estimates using the gp-s approach were (87.74, 2.93, 0.70) μs/s,
while ch-s approach yielded (34.65, 3.61, 1.45) μs/s, for the
Δt ∈ (0.5, 5, 15) min separation, respectively. It is clear that
the case Δt = 0.5 min does not provide enough information to
estimate the drift, while extending the time separation between
the intervals yielded significantly better results, with gp-s out-
performing ch-s.
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Finally, to validate the proposed method on MOCAP and
camera data sensor fusion, we conducted an experiment in
which we observed the reprojection error of the target position.
Namely, the target position centroid computed by MOCAP is
interpolated to the closest camera frame, using temporal cali-
bration parameters, and then projected in the image using the
estimated extrinsic calibration parameters, and compared to the
target image centroid. In the experiment,3 the target exhibited
static and dynamic periods. From the experiment, we can see
that during the dynamic periods, the reprojection error rises
significantly when using just the time-of-arrivals without any
delay compensation, yielding an average reprojection error of
1.9 cm. When we compensated for the network jitter caused
time delay of 17.1 ms that was obtained by the GP method, the
average reprojection error was reduced to 1.0 cm. Furthermore,
by using the local timestamps approach and GP, i.e., the gp-f
method, the average reprojection error was further reduced to
0.5 cm.

From all the aforementioned results, we can conclude that
using time-of-arrival strongly limits the accuracy of the temporal
calibration method, while it does provide an estimate of the
network delay. On the other hand, the local timestamps approach
provides a time-delay estimate that is more accurate by an order
of magnitude, but requires drift estimation.

C. Radar and Camera Calibration

In this experiment, we used a single PointGrey camera and
a Delphi short range radar—a sensor combination commonly
applied in automotive applications for tracking of moving tar-
gets, since radars are known to be robust to diverse weather
conditions and offer long range with wide field of view. However,
current radars have a substantial field-of-view in the elevation,
but no elevation angle measurements, which makes the extrinsic
calibration challenging [41]. Given that, the inability to recover
a 3-D position of the target violates our main assumption of the
proposed calibration.

In the sequel, we describe how we adapt our method to tackle
this scenario. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is a first
attempt of temporal calibration involving an automotive radar
sensor.

To address the lack of 3-D position measurements in the radar
data, we propose a two-step approach. The first step, labeled
gp-3 d, neglects the 2-D nature of the radar, and assigns a fictive
rpz = 0 position measurement to the radar data, i.e., we assume
that all the measurements have zero height, thus, this step does
not require extrinsic calibration a priori. Then, the second step,
labeled gp-2 d, builds upon the results of the gp-3 d calibration
by projecting the 3-D camera measurements onto the 2-D radar
plane. The projected 2-D camera measurements are then used
to generate a new 2-D GP from which refine the calibration.
To verify the accuracy of the proposed method, we conducted
experiments consisting of 30 1-min intervals with a moving
calibration target. During the experiment, we moved the target

3The experiments are shown in the accompanying video are [online]. Avail-
able: https://youtu.be/vqTR6zMIKJs

in the area where camera and radar field of view overlap, while
trying to avoid motions unobservable to the radar (an example
is given in the accompanying video). Since quality of radar
detection degrades in confined spaces, these experiments were
conducted in a large open hall.

The estimated time delay using the gp-3 d step followed
the Gaussian distribution N (21.81, 1.23) ms, while the gp-
2 d refinement step produces results with the distribution
N (21.89, 1.07) ms. The results show that the first step, even
though neglecting the 3-D nature, was able to produce a good
time-delay estimate without the prior knowledge of extrinsic
calibration parameters, while accounting for the 2-D nature of
the radar produced results with slightly lower standard deviation.
Additionally, we note that in these experiments, we used arrival
times, since using the local timestamps did not provide better
results. Probable explanation is that the radar’s accuracy of
position measurements introduces more uncertainty than does
the communication channel jitter. Thus, the estimated time
delay shows that the relative latency between the sensors was
approximately 22 ms.

Since radar can introduce a higher rate of outliers than other
sensors analyzed in this article, we also studied their effect on the
calibration (see Fig. 7). Radar outliers mostly occurred when the
azimuth measurements were around 0◦ and are probably caused
by limited radar resolution and internal data processing. Fig. 7
depicts radar measurements, camera, and radar GP posterior
means in the y-direction after the calibration. Fig. 7(a) shows
the case with low outlier rate, where the GP posterior mean was
not affected by corrupted measurements due to relying on the
motion prior. On the other hand, Fig. 7(b) illustrates the effect of
high outlier rate, where we can notice strong corruption of the
radar posterior mean. Given that, during calibration we analyze
the deviations of measurements from the estimated posterior
and discard those above a certain threshold; thereafter, the GP
regression on the radar data is recomputed.

With this experiment, we showed that our method can be
easily adapted to a sensor calibration scenario, which violates
the main assumption: availability of the target’s 3-D position
measurements. Furthermore, we examined the influence of the
outliers and showed how we can leverage the GP motion prior
to mitigate their influence.

D. 3-D Lidar and Camera Calibration

In this experiment, we used a single PointGrey camera and
a 3-D lidar Velodyne 32E. While the camera, with the global
shutter imaging sensor, takes images at discrete-time instances,
the lidar head sweeps the environment in a continuous manner.
Conventionally, despite the continuous nature of the lidar mo-
tion, a single sweep of data is most commonly packed in one
point cloud, with the timestamp corresponding to the beginning
or the end of the sweep. However, to obtain accurate temporal
calibration with a moving target, we need to be able to interpolate
timestamps between the beginning and end of the sweep.

Therefore, continuous-time representations such as GPs are
necessary.
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Fig. 7. Effect of outliers on GP regression showing raw radar measurements, camera, and radar GP mean posteriors (with applied extrinsic calibration) in the
y-direction. Deviation between the radar posterior and measurements is color coded. Low outlier rate is virtually ignored by the posterior due to relying on the GP
motion prior and as such could be used directly for temporal calibration. On the other hand, high outlier rate introduces significant discrepancy between camera
and radar posterior (radar posterior is “pulled down” by the outliers), thus, a measurement validation process needs to be introduced where large deviations from
the mean are ignored and the mean is recomputed. (a) Low outlier rate. (b) High outlier rate.

Since our method requires an exact 3-D position of a target,
we used an isosceles triangle [side lengths (38,54,54) cm],
which enables unambiguous target localization in a sparse point
cloud [45]. Furthermore, we have developed a real-time triangle
detection and tracking algorithm, which is also available as part
of the provided toolbox. Briefly, once the algorithm segments
planes in the point cloud, it fits the lines to the edges of the planes.
Intersections of the lines are then used as vertex hypotheses,
which are compared to the triangle model vertices. The solution
is accepted if the error does not surpass a predefined threshold.

To address lidar’s continuous sweep, we compensate target’s
timestamps by the azimuth angle of the target detection. We
form the point cloud by using a fixed cut angle θcut = π, i.e., all
new data are packed into a point cloud when the driver receives
a new measurement at the azimuth angle θcut, at which point
the latest timestamp is assigned to the point cloud. We assume a
constant rotational velocity of the lidar with frequency 10 Hz and
subtract the point cloud timestamps proportionally to the angular
distance between the cut angle and the current target azimuth
angle. Finally, we used the local timestamps, which introduced
a slight drift; thus, using the ch-f approach as in Section IV-B,
we estimated the relative drift of 1.33 μs/s and compensated the
timestamps accordingly. The results of the time-delay estimation
were in the range of ±0.85 ms around the mean value with
estimated Gaussian distributionN (78.32, 0.42) ms. The results
are comparable to the calibration of synchronized cameras in
Section IV-A, despite the challenging factors such as sensor
asynchronicity, lidar’s continuous sweep, and twice lower sam-
pling rate. Thus, we can assert that the method is precise up to
the fraction of the fastest sensor.

To evaluate calibration qualitatively, we conducted a data
fusion experiment and tested it on a validation dataset not used
in calibration. We overlaid camera images with the segmented
triangle points from the point clouds. To synchronize the images
and the point clouds, we compensated for the estimated time
delay and chose the point cloud closest in time to the current
image. Finally, to align the point cloud with the image, we

TABLE III
STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE ESTIMATED EXTRINSIC CALIBRATION

PARAMETERS

translate the point cloud points using the linear interpolation
based on the difference vector of the two consecutive triangle
positions estimated by the tracker that surround the current
image. A preview of the results is shown in Fig. 8, while the
accompanying video also shows this experiment. From Fig. 8
and video, we can notice an excellent performance of the triangle
tracker and accuracy of temporal and extrinsic calibration. Static
periods corroborate the accuracy of the extrinsic calibration,
as they show consistent overlap of the triangle in the image
and segmented lidar points, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a). Dynamic
periods also exhibit proper alignment, corroborating temporal
calibration accuracy, and in Fig. 8(b) and (c), we illustrate typical
worst cases that appear during vertical and sideways motions,
respectively. In addition, Fig. 8(d) shows that the developed
tracker works properly even when the triangle is only partially
visible by the 3-D lidar.

This experiment showed that the proposed method is well-
suited for handling sensors with continuous motion affecting
data acquisition and combining them with discrete acquisition
sensors, such as cameras. Furthermore, the data fusion exper-
iment showed a robust performance of the developed target
tracker and further confirmed the calibration results.

E. Extrinsic Calibration

In this section, we provide extrinsic calibration results for
the four previously described experiments. Table III shows esti-
mated standard deviations of the individual extrinsic calibration
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Fig. 8. Images showing 3-D lidar and camera sensor fusion results after proposed spatiotemporal calibration. Static case confirms the validity of extrinsic
calibration results, while the dynamic cases illustrate worst case motion introduced error. Detections are present even when the triangle is partially visible. (a) Static
period. (b) Vertical motion. (c) Sideways motion. (d) Partially visible.

parameters obtained by analyzing the results of one-minute
intervals.4 Uneven uncertainty among different sensor combina-
tions is primarily caused by the involved sensor precision, e.g.,
MOCAP and camera calibration produces an order of magnitude
lower uncertainty due to the high precision of the MOCAP
system. Furthermore, some variations in the uncertainty of the
extrinsic parameters within each sensor combination is most
likely caused by an uneven excitation of different calibration
directions in the datasets. Finally, extrinsic calibration of the
radar and the camera resulted with a 6-D transform whose
translation in the z-axis, and Euler angles about they- andx-axis,
had higher variance than the other counterparts. This effect is
caused by the lack of the radar’s elevation measurements and
the interested reader is directed to [40] for a detailed analysis.

F. Multisensor Experiment

To test the graph-based approach presented in Section II-D,
we evaluated it on the lidar–camera–MOCAP setup where all
three sensors shared the same field of view, i.e., we had a
fully connected three-node graph. Here, we focused on the
time-delay estimation, and thus, we preprocessed the timestamps
to remove the drift using the gp-f approach, while we analyzed
results using 30 1-min intervals. We did not notice any signif-
icant differences between the pairwise and graph-based results
in terms of delay precision. Namely, standard deviations of
time-delay estimates for the joint/pairwise sensor combinations
were lidar–camera 0.41/0.42 ms; lidar–MOCAP 0.37/0.38 ms;
and camera–MOCAP 0.12/0.12 ms. However, we did notice
a significant impact on the consistency of the solution when
using the pairwise approach, which is inherently solved using the
graph-based approach. Therefore, we used the same consistency
test as in Section III-A by closing the loop in the graph. The
experiment yielded the following results:

4Indices 1 and 2 denote first and second sensor for a specific experiment.

1) average rotational error of 0.03◦ with the maximum of
0.45◦;

2) average translational error of 0.5 mm with the maximum
of 5.9 mm;

3) average absolute time-delay error of 0.1 ms with the
maximum of 1.2 ms.

Note again that for the graph-based approach these errors are
zero.

G. Implementation Details

The computation performance of the proposed method was
tested on 40 datasets from Section IV-A problem of the stereo
pair spatiotemporal calibration. The calibration starts with two
separate GP regressions for each sensor that are completely
decoupled and performed in separate threads. On average,
one-minute intervals consisted of 1138 measurements requir-
ing tGP = 49 ms for a complete GP regression. After the GP
regression, we performed the GN optimization to obtain ex-
trinsic and temporal calibration parameters. For the stereo pair
problem, which had hardware ensured zero time delay, when
the optimization was initialized at td = 0.5 s, f

iR = I3×3, and
f
it = [0 0 0]T m, it took around six iterations to converge, which
translated to the average optimization time of topt = 41 ms.
Finally, the total time required for the delay estimation was
on average ttotal = tGP + topt = 90 ms.5 In general, we handle
missing measurements and varying sample times; however,
under the assumption of constant sample rates and absence
of missing measurements, further improvements on the GP
regression performance are possible through offline construction
of the required batch matrices. It is also important to point out
that the algorithm time complexity is O(n), which makes the
method well scalable, especially for sensors with high frame
rates or longer experiments.

5Machine used for testing had i7-6700HQ CPU at 2.6 GHz × 8 and 16 GB
of 2133 MHz DDR4 RAM.
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Considering the effect of the process noise Qc on the per-
formance of the method, we found that it is fairly resilient. In
scenarios with higher outlier rate (e.g., radar experiment), an
optimal Qc can be found which mitigates the influence of the
outliers. However, in scenarios with low or zero outlier rate (e.g.,
simulations or the camera and MOCAP experiment), choosing
any reasonable Qc that does not suppress the measurements in
favor of the motion model leads to the same results.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed a spatiotemporal multisensor
calibration method based on GPs moving target tracking. The
proposed method relies on the target positions in joint spatiotem-
poral calibration, while it can also estimate clock drift and the
time delay. Method efficiency is achieved by relying on exactly
sparse GP regression for target trajectory representation and
on-manifold optimization framework. Furthermore, the method
is applicable to any multisensor setup with arbitrary number of
sensors, as long as sensors can estimate the 3-D position of a
moving target.

We have validated the proposed calibration method in exten-
sive simulation and real-world experiments on four multisensor
setups. The first setup consisted of two externally triggered
cameras, demonstrating the validity of our method on vision
sensors with a readily available ground truth. The second setup
consisted of a single camera and a motion capture system,
demonstrating the proposed method on a heterogeneous sensor
setup with significant difference in frame rates and communica-
tion over a wireless network. The third setup analyzed a common
automotive heterogeneous sensor fusion setup of a single camera
and radar—a challenging calibration setup due to radar’s lack of
elevation measurement. The fourth setup incorporated a rotating
3-D lidar with a single camera, demonstrating the validity of
the method on the fusion of a continuous sweeping sensor and
a discrete-time acquisition sensor. Where applicable, we com-
pared the proposed method to the state-of-the-art approaches and
the results showed that the proposed method outperformed other
approaches and that it reliably estimated the time delay up to a
fraction of the sampling rate of the faster sensor. In the end, we
discussed the computational complexity of the proposed method
and the influence of hyperparameters, mainly the process noise
used in the GP regression.

The subject of future research and the potential of the pro-
posed method is to serve as the base for online calibration of
autonomous vehicle or robot heterogeneous sensors by tracking
multiple moving targets in the environment—an information
that is potentially already available in most autonomous systems
navigating in dynamic environments.
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A Continuous-Time Approach for 3D Radar-to-Camera Extrinsic Calibration

Emmett Wise1, Juraj Peršić2, Christopher Grebe1, Ivan Petrović2, and Jonathan Kelly1,†

Abstract— Reliable operation in inclement weather is es-
sential to the deployment of safe autonomous vehicles (AVs).
Robustness and reliability can be achieved by fusing data from
the standard AV sensor suite (i.e., lidars, cameras) with weather
robust sensors, such as millimetre-wavelength radar. Critically,
accurate sensor data fusion requires knowledge of the rigid-
body transform between sensor pairs, which can be determined
through the process of extrinsic calibration. A number of
extrinsic calibration algorithms have been designed for 2D
(planar) radar sensors—however, recently-developed, low-cost
3D millimetre-wavelength radars are set to displace their 2D
counterparts in many applications. In this paper, we present
a continuous-time 3D radar-to-camera extrinsic calibration
algorithm that utilizes radar velocity measurements and, unlike
the majority of existing techniques, does not require specialized
radar retroreflectors to be present in the environment. We
derive the observability properties of our formulation and
demonstrate the efficacy of our algorithm through synthetic
and real-world experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Safety is a paramount concern for autonomous vehicles
(AVs) operating in human-centric environments (e.g., self-
driving cars travelling on city streets). To reduce the risk
of failure and improve robustness, most AVs fuse data from
multiple sensors on board. The standard AV sensor suite typ-
ically includes cameras and lidar units; while these sensors
are able to provide a high degree of situational awareness,
they may fail to work reliably in inclement weather (e.g.,
heavy rain or snowfall). In turn, many AV sensor platforms
incorporate 2D (planar) millimetre-wavelength radar units
that are weather robust—radar measurements are relatively
immune to interference caused by precipitation, for example.

All radar sensors operate on the same basic principle: a
low-frequency electromagnetic (EM) pulse is emitted from
the radar antenna, reflects off of radar-opaque targets in the
environment, and returns to the sensor. By measuring the
time of flight and phase of the return pulse, the radar is
able to determine the azimuth, range, range-rate (velocity
in the radial direction), and cross-section (reflectivity) of
targets. Low-frequency EM waves are able to pass through
rain, snow, and other obscurants [1]. Although 2D radar has
proven useful for many AV applications, the lack of complete
3D information limits its utility in many cases.
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Fig. 1. Depiction of the calibration problem. The radar measures the range,
azimuth, elevation, range-rate, and reflectivity of objects in the environment.
The camera (or egomotion sensor) measures its own pose change relative
to a fixed reference frame. Our goal is to recover the rigid-body transform
Tcr between the radar unit and the camera.

More recently, low-cost 3D radar sensors, such as the
Texas Instruments AWR1843BOOST, have become avail-
able. Because of the additional information contained in 3D
radar measurements (i.e., elevation), 3D radars are poised to
replace 2D sensors in AV systems and in other applications.
To properly fuse 3D radar data with measurements from
other AV sensors, however, knowledge of the rigid-body
transform between the radar and the other sensors is required.
The process of determining the transform is known as
extrinsic calibration. Often, extrinsic calibration is performed
prior to deployment, in a laboratory or factory setting; the
transform parameters are prone to change, however, due to
material fatigue or user modifications. Consequently, there
is a need for methods to estimate the extrinsic calibration in
the field.

Radar extrinsic calibration is challenging for several rea-
sons. First, most radar measurement models assume that the
EM pulse is reflected by one surface only. In reality, there
are often multipath reflections from several different surfaces.
These multipath reflections create measurement outliers that
can obscure or ‘drown out’ the true reflection from a tar-
get. Second, raw radar measurements have substantial jitter,
which reduces measurement precision. Finally, a radar pulse
is a wave, and hence the exact point of reflection from a
target can be ambiguous and/or inconsistent [2]. The low
precision and high outlier rate of radar measurements can
degrade estimates of the extrinsic calibration. To mitigate
some of these issues, many existing calibration algorithms
rely on specialized radar retroreflectors that are placed strate-
gically in the environment. Although this approach improves
calibration, specialized retroreflectors are rarely available in
the field during regular operation.



We overcome the challenges of radar extrinsic calibration
by relying on the motion of the sensor platform rather than
on specific scene structure (see Fig. 1). Work by Stahoviak
has shown that the velocity of a 3D millimetre-wavelength
(hereafter, mm-wave) radar sensor can be determined directly
and without knowledge of the environment [3]. By relying
on velocity information provided by the 3D radar, instead
of attempting to localize and track specific targets, we avoid
many of the issues caused by noise, outliers, and jitter. We
focus on radar-to-camera extrinsic calibration—however, the
method we describe is applicable to any complementary
sensor that is able to estimate its egomotion (e.g., 3D lidar,
GNSS/INS sensors, etc.). We require only enough informa-
tion for egomotion estimation and sufficient excitation of the
system (see Section IV-B). In this paper we:

1) prove that extrinsic calibration for a 3D radar-camera
pair is observable given sufficient excitation of the
system;

2) describe the required motions necessary for proper
calibration;

3) develop a continuous-time batch radar-to-monocular
camera extrinsic calibration algorithm; and

4) verify the performance of our algorithm on synthetic
data and through extensive real-world experiments.

We provide one of the first methods for estimating the ex-
trinsic calibration parameters between a 3D mm-wave radar
and monocular camera without the use of radar retroreflec-
tors. Although our goal is to build weather-robust navigation
platforms, we focus on calibration under nominal conditions
in the field (i.e., without adverse weather), since this is
already a very difficult problem.

II. RELATED WORK

A variety of mm-wave radar extrinsic calibration algo-
rithms exist, which can roughly be grouped according to
the sensor pair involved and the specific degrees of freedom
that are calibrated. Early extrinsic calibration algorithms for
radar-camera sensor pairs considered 2D radar units only,
either ignoring the 3D nature of radar measurements or
constraining the positions of any retroreflectors to the radar
measurement plane [4]–[7]. These algorithms operate by
estimating the homography between the camera image plane
and the radar measurement plane. Sugimoto et al. note in
[4] that 2D radar units typically measure a maximum return
when a retroreflector lies on the plane of zero elevation in
the radar reference frame; the return intensity decreases for
reflectors that lie above or below this plane. The approach in
[4] filters returns by intensity to ensure that only targets in
the plane at zero elevation (relative to the radar frame) are
used as part of the calibration process.

More recent algorithms estimate the rigid sensor-to-sensor
transform by minimizing a ‘reprojection error’: this is the
error in the alignment of identifiable environmental structures
or objects that appear within the fields of view of both
sensors. Kim et al. [8] align hybrid visual-radar targets that
can be easily identified in the camera and radar data, but

assume that the radar measurements are constrained to the
zero-elevation plane.

The zero-elevation plane constraint is relaxed for certain
‘reprojection error’ algorithms. El Natour et al. estimate
the radar-to-camera transform by intersecting backprojected
camera rays with the ‘arcs’ in 3D along which radar mea-
surements must lie [9]. Domhof et al. rely on a known
visual target structure to convert camera measurements into
‘pseudo-radar’ measurements. The transform that best aligns
the radar and pseudo-radar measurements then defines the
extrinsic calibration [10]. Peršić et al. [11] improve upon
these methods by resolving the elevation ambiguity using
target reflection intensity as a pseudo-measurement of the
elevation angle. Peršić et al. [11] also extend their approach
to include 2D radar-to-lidar calibration. The reprojection
and homography methods are summarized and compared
by Oh et al. in [12], where the authors conclude that the
homography and reprojection methods have similar accuracy.

All of the algorithms described above require special-
ized retroreflective radar targets, but a small number of
‘targetless’ or target-free extrinsic calibration algorithms for
2D mm-wave radar also exist. Schöller et al. [13] use
end-to-end deep learning to estimate the extrinsic rotation
parameters that align vehicles (i.e., automobiles) detected
in radar measurements and camera images. However, the
algorithm requires an external measurement of the translation
parameters. Peršić et al. [14] perform target-free, online
pairwise extrinsic calibration of 2D radars, cameras, and lidar
sensors by estimating the transform that aligns moving object
trajectories. This method assumes a priori knowledge of the
translation parameters and only estimates yaw between the
radar-camera and radar-lidar pairs.

Similar to our approach, Kellner et al. [15] use radar
velocity measurements to estimate the yaw angle between
a 2D radar sensor and a vehicle-mounted gyroscope, by
relating the angular velocity of the gyroscope to the lateral
velocity of the radar. This technique also requires a priori
knowledge of the translation between the sensors.

In summary, the mm-wave radar calibration algorithms de-
veloped to date are generally limited by hardware constraints
(i.e., an inability to resolve elevation reliably) or the need
for specialized retroreflective targets, or suffer from high
calibration parameter uncertainty due to a lack of true 3D
information. We take advantage of the available elevation
data in 3D radar measurements to estimate the instantaneous
(3D) velocity of the radar unit. These data, in combination
with pose estimates from a camera (or other egomotion
sensors), allow us to determine the full sensor-to-sensor
rigid-body transform without the need for specialized targets.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Notation

Latin and Greek letters (e.g., a and α) represent scalar
variables, while boldface lower and upper case letters (e.g.,
x and Θ) represent vectors and matrices, respectively. A
parenthesized superscript pair, for example, A(i,j), indicates



the ith row and the jth column of the matrix A. A three-
dimensional reference frame is designated by F−→. The trans-
lation vector from point a (often a reference frame origin)
to b, expressed in F−→a, is denoted by rbaa . The translational
velocity of point b relative to point a, expressed in F−→c, is
denoted by vba

c . The angular velocity of frame F−→a relative
to an inertial frame, expressed in F−→a, is denoted byωa.

We denote rotation matrices by R; for example, Rab ∈
SO(3) defines the rotation from F−→b to F−→a. We reserve
T for SE(3) transform matrices; for example, Tab is the
homogeneous matrix that defines the rigid-body transform
from frame F−→b to F−→a. These transforms are constructed
using the split representation of SE(3). For example, the
transform from frame F−→b to F−→a at time t is,

Tab(t) =

[
Rab(t) rbaa (t)

0T 1

]
, (1)

where the transform is split into a rotation matrix, Rab(t) ∈
SO(3), and translation vector, rbaa (t) ∈ R3. The unary
operator ∧ acts on r ∈ R3 to produce a skew-symmetric
matrix such that r∧s is equivalent to the cross product r×s.

B. Sensor Measurements

We consider three reference frames: frame F−→w is an
(approximate) inertial frame attached to the surface of the
Earth, while F−→r is the reference frame of the radar sensor,
and F−→c is the reference frame of the camera (or other
egomotion sensor). The radar unit measures the velocity of
the sensor in F−→r relative to F−→w, expressed in F−→r at an
instant in time, t,

vrw
r (t) = Rwr(t)T

∂ rrww (t)

∂t
, (2)

where we use the partial derivative notation to indicate that
the radar position also depends upon the parameters of our
B-spline trajectory representation (see Section III-C).

Assuming that a series of three or more (known) 3D
landmarks are visible in frame F−→w, the camera is able to
measure its pose at time t relative to F−→w,

Tcw(t) = TcrT
−1
wr(t), (3)

where Twr(t) is the homogeneous pose matrix of the radar
in the inertial frame at time t and Tcr is the homogeneous
matrix that defines the (constant but unknown) radar-to-
camera transform. If the metric positions of the landmarks
are not known, the camera translation can only be determined
up to an unknown scale factor.

C. Continuous-Time Trajectory Representation

We use a continuous-time representation of the sensor plat-
form trajectory in our problem formulation. The continuous-
time representation is advantageous because it allows mea-
surements to be made at arbitrary time instants; since the
radar and the camera operate at different rates and are
not hardware synchronized, the relationship between their
measurement times is not fixed. There are multiple possible

ways to parameterize trajectories in continuous time [16]–
[18]. We choose the cumulative B-spline representation on
Lie groups developed by Sommer et al. in [16]. Below, we
very briefly review this representation, and refer the reader
to [16] for more details.

B-splines are functions of one continuous parameter (e.g
time) and a finite set of control points (or knots); for brevity,
we restrict our example here to points {p0, . . . ,pN | pi ∈
Rd}. The order k of the spline determines the number of
control points that are required to evaluate the spline at
time t. In a uniformly spaced B-spline, each control point is
assigned a time ti = t0 + i∆t, where t0 is the start of the
spline and ∆t is the time between control points. Given a
B-spline of length N and order k, the end of the spline is
tN−k+1.

Given a time t, a normalized time u = t−ti
ti+1−ti can be

defined, where ti is the time assigned to control point pi and
ti ≤ t < ti+1. The B-spline function evaluated at normalized
time u is

p(u) =
[
pi di

1 . . . di
k−1
]
M̃ku, (4)

where uT = [1 u u2 . . . uk−1] and di
j = pi+j − pi+j−1.

The matrix M̃k is a k × k mixing matrix. The elements of
the mixing matrix are a function of the spline order k and
are defined by

m̃
(a,n)
k =

k−1∑
s=a

m
(s,n)
k , (5)

m
(s,n)
k =

Cn
k−1

(k − 1)!

k−1∑
l=s

(−1)l−sCl−s
k (k − 1− l)k−1−n

a, s, n ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}.

(6)

The scalar Ci
j = j!

i!(j−i)! is a binomial coefficient. This B-
splines definition can be simplified by defining λj(u) =
M̃ku, which results in

p(u) = pi +

k−1∑
j=1

λj(u)di
j . (7)

This B-spline representation is a convenient way to de-
scribe smooth rigid-body trajectories in continuous time. Our
development above is for splines on a vector space, but B-
splines can also be defined over Lie groups, including the
group SO(3) of rotations,

R(u) = Ri

k−1∏
j=1

exp(λj(u)φi
j), (8)

where Ri is a control point of the rotation spline and φi
j =

log(RT
i+j−1Ri+j). The operators exp and log map from the

Lie algebra so(3) to SO(3) and vice versa, respectively [18].

D. Optimization Problem

The error equation for the radar velocity is

ev(t) = vrw
r (t)−Rwr(t)T

∂ rrww (t)

∂t
+ nv,

nv ∼ N (0,Σv(t)),
(9)



where Rwr(t) and rrww (t) are the split spline representation
of Twr(t) with control points {R0, . . . ,RN | Ri ∈ SO(3)}
and {p0, . . . ,pN | pi ∈ R3}. The vector vrw

r (t) is the
measured radar velocity at time t. The error equation for
the camera measurements is

Terr(t) = Tcw(t)Twr(t)T−1cr (10)

ep(t) =

[
rerr(t)
φerr(t)

]
+ np, np ∼ N (0,Σp(t)) (11)

φerr(t) = log(Rerr(t)), (12)

where rerr(t) and Rerr(t) are the R3 and SO(3) elements of
Terr(t). The set of parameters, x, that we wish to estimate
are the control points of the split representation of Twr(t)
and the extrinsic calibration parameters in Tcr,

x = {p0, . . . , pN , R0, . . . , RN , Rcr, rrcc }.
(13)

Our optimization problem is then to find x∗ that minimizes
the following cost function:

J (x) =

l∑
i=1

eT
v (ti)Σ

−1
v (ti)ev(ti)

+

m∑
j=1

eT
p (tj)Σ

−1
p (tj)ep(tj),

(14)

where l and m are, respectively, the number of radar velocity
measurements and camera pose measurements.

E. Implementation Details

Our approach to estimate the velocity of the radar unit
involves finding the velocity vector that best fits a series of
measured range-rate vectors. To do so, we use an algorithm
and software package developed by Stahoviak et al. called
‘Goggles’ [3].1 The Goggles algorithm applies MLESAC
to find an inlier set of radar velocity measurements. The
final velocity estimate is calculated using orthogonal distance
regression on this inlier set of velocities.

We solve the full batch nonlinear optimization problem
to determine the extrinsic parameters using the Levenberg-
Marquardt implementation available in the Ceres solver [19].
Ceres’ auto-differentiation capability is applied to calculate
the Jacobians of the error equations. To manipulate the B-
splines, we rely on the library from Sommer et al. [16].2 Our
translation and rotation splines have a spline order of k = 4.

IV. OBSERVABILITY ANALYSIS

In order to estimate the calibration parameters, the system
must be observable (or, equivalently for our batch formu-
lation, identifiable). In Section IV-A, we make use of the
observability rank condition criterion defined by Hermann
and Krener [20] to prove that the calibration and scale
estimation problem is observable. It is well known that, in
the absence of metric distance information, absolute scale
cannot be recovered from monocular camera measurements

1Available at https://github.com/cstahoviak/goggles
2Available at https://gitlab.com/VladyslavUsenko/basalt-headers.git

alone [21]. We show below that, given radar velocity data,
it is possible to identify both the calibration parameters and
the visual scale factor without knowledge of the (metric)
distances between visual landmarks. It follows that radar-to-
camera calibration, in the general case, does not require a
specialized camera calibration target (or any other external
source of scale information). We are concerned with the
following set of parameters:

x = {rrcc , Rcr, α}, (15)

where α is the unknown scale factor that appears in the
camera pose measurement. A brief degeneracy analysis of the
calibration problem, which identifies conditions that result in
a loss of observability, is provided in Section IV-B.

A. Observability of Radar-to-Camera Extrinsic Calibration

We follow an approach similar to that in [22] and note that
the (scaled) linear and angular velocities of the camera can
be determined by taking the time derivatives of the camera
pose measurements. Also, Stahoviak has shown that the 3D
velocity of the radar (in the radar frame) can be recovered
from three non-coplanar range-rate measurements [3]. These
quantities can be related through rigid-body kinematics,

hi = αvcw
c = α(Rcrv

rw
r − ω∧c rrcc ), (16)

where hi is the scaled linear velocity of the camera and
ωc is the angular velocity of the camera, both relative to
the camera frame. To decrease the notational burden going
forward, we drop the superscripts and subscripts defining the
velocities and extrinsic transform parameters. The gradient
of the zeroth-order Lie derivative of the ith measurement is

∇xL0hi =
[
−αω∧i −α(Rvi)

∧J Rvi − ω∧i r
]
, (17)

where J is the Lie algebra left Jacobian of Rcr [18]. Since
the parameters of interest are constant with respect to time,
we are able to stack the gradients of several Lie derivatives
(at different points times) to form the observability matrix,

O =

∇xL0h1

∇xL0h2

∇xL0h3

 , (18)

which has full column rank when three or more sets of mea-
surements are available (we omit the full proof for brevity).
We note that the analysis is simplified by considering the
measurement equation only, and at different points in time.
However, it is also possible to show that the system is
instantaneously locally weakly observable when the sensor
platform undergoes both linear and angular accelerations
(again, we omit this proof due to space).

B. Degeneracy Analysis

The conditions under which a loss of observability (iden-
tifiability) may occur can be determined by examining the
nullspace of the observability matrix. In this section, we
consider the scale parameter to be known, which removes
the last column of the matrix defined by Eq. 17—in turn,



only two sets of measurements are required. The nullspace
of ∇xL0hi contains the vectors

Ui =

ωi 0 (I− ωiω
T
i

‖ωi‖2
)Rvi

0 J−1Rvi (I− J−1Rvi(J
−1Rvi)

T

‖J−1Rvi‖2 )J−1ωi

 ,
(19)

where each column of Ui defines one null vector. To ensure
that the stacked observability matrix formed from ∇xL0h1

and ∇xL0h2 has full column rank (i.e., that the nullspace
contains the zero vector only), the following constraints must
be satisfied, at minimum:

ω2 × ω1 6= 0,

v2 × v1 6= 0.
(20)

The constraints defined by Eq. 20 show that the system
must rotate about and translate along two non-collinear
axes at different points in time. The rotation constraint is
expected because our problem is similar to the one defined by
Brookshire and Teller in [23]. However, the angular velocity
of the radar unit cannot be measured directly, which leads
to the second excitation requirement. Additional constraints
can be generated from the third column of Eq. 19, but these
motions are more difficult to characterize; we posit, based
on our experiments, that these constraints are less likely to
be violated in practice.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In general, our algorithm can be applied to any 3D radar
and egomotion sensor pair, but our experimental focus is
on 3D radar-to-monocular camera extrinsic calibration. For
convenience, in this work, we estimate the camera pose
relative to a 12×10 planar checkerboard calibration target of
known size. However, as shown in Section IV, knowledge of
metric scale is not required—the camera must simply view
a sufficient number of features (three or more) that lie in a
general configuration in the environment.

Below, we present a series of synthetic and real world
calibration experiments to evaluate the performance of our
algorithm. In Section V-A, we empirically analyze the sen-
sitivity of the algorithm to measurement noise when applied
to synthetic data. In Section V-B, we demonstrate that
our approach improves upon hand-measured calibration and
compares favourably with the algorithm of Peršić et al. [24],
although our approach does not require specialized radar
retroreflectors.

A. Synthetic Data

Our simulation environment is shown in Fig. 2. In order to
ensure sufficient excitation of the system, the sensor platform
trajectory has non-zero linear and angular acceleration about
all three axes in the radar sensor frame; see the bottom of
Fig. 2. We added zero-mean Gaussian noise to each radar and
camera measurement, with magnitudes similar to the noise
levels identified in our real-world experiments.

Simulation results show that our algorithm is accurate
in the low-noise regime, but that the performance degrades

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for our simulation studies. The calibration rig
rotates while moving along the blue trajectory. The black dots represent the
internal corners of a 12-by-10 checkerboard with squares that are 9.9 cm
by 9.9 cm in size, the same as those of our physical checkerboard.

as the amount of noise in the radar velocity measurements
increases (see Figure 3). We found that the average standard
deviations of our real-world radar velocity estimates were
0.03, 0.06, and 0.1 m/s in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively. As a result, our noisiest simulation experiment
represents a worst-case calibration scenario, because the
experiment uses twice the amount of noise as found in our
true radar velocity data. Overall, the proposed calibration
algorithm shows robustness to significant noise—we are able
to successfully calibrate in all of our trials despite very large
worst-case noise levels.

B. Real-World Experiments

We collected a real-world dataset that allowed us to com-
pare the performance of our algorithm to the 3D reprojection-
based algorithm of Peršić et al. [24]. Our data collection
rig (shown in Figure 4) carried: (i) a PointGrey BFLY-
U3-23S6M-C global shutter camera with a Kowa C-Mount
6 mm fixed-focus lens (96.8◦ × 79.4◦ field of view) and
(ii) a Texas Instruments AWR1843BOOST 3D radar unit.
Both sensors operated at approximately 10 Hz. Data were
captured and stored by an on-board Raspberry Pi 4 Model
B. The camera intrinsic and lens distortion parameters were
obtained using the Kalibr toolbox [25] prior to conducting
the experiments. We performed a rough, ad hoc temporal
alignment of the radar and camera data before running our
optimization algorithm. Additionally, the extrinsic calibration
(translation and rotation) parameters were carefully measured
by hand for comparison.

Experiments were conducted outdoors to mitigate (to some
extent) radar multipath reflections and other detrimental ef-
fects. We placed five specialized hybrid radar-camera targets
[11] in the environment for validation purposes and for
comparison with the calibration method in [24]. However,
we emphasize that our algorithm does not specifically make
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Fig. 3. Left: histograms of translation error norm between estimated and
ground truth calibration parameters for different amounts of simulated radar
velocity and image pixel noise. Right: histograms of rotation errors. The
rotation error is the magnitude of the angle that aligns the estimated and
true radar frames. For each noise combination, 50 test cases were run.

use of the retroreflective radar targets; the velocity of the
radar can be determined independently.

We evaluated the performance of the calibration algorithm
by measuring target reprojection error. We placed an April-
Tag [26] on each radar-camera target in the environment,
enabling us to estimate the 3D positions of the targets.
Using the extrinsic transform obtained via a given calibration
method, the radar measurement of the target can be projected
into the camera reference frame. The distance between
the observed 3D position of the target (from image data)
and the projected radar estimate of the target position is
the target reprojection error. Figure 5 shows the radar-to-
camera reprojection error determined using three different
calibration methods: hand-measurement, the 3D reprojection-
based method of Pers̆ić et al. [24], and our proposed method.
Since the transform estimated by the 3D reprojection method
in [24] optimally aligns the AprilTag positions with the
projected radar measurements of the targets, this approach
outperforms our algorithm according to this metric, as ex-
pected. However, the difference in the median reprojection
error between our proposed method and that in [24] is less
than 4 mm. In contrast to [24], our algorithm does not require
any specialized radar targets in the general case.

Fig. 4. The top image is a picture of the handheld data collection rig.
The bottom two images show different perspectives of our data collection
environment.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described a novel continuous-time 3D
millimetre-wavelength radar-to-camera extrinsic calibration
algorithm. We showed that the problem is observable and
derived the necessary conditions for calibration from radar
velocity and camera pose measurements only. On synthetic
data, our algorithm was shown to be accurate and reli-
able, but our sensitivity analysis indicated that performance
depends on the amount of noise in the radar velocity
measurements. Using data from a handheld sensor rig, we
demonstrated that we are able to calibrate the extrinsic
transform with an accuracy comparable to the method in
[24] but without the need for retroreflectors. One future
research direction is to investigate alternative cost functions
that explicitly consider alignment errors (similar to [24]).
Finally, joint spatiotemporal calibration [27] and monocular
camera trajectory scale estimation, similar to [28], would be
valuable extensions to our algorithm.
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Fig. 5. The target reprojection error is shown for the following calibration
methods: hand-measured, Pers̆ić et al. [24], and our proposed method. All
algorithms used the same dataset and all calibration results were obtained
from a held-out dataset.
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